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Abstract

We live in a multi-modal world; therefore it comes as no surprise that the human

brain is tailored for the integration of multi-sensory input. Inspired by the human

brain, the multi-sensory data is used in Artificial Intelligence (AI) for teaching

different concepts to computers.

Autonomous Agents (AAs) are AI systems that sense and act autonomously in

complex dynamic environments. Such agents can build up Self-Awareness (SA)

by describing their experiences through multi-sensorial information with appro-

priate models and correlating them incrementally with the currently perceived

situation to continuously expand their knowledge. This thesis proposes methods

to learn such awareness models for AAs. These models include SA and situational

awareness models in order to perceive and understand itself (self variables) and

its surrounding environment (external variables) at the same time. An agent is

considered self-aware when it can dynamically observe and understand itself and

its surrounding through different proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors which

facilitate learning and maintaining a contextual representation by processing the

observed multi-sensorial data.

We proposed a probabilistic framework for generative and descriptive dynamic

models that can lead to a computationally efficient SA system. In general, gen-

erative models facilitate the prediction of future states while descriptive models

enable to select the representation that best fits the current observation. The

proposed framework employs a Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGMs) such as

Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) that represent a set of variables and their

conditional dependencies. Once we obtain this probabilistic representation, the

latter allows the agent to model interactions between itself, as observed through

proprioceptive sensors, and the environment, as observed through exteroceptive

sensors.

In order to develop an awareness system, not only an agent needs to recognize

the normal states and perform predictions accordingly, but also it is necessary

to detect the abnormal states with respect to its previously learned knowledge.

Therefore, there is a need to measure anomalies or irregularities in an observed

situation. In this case, the agent should be aware that an abnormality (i.e., a

non-stationary condition) never experienced before, is currently present.



Due to our specific way of representation, which makes it possible to model multi-

sensorial data into a uniform interaction model, the proposed work not only im-

proves predictions of future events but also can be potentially used to effectuate

a transfer learning process where information related to the learned model can be

moved and interpreted by another body.

The contents of this thesis are based on several peer-reviewed conference and jour-

nal papers published during my PhD studies together with some works presented

in workshops and partial results of projects that are under preparation for pub-

lishing in the coming period. This thesis is divided into five chapters:

Chapter 1 - Introduction: This chapter states the general topic of the thesis

and also provides a review of the literature related to the topic and justifies

the research contribution presented in this document. It also presents the list

of published papers during my PhD.

Chapter 2 - Single-Modality State Representation and Abnormality De-

tection: This chapter presents a computational approach that facilitates the

representation and modeling of agents’ dynamic behaviors and the detection

of new experiences using only positional information, as a simple awareness

system. This chapter shows how Gaussian Processes (GP) and Super-Pixel

(SP) techniques can be employed for learning models later used by a bank

of Kalman filters for inference purposes. Finally, this chapter supports with

experimental results for detecting anomalies and trajectory classification.

Chapter 3 - Multi-Sensorial Data for Learning a Multi-Modal Aware-

ness System: This chapter introduces two approaches to learn multi-modal

SA models by using different levels of supervision for extending the prediction

and abnormality detection into a multi-level fashion (discrete-continuous in-

formation). Namely, we first propose a semi-supervised GP-based approach,

and then an unsupervised incremental learning process is introduced. This

chapter describes how the clustering techniques such as Self-organizing Maps

can be employed for learning a multi-level DBN that describes observed data.

Additionally, in this chapter we introduce a new representation of Markov

Jump Particle Filter (MJPF) that facilitates the prediction and detection of

abnormality in the proposed DBN.



Chapter 4 - A Unified Interaction Multi-Modal Awareness System: This

chapter presents a method for modeling causality between multi-sensorial in-

formation as an interaction level between different modalities or entities. In

particular, we explain how it is possible to integrate several DBNs into a

unified coupled probabilistic model that can be used to make inferences of

multi-sensory data. Accordingly, it is shown how the MJPF can be ade-

quately employed for multi-sensorial scenarios by considering the possible

dependencies between different data sources. In addition, this chapter com-

pares two different approaches for modeling the interaction of multi-sensorial

information.

Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Future Work : This chapter concludes the

thesis and lists the advantages. Additionally, possible future directions of the

research in question are here stated and discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

AAs can be seen as computational systems that interact independently, sense

and act autonomously with its environment via its own sensors, and by doing so

realize a set of goals or tasks for which they are designed [1–3]. This generally

acknowledged relationship between an agent and its environment is schematically

depicted in Figure 1.1. Generally speaking, intelligent agents continuously perform

different functions: perception of dynamic conditions in the environment, action

to affect conditions in the environment, reasoning to interpret perceptions, solve

problems, draw inferences, and determine actions [4–6]. Thus, in this sense humans

and most animals can also be regarded as AAs. One of the ultimate goal for AI

systems is to construct AAs capable of human-level performance [7, 8]. However,

a look at the state of current research reveals that we are quite far from achieving

this goal but progressing.

Figure 1.1: An Agent interacting with its surrounding environment through
sensors and effectors.

1



Introduction 2

AAs are developing too fast, and there is a need to improve their perception and

their understanding about the environments and themselves in order to have more

reliable agents. This could lead to have the agents which are smarter to perform

tasks better and more importantly adapt themselves with the dynamic changing

real-world environments. An agent can perceive its external world and itself by

using a set of sensors. Accordingly, this set of multi-sensorial information can

be divided in two main parts: exteroceptive and proprioceptive. Proprioceptive

sensors measure the internal agent’s parameters whereas exteroceptive sensors

observe the agent’s environment (see Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Physical architecture for an awareness AA. The autonomous ve-
hicle observes the surrounding environment with exteroceptive sensors (blue)
and its internal state with proprioceptive sensors (green) and translates its au-
tonomous decisions into actions through the actuators (in red). The SA core is
able to forecast the next state of the environment and of the system itself to

detect anomalies and execute the derived actions.

The understanding and making inference from such information is essential to fully

describe the awareness of a system. Accordingly, based on sensory data, two main

awareness models could be considered:

• Situational awareness : which refers to model, perceive and understand the

environment from the agent.

• Self-awareness : which allows an agent to model, perceive and understand

itself (internal parameters ‘effectors-related measurements of the agent’).
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For generating artificial aware agents, it is essential to embed the sense of self-

awareness (understanding of own states) and situation awareness (comprehension

of external surrounding states) in the agent in question. Figure 1.3 proposes a

diagram that explains the requirements for a full awareness system.

Exo-sensors Shared actuators

Interfaces

Self awareness

Interfaces Interfaces

Operator

Situation  

awareness

Endo-sensors Private actuators

Body world

Autonomous 

decision system

a) b)

Operator 

Commands

Exo-Situation 
awareness 

Autonomous 

system commands

Self awareness endo 
embodied input 

Self awareness 

information

Operator 

Supervised

Automatic / 

Unsupervised

a)

b)

Self awareness 

commands

External 

world

Figure 1.3: Proposed fully awareness diagram.

By refering to Figure 1.3, the observable world can be divided into two main parts:

• External world : It refers to the agent’s surroundings that it is capable of per-

ceiving through its exo-sensor, i.e., sensory devices dedicated to measuring

the outside world or the environment where the agent is immersed.

• Body world : It refers to the agent’s physical actuators. Accordingly, it

is important to take into account the sensors dedicated to measuring the

control parameters of the agent, i.e., endo-sensors and the orders given to

the actuators.

Interfaces that facilitate the estimation of current environment state (exo-situation

awareness) and internal states (SA) of the agent in question are required. Those

interfaces enable to transform sensory data to state variables that describe the

internal and external situations where a given agent is immersed. Additionally,

an autonomous decision system is considered in charge of controlling the agent’s

actuators according to known previous learned models that guarantee a stable

situation with respect to a particular goal to be accomplished. Such autonomous
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system must take into consideration both exo-situation and SA states to make

decisions about the next agent’s action. When an anomaly in any of both aware-

ness modules is detected, an intervention from an operator who takes control of

the current situation such as described in the case of a) in Figure 1.3 takes place.

In the case of b), the operator can observe the current situation but cannot take

control of the agent’s actions. However, in both cases (a) or (b), an interface

is necessary that transforms information of exo-situation and SA into a language

that can be readable and potentially manipulated by an operator.

Exo-awareness information goes to the SA module and it is the latter that provides

commands to the entire system when there is an abnormality that the current

models cannot handle. In such cases, the autonomous system should enter into an

exploration phase to deal with the new situations or give control to the operator

and learn from him the correct actions to be done in such unusual conditions.

In this thesis, I present and formulate diverse approaches to model an awareness

system for AAs which are able to represent the agent’s dynamics by taking into

consideration the interactions between a moving agent and its surrounding envi-

ronment. In particular, in this set of work, I consider a probabilistic framework

in terms of Bayesian representation in order to model agent’s dynamic behaviours

from different sensorial information. Accordingly, signal processing and Machine

Learning (ML) techniques are utilized to design an awareness model that facilitates

the similarities between current realizations and previous experiences related to a

given executed task. The capability of predicting the task’s evolution in normal

conditions (i.e., when the task follows the rules learned in previous experiences)

and jointly detecting abnormal situations allows autonomous systems to increase

their awareness and the effectiveness of the decision making. The proposed rep-

resentation describes the system dynamically in a holistic way by considering dif-

ferent levels of abstractions.

1.1 Background

SA is a broad concept which describes a cognitive property of a biological—typical

human—agent. At a rather abstract level, SA can be defined as the capacity to

become the object of one’s own attention which arises when an agent focuses not
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only on the external environment but also on the internal milieu. The agent be-

comes a reflective observer and processing self-information. It becomes aware that

it is awake and actually experiencing specific mental events, emitting behaviors,

and possessing unique characteristics [9]. Another classic SA definition is pro-

posed by Fenigstein et al. [10] who state that a self-aware agent may focus on

private or public self-aspects. Private self-aspects relate to externally unobserved

events and characteristics such as emotions, physiological sensations, perceptions,

values, goals and motives, whereas public self-aspects are visible attributes such

as behavior and physical appearance.

Over the years, SA has been an object of intensive discussions and studies in differ-

ent disciplines such as philosophy, psychology and cognitive sciences (e.g., [11–13]).

Common aspects of the proposed approaches lie on the conception of SA as i) a

cognitive embodied process composed of representational and inferential processes

of an agent situated in an environment, and ii) an agent’s property which emerges

in various forms including the extent of the SA capabilities (“levels”) [9, 14] and

the scope of the processed information (“private and public”) [10, 15]. More re-

cently, SA concepts have been transferred to artificial systems aiming at either

designing intelligent agents or analyzing their behavior. The driving motivation

for the transfer of biological SA concepts to artificial systems is to improve au-

tonomy, robustness and scalability and has been investigated in different fields

including software engineering, machine learning, and robotics [16–19]. A funda-

mental challenge in most of these approaches is how to systematically integrate

SA capabilities into artificial agents.

Moreover, SA has already been proposed for autonomic computing as a means to

cope with complexity [20]. SA refers to a system’s capability to recognize its own

state, possible actions and the result of these actions on the system itself and on

its environment. This principle has been investigated on different system layers,

for example the on recently presented in the context of the Internet of Things

[21–23]. However, in order to meet the complex requirements of AA, SA must

not be taken separately on each layer (i.e. sensors, communication, effectors, etc.)

but combined into a coherent agent SA which prevents destructive behavior due

to conflicting decisions [24].

The analysis of situations and surroundings based on single modality observed dy-

namics is an important area in which research is advancing [25–30]. By recognizing

and characterizing the context according to the movement of agents, it is possible
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to improve the SA of environments [31]. By doing so, the capability of predicting

future actions and conditions of the external agents is improved in return. The

latter facilitates the automatic estimation of possible actions according to a given

context which in turn constitutes a fundamental component for smarter systems

that could predict complex scenarios given spatial trajectory information [32–36].

As pointed out in [27], contextual/semantic interpretation of observed trajectories

includes information about the agent’s surroundings and its own situation.

Most of the time, the single modality awareness systems lack the robustness and

reliability required in several real-word applications [37, 38]. In fact, the world

comprises a large amount of information which is cataloged in different sensor

modalities. Processing multi-sensory information is part of our daily routines

and has proven to have a direct impact in our behavioral outcomes [39, 40]. As

described in [41], a multi-sensory brain allows us to combine and integrate multi-

modal information, facilitate the development of cognitive skills such as extracting

speech information from visual cues [42, 43] and integrate gustatory and olfactory

cues for perceiving flavor [44, 45]. The examination of interactions among differ-

ent sensory modalities has been a key aspect for understanding how multi-sensory

brains learn from experiences and react to new ones. Accordingly, as discussed

in [46], research works involving both human and nonhuman subjects have been

conducted to understand how multi-sensory interactions enable behavioral, per-

ceptual, and cognitive abilities.

Motivated by the discovered advantages brought by multisensorial processing in

humans and other living beings [47–49], researchers have developed the theory of

multi-sensory learning which supports the idea that brains learn and operate opti-

mally in multi-sensory scenarios. Such an assumption is quite rational since we are

constantly surrounded by multimodal stimuli that affect our behavior continuously.

As discussed in [50], a given task is mastered with less effort when multi-sensory

cues are available, suggesting a brain’s natural preference when learning and op-

erating with multi-sensory information. Consistently, multi-sensory brains should

follow a multi-sensory protocol to elaborate perceived cues. Such a protocol con-

siders the different sensory modalities of the brain not as independent processes

but rather as a multi-sensory interactions in a contextual environment [51]. For

doing so, it is necessary to consolidate the information from simultaneously ex-

perienced unisensory modalities into a single interaction multi-sensory perception

[52, 53].
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In light of the above, and motivated by [54], in this thesis, we consider the SA

modeling from a sensor data and signal processing perspective. We propose an

interaction cross-modalities structure (i.e., internal and external sensory data).

That takes place in the contexts of real-life problems where information is com-

bined from various modalities (e.g. vision and language [55, 56]) or different do-

mains (e.g. brain and environment [57]). Having the perception from the external

observer available, the internal body information conveyed by these external ob-

servations would be complementary. Moreover, given different perspectives we

can model the causality between several modalities. This can be done through

an interaction representation of different perspectives. We represent a SA model

obtained by jointly and dynamically analyzing the sensory data endows the agent

with introspection at different hierarchical levels. Such representation allows the

agent to model:

• Single modality awareness system.

• Multi-modal awareness system.

• Interactions between itself as observed through proprioceptive sensors and

the environment as observed through exteroceptive sensors.

Furthermore, learning new concepts dynamically is a crucial ability for an AA, and

by far is the most studied type of learning in AI [58]. The incremental learning

problem is the matter of learning new concepts knowledge or tasks while not

forgetting old knowledge [59–64]. In this thesis, we present an approach based on

the incremental learning of new dynamic models from data acquired along with

agent experiences. This facilities constructing more reliable SA models.

1.2 Main Contribution

This thesis is focused on designing methods to learn awareness models for an

AA form multi-sensorial information by applying probabilistic techniques such as

DBN.

In addition to the main target of this thesis, the novelties that it came up with

are listed as follows:
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i. It proposes a hierarchical bayesian representation to model the situational

awareness by analysing positional information. Such representation enables

the modeling of observed motions dynamically by taking into consideration

causalities between moving agent and its surrounding environments.

ii. A probabilistic switching DBNs is presented to learn a multi-modal aware-

ness incremental model from different sources (exteroceptive and proprio-

ceptive). Such network provides a complementary information between the

SA Layers. Accordingly, a hierarchical model based on MJPF is proposed

to model low dimensional data. Additionally, a hierarchical model is intro-

duced by means of a cross-modal Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

processing high dimensional visual data. Different levels of the GANs are

detected in a “self-supervised” manner using GANs discriminators decision

boundaries.

iii. Two different coupled DBN architectures are proposed to model causali-

ties between exteroceptive and proprioceptive data. Such causalities can

be considered as interaction models that encode the relationship between

multimodal information.

1.3 PhD publications

The following list of publications represent the outcomes of the research done over

the years of the PhD concerning the published conference and journal papers:

- Prediction of Multi-target Dynamics Using Discrete Descriptors: an

Interactive Approach, M. Baydoun, D. Campo, D. Kanapram, L. Marce-

naro, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech,

and Signal Processing (ICASSP’19), Brighton, United Kingdom (2019).

- Learning Probabilistic Awareness Models for Detecting Abnormalities

in Vehicle Motions, D. Campo, , M. Baydoun, P. Marin, D. Martin, L.

Marcenaro, A. Escalera, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE Transactions on Intelligent

Transportation Systems 2019 (T-ITS’19). PP(99):1-13.

- Learning a Switching Bayesian Model for Jammer Detection in the

Cognitive-Radio-Based Internet of Things, M. Farrukh, A. Krayani,

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331440621_Prediction_of_Multi-target_Dynamics_Using_Discrete_Descriptors_an_Interactive_Approach
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331440621_Prediction_of_Multi-target_Dynamics_Using_Discrete_Descriptors_an_Interactive_Approach
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel7/6979/4358928/08700594.pdf
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel7/6979/4358928/08700594.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331439281_Learning_a_Switching_Bayesian_Model_for_Jammer_Detection_in_the_Cognitive-Radio-Based_Internet_of_Things
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331439281_Learning_a_Switching_Bayesian_Model_for_Jammer_Detection_in_the_Cognitive-Radio-Based_Internet_of_Things
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M. Baydoun, L. Marcenaro, Y. Gao and C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE World

Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT ’19), Limerick, Ireland (2019).

- Dynamic Bayesian Approach for decision-making in Ego-Things, D.

Kanapram, D. Campo, M. Baydoun, L. Marcenaro, E. L. Bodanese, C.

S. Regazzoni and M. Marchese, IEEE World Forum on Internet of Things

(WF-IoT ’19), Limerick, Ireland (2019).

- Jammer detection in M-QAM-OFDM by learning a Dynamic Bayesian

Model for the Cognitive Radio, A. Krayani, M. Farrukh, M. Baydoun,

L. Marcenaro, Y. Gao, C. S. Regazzoni, European Signal Processing Con-

ference (EUSIPCO ’19), Coruña, Spain (2019).

- Clustering optimization for abnormality detection in semi-autonomous

system, H. iqbal, D. Campo, M. Baydoun, L. Marcenaro, D. Martin, C.

S. Regazzoni, International Workshop on Multimodal Understanding and

Learning for Embodied Applications (MULEA ’19), Nice, France (2019).

- Abnormality detection using graph matching for multi-task dynam-

ics of autonomous systems, H. Zaal, M. Baydoun, L. Marcenaro, L.

Tokarchuk, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE International Conference on Advanced

Video and Signal-based Surveillance (AVSS ’19), Taipei, Taiwan (2019).

- A Multi-perspective Approach to Anomaly Detection for Self-aware

Embodied Agents, M. Baydoun, M. Ravanbakhsh, D. Campo, P. Marin,

D. Martin, L. Marcenaro, A. Cavallaro, C. Regazzoni, IEEE International

Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP’18), Cal-

gary, Canada (2018).

- Learning Switching Models for Abnormality Detection for Autonomous

Driving, M. Baydoun, D. Campo, V. Sanguineti, L. Marcenaro, A. Cav-

allaro, C. S. Regazzoni, International Conference on Information Fusion

(FUSION’18), Cambridge, UK (2018).

- Unsupervised Trajectory Modeling Based on Discrete Descriptors for

Classifying Moving Objects in Video Sequences, D. Campo, M. Bay-

doun, L. Marcenaro, A. Cavallaro, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE International

Conference on Image Processing (ICIP’18), Athens, Greece (2018).

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331523418_Dynamic_Bayesian_Approach_for_decision-making_in_Ego-Things
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333843585_Jammer_detection_in_M-QAM-OFDM_by_learning_a_Dynamic_Bayesian_Model_for_the_Cognitive_Radio
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333843585_Jammer_detection_in_M-QAM-OFDM_by_learning_a_Dynamic_Bayesian_Model_for_the_Cognitive_Radio
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336239352_Clustering_Optimization_for_Abnormality_Detection_in_Semi-Autonomous_Systems
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336239352_Clustering_Optimization_for_Abnormality_Detection_in_Semi-Autonomous_Systems
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336414246_ABNORMALITY_DETECTION_USING_GRAPH_MATCHING_FOR_MULTI-TASK_DYNAMICS_OF_AUTONOMOUS_SYSTEMS
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336414246_ABNORMALITY_DETECTION_USING_GRAPH_MATCHING_FOR_MULTI-TASK_DYNAMICS_OF_AUTONOMOUS_SYSTEMS
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.06579
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.06579
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325575775_Learning_Switching_Models_for_Abnormality_Detection_for_Autonomous_Driving
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325575775_Learning_Switching_Models_for_Abnormality_Detection_for_Autonomous_Driving
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325575768_Unsupervised_Trajectory_Modeling_Based_on_Discrete_Descriptors_for_Classifying_Moving_Objects_in_Video_Sequences
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/325575768_Unsupervised_Trajectory_Modeling_Based_on_Discrete_Descriptors_for_Classifying_Moving_Objects_in_Video_Sequences
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- Hierarchy of GANs for Learning Embodied Self-Awareness Model, M.

Ravanbakhsh, M. Baydoun, D. Campo, P. Marin, D. Martin, L. Marce-

naro, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE International Conference on Image Processing

(ICIP’18), Athens, Greece (2018).

- Learning Multi-Modal Self-Awareness Models for Autonomous Vehi-

cles from Human Driving, M. Ravanbakhsh, M. Baydoun, D. Campo,

P. Marin, D. Martin, L. Marcenaro, C. S. Regazzoni, International Confer-

ence on Information Fusion (FUSION’18), Cambridge, UK (2018).

- Task-dependent saliency estimation from trajectories of agents in video

sequences, D. Campo, M. Baydoun, L. Marcenaro, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE

International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP’17), Beijing, China

(2017).

- Modeling and classification of trajectories based on a Gaussian process

decomposition into discrete components, D. Campo, M. Baydoun, L.

Marcenaro, A. Cavallaro, C. S. Regazzoni, IEEE International Conferenceon

Advanced Video and Signal Based Surveillance (AVSS’17), Lecce, Italy

(2017).

- Hand pose recognition in First Person Vision through graph spec-

tral analysis, M. Baydoun, A. Betancourt, P. Morerio, L.Marcenaro,

M. Rauterberg, C. Regazzoni, IEEE International Conference on Acoustics,

Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP’17), New Orleans, USA (2017).

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Mohamad_Baydoun6/publication/325693686_HIERARCHY_OF_GANS_FOR_LEARNING_EMBODIED_SELF-AWARENESS_MODEL/links/5b1e766445851587f2a01d4c/HIERARCHY-OF-GANS-FOR-LEARNING-EMBODIED-SELF-AWARENESS-MODEL.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.02609.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.02609.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318238790_Task-dependent_saliency_estimation_from_trajectories_of_agents_in_video_sequences
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318238790_Task-dependent_saliency_estimation_from_trajectories_of_agents_in_video_sequences
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318226931_Modeling_and_classification_of_trajectories_based_on_a_Gaussian_process_decomposition_into_discrete_components
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318226931_Modeling_and_classification_of_trajectories_based_on_a_Gaussian_process_decomposition_into_discrete_components
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317724226_Hand_pose_recognition_in_First_Person_Vision_through_graph_spectral_analysis
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317724226_Hand_pose_recognition_in_First_Person_Vision_through_graph_spectral_analysis




Chapter 2

Single-Modality State

Representation and Abnormality

Detection

In order to develop an autonomous system, a very first step of any awareness model

is to understand the dynamics and the pattern of the changes in different sensorial

modalities. In other words, modeling, understanding and predicting how dynam-

ical systems evolve in time are important tasks for improving the estimation of

future events, preventing undesired situations and building smart systems capable

of interacting with the environment in an optimal way given a determined context.

This chapter explains in details the theory behind the techniques used in the pro-

posed method for modeling and understanding agents’ dynamics from positional

information. Additionally, it explains the proposed methodology for analyzing

spatial trajectory data under a Bayesian modeling framework. As mentioned pre-

viously, the proposed method in this chapter assumes that only information about

agents’ location is available through time.

2.1 Understanding agents’ dynamics

A moving agent needs some sort of goal information that indicates the desirable

states in the environment. It keeps track of the world state as well as a set of

goals it is trying to achieve, and it chooses an action that will (eventually) lead

12
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Figure 2.1: Schematic Diagram of the Model-based Goal-based agents, taken
from [66].

to the achievement of its goals [29, 65]. Accordingly, the representation of such

agents adjust to the goal-based agents is described in the work of Russell and

Norvig [66]. Decisions made by such class of agents are based on a cognitive

perception of their surroundings combined with a goal to be achieved. As shown

in the diagram in Figure 2.1, when this kind of agents take a decision, their goals

(principal motivation) and their surroundings (agents’ perceived environment) play

a fundamental role.

In this chapter, a probabilistic approach is considered to understand dynamic

relationships among moving agents and their surrounding environments. Such

representation paves the way to make future inferences of agents’ states as pro-

posed in in [67–70]. Accordingly, agents’ motions are considered to be zones in

the environment where the activity of going towards a specific goal of the scene

[71, 72]. For modeling such zones, it is uses a Bayesian reasoning for interpret-

ing and models observed data. Agents’ states are organized in such a way that

a GP regression can be applied to understand their dynamics depending on their

location in the environment. Consequently, the next subsections focus on the tech-

nicalities associated with the Bayesian representation of positional data and the

theory behind the non-parametric learning of state relationships made by the GP

regression.
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2.1.1 Bayesian modeling of positional information

Let x ∈ Rd be a generalized coordinated system such that the scene is de-

scribed by a d-dimensional space. The state of a given moving agent (l) is de-

fined as a vector composed of its positions and m time derivatives, such that

X(l) = [x(l) ẋ(l) · · ·x(m)
(l) ]T .

This work considers temporal dependencies for each moving agent’s dynamics of

the type p(X(l),k|X(l),k−1), i.e., the dependence of the current states on the past

information. Where X(l),k = [x(l),k ẋ(l),k · · ·x(m)
(l),k]

T represents the state of an agent

(l) at a particular time instant k.

For modeling the evolution of states through time, a dynamical model that relates

present and future states is proposed. Consequently, it introduces a dynamic

equation that describes the agents’ state transition model such that:

X(l),k = fA
(
X(l),k−1

)
+ wk, (2.1)

wk represents the process noise introduced by the function fA(·), A encodes the

way by which an agent moves when it is affected by a certain motivation. In that

sense, A indexes the identified organized motions produced by an external entity.

Such variable follows the reasoning of static motivation spots described previously

in [69].

Since measurements from devices are employed to infer agents’ states, an obser-

vation model can be defined as:

Z(l),k = h
(
X(l),k

)
+ vk, (2.2)

where Zk is the agent’s observation at the time instant k, vk is the observation

noise introduced by the measurement device and h(·) is a function that maps

agents’ states into observations.

Our method uses a DBN for representing and modeling situations where location

measurements Z are available. DBNs are suitable for describing agents’ dynamics

due to their capability of modeling future instances based on observations in a

probabilistic way.
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2.1.2 GP regression

Done with highlighting a DBN, a GP can be defined as a statistical model where

observations occur in a continuous domain, e.g., space, velocities or time. GP

associates a normal distributed random variable to points in a continuous space.

GPs can be seen as a supervised ML algorithm that uses Bayesian inferences for

regression or classification purposes. GPs measure the similarity between input

and output data; and through a kernel function, it can predict values around

observed information provided training stage. Additionally, the prediction pro-

duced by GPs contains not only estimations but also an uncertainty measurement

associated with them.

A GP is fully specified by a mean and covariance functions. Such functions are

defined separately, and they basically consist of a functional form and a set of

hyper-parameters to be adjusted. Thus, GP can be seen as the probability distri-

bution over the function:

g(X ) ∼ GP (µ(X ),
∑

(X )), (2.3)

where g(·) is distributed as a GP with mean function µ(X ) and covariance function∑
(X ).

GPs are widely used as prior functions in nonlinear-nonparametric regressions and

classification problems. The goal of GP regressions is to find a function g(·) that

relates input X with output Y data, such that:

Y = g(X ) + ε, (2.4)

where ε represents the estimation error, g(·) is a function that relates input and

output data. Figure 2.2 shows a simple example of a GP regression between one-

dimensional input and output variables. Blue crosses in Figure 2.2 indicate the

observed information whereas the blue line represents the non-parametric function

g(·). The gray contour captures the uncertainty of GP’s estimations. Note that

gray areas become wider (more uncertain) in cases where no evidence (absence

of observations) is available; indicating that estimations in such points are less

reliable.
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Figure 2.2: Example of GP regression (1-dimensional approximation).

2.2 Building of dynamical models

As it is assumed to obtain series of measured location data from agents, it is

possible to propose a simple base filter that takes into account the position and

dynamics of agents. Such a baseline model assumes that agents move arbitrarily

around their locations due to the lack of a motivator of action [73]. From such

filter’s formulation, more complex filters can be obtained as observed patterns in

the environment are detected. An ideal baseline filter to do such task is based

on the simplest dynamical model for describing agent’s actions. Accordingly, a

non-Motivated filter is proposed as a basis for representing hierarchical motions

inside a PGM structure. Table 2.1 lists the mathematical notations of the most

relevant variables used in our method.

2.2.1 Non-motivated dynamical model

Let agents’ states to be composed of their position and velocity such that: X(l),k =

[x(l),k, ẋ(l),k]
T , where k indexes a given time instant, and (l) labels a particular

moving agent. A non-motivated dynamical model (UnMotivated Kalman Filter

(UMKF)) based on a random walk model is written as follows:

X(l),k+1 = FX(l),k + w(l),k, (2.5)

where w(l),k is assumed to be drawn from a zero mean multivariate normal dis-

tribution with covariance Q(l),k, such that w(l),k ∼ N (0, Q(l),k). F can be written
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as:

F =

[
Id 0d,d

0d,d 0d,d

]
where d represents the number of dimensions of the environment space x, In

represents the n× n identity matrix and, 0n,n is a n× n square zero matrix.

As can be seen from equation 2.5, the proposed model suggests that agents will rest

in a quasi-static location, and only random noise perturbations, modeled by w(l),k,

will affect their states. Such assumption implies that covariance components Q(l),k

are small enough to model subtle random effects that an agent with no motivations

can have, i.e., random oscillations around a given point.

The last assumption of the proposed non-motivated filter relies on the linear rela-

tionship between observations of agents’ locations, Z, and the state of agents X.

Consequently, it is assumed that:

Z(l),k = HX(l),k + v(l),k, (2.6)

where v(l),k ∼ N (0, R(l),k), and R(l),k represents the measurement covariance noise.

Additionally, since Zk is assumed to be the agent’s position measurement at time

Z(l),k , Location measurement of the agent at a time k

X(l),k , State of agent l measurement at a time k

U(l),k , Velocity of agent l at a time k

Ỹ
(0)

(l),k , Non-motivated model’s innovation for agent l at a time k

X̂
(0)
k|k−1 , State prediction from a non-motivated model

X̂
(1)
k|k−1 , State prediction from a motivated model

XA , GP’s location grid for an activity A

YA , GP’s innovation (velocity) grid for an activity A

yA , GP’s uncertainty grid for an activity A

ξA,q , GP’s joint uncertainty grid for an activity A

λval , Threshold to identify valid GP’s information

CAX ,n , Grid location information related to over-segmented region n for an ac-
tivity A

CAY,n , Grid innovation (velocity) information related to over-segmented region
n for an activity A

λbhat , Threshold for merging over-segmented regions

nk , Grown region activated at time k

Ak , Activity executed at time k

Table 2.1: Mathematical notations.
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k, and the matrix H has the following form:

H =
[
Id 0d,d

]

2.2.2 Motivated dynamical model

Effects of motivations acting on agents are modeled as a control input that in-

fluences agents’ velocities (actions). In this sense, it is possible to consider the

following dynamical model that encodes the motivation (goal) effects (Motivated

Kalman Filter (MKF)):

X(l),k+1 = FX(l),k +BU(l),k + w(l),k, (2.7)

where

B =

[
∆kId

Id

]
the parameter Uk is a velocity component that encodes the effect of surroundings.

Uk can be seen as the sum of diverse motivations (goals) by which an agent is

exposed such that:

U(l),k =
M∑
m=1

u
(m)
k (2.8)

where u
(m)
k represents the motion effect produced by a motivationm. M is the total

number of motivators acting on agent l. Velocity components U(l),k in equation

2.7 are function of the agent’s position HX(l),k leading to:

U(l),k ≡ U

(
HX(l),k

)
(2.9)

For agents belonging to the same class, i.e., objects with similar motion capa-

bilities, effects acting on them are assumed to be identical for all agents so that

Xk = X(l),k.

In order to approximate the values of U
(l)
k based on the non-motivated model, it

is considered the innovation components produced by a Kalman Filter (KF) that

uses such model for making inferences. Accordingly, it is possible to define those

innovations as:

Ỹ
(0)
k = Zk −HX̂(0)

k|k−1 (2.10)
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The parameter (0) indexes estimations made by a model based on the non-

motivated dynamical behavior (see equation 2.5). X̂
(0)
k|k−1 stands for the agent’s

state prediction at a time k given the corrected state at the instant k − 1, i.e.,

X̂
(0)
k−1|k−1.

In general, innovations can be seen as quantities that measure the deviation that

a proposed dynamical model presents from observations. In the ideal case, Ỹ
(0)
k

tends to zero which indicates that the utilized dynamic model explains the ob-

served agent’s motions precisely. Following this reasoning, when innovations are

significantly different from zero, the proposed dynamical model should be modified

to describe more accurately the observed agent’ motions. In such cases, effects are

added as a term BU(l),k as indicated in equation 2.7.

Let (1) index the estimations made by a dynamical model based on equation

2.7. By supposing a null innovation produced by such model, i.e., Ỹ
(1)
k = 0, it is

assumed that the new motivated model describes data perfectly as follows:

Zk −HX̂(1)
k|k−1 = 0. (2.11)

Taking into consideration that predictions made by the non-motivated model can

be expressed as: X̂
(0)
k|k−1 ∼ X̂

(0)
(0)k−1|k−1; due to low Gaussian noise w

(l)
k , it is possible

to write:

X̂
(1)
k|k−1 ∼ X̂

(0)
k|k−1 +BUk. (2.12)

Furthermore, by replacing 2.12 in 2.11, it is possible to obtain an approximation

of the control vector Uk through some calculations such that:

HBUk ∼ Zk −HX̂(0)
k|k−1 = Ỹ

(0)
k ⇒ Uk ∼

Ỹ
(0)
k

∆k
. (2.13)

From equation 2.13, it is possible to see how innovations (from non-motivated

models) approximate the agents’ velocities (motivated actions). By considering

such term in equation 2.7, it is possible to rewrite the motivated model as:

X(l),k+1 = FX(l),k +B

(
Ỹ

(0)
(l),k

∆k

)
+ w

(l)
k . (2.14)

The built dynamic model shown in 2.14 can be used for tracking agents whose

current state is X(l),k. Sparse observed positions of an agent l can be written as
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HXA
(l),k (GP inputs) and their correspondent displacements as Ỹ

(0),A
(l),k (GP outputs)

where A represents an activity, i.e., moving pattern in the scene. By using such

data to approximate the function ĝA(·), it is possible to rewrite equation 2.14 as

follows:

X(l),k+1 = FX(l),k +BĝA

(
HX(l),k

)
+ w

(l)
k . (2.15)

The following section explains in detail the non-parametric methodology for ob-

taining ĝ(·) from observed location data.

2.3 Learning of dynamical models

A strategy is proposed for describing motions of agents under a probabilistic frame-

work by using a GP regression that facilitates the identification and characteri-

zation of zones in the environment where simple models are valid. The diagram

shown in Figure 2.3 summarizes the proposed methodology for finding such zones

from observed trajectory data.

Input from 

sensors

Positions

{(𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑁)}

Sparse 

sequences

Gaussian 

Process

Regression {( ሶ𝑋1, … , ሶ𝑋𝐿)}

State 

derivative

Dense 

sequences

Cancellation of 

high uncertainty 

GP estimations

Identification of 

valid regions

(Based on 𝜆)

Superpixel

segmentation

Detection of 

quasilinear 

dynamics

Identified 

zones

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the proposed methodology for detecting zones
based on GP coupled with SP.

2.3.1 GP application

Based on the local linear dynamical models calculated previously, this step aims

at generalizing such models through the whole environment. Let XA = HXA

be a vector consisting of a set of positions related to a given task indexed as

A. Additionally, let YA = Ỹ (0),A be a vector of the same size of XA containing

the respective innovations obtained from the non-motivated model (see equation

2.10). By considering XA and YA data, it is possible to use supervised learning

for estimating a function ĝ(·) that relates them. Figure 2.4 shows the main idea

of such a learning process.
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Function to be 
learned

OutputsInputs

Agents’ positions 

(related to activity 𝑨)

Agents’ innovations

(related to activity 𝑨)

𝑿𝐴 𝒀𝐴ො𝑔𝐴 .

Figure 2.4: General scheme for supervised learning of spatial-velocity rela-
tionships for an activity A.

By taking the sparse space locations XA (inputs) and their corresponding measured

innovations from the non-motivated model YA (outputs), it is possible to use a GP

regression that estimates the agents’ motion (expected innovations) for all points

in the environment when they perform a particular activity A. The following

expression shows the GP regression considered in the proposed approach:

YA = ĝA(XA) + νA (2.16)

ĝA(·) takes agent’s locations as inputs and estimates their expected motions (at

such positions) for an activity A. In addition, νA ∼ N (0, σ2
A) is a Gaussian zero-

mean white noise process. Since agents’ motions are assumed to be similar at

a given location when they execute a particular activity, a local Gaussian noise

assumption turns out to be adequate for describing uncertainties in proposed dy-

namical models. Consistently, ĝ(·) is distributed as a GP defined by its mean

and covariance functions (as pointed out in section 2.1.2). In this work, a linear

mean and a squared exponential kernel functions are considered to perform GP

estimations. Equation 2.17 shows the squared exponential kernel function as:

κ(X1,X2) = φ2e
− ‖X1−X2‖

2
2

2ϕ2 (2.17)

φ2 denotes the global variance of the mapping, and ϕ2 is the global smoothness

parameter of the estimation. The employed kernel (covariance) allows the GP to

model arbitrary nonlinear functions.
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2.3.2 GP codification

Innovations estimated from the GP regression are projected on a uniformed dis-

crete location map of the environment. In this way, GP results are discretized into

three types of information:

• Spatial grid, XA, which corresponds to the scene points where the GP is

evaluated.

• Innovation grid, YA, which approximates the most probable motion at each

evaluated position x ∈ XA.

• Uncertainty grid, yA, which codifies the validity of GP estimations.

Accordingly, each grid data related to an activity A can be written as:

XA = {XA,1,XA,2, . . . ,XA,q, . . . ,XA,Q−1,XA,Q},

YA = {YA,1,YA,2, . . . ,YA,q, . . . ,YA,Q−1,YA,Q},

yA = {νA,1, νA,2, . . . , νA,q, . . . , νA,Q−1, νA,Q}.

Where XA,q, YA,q and νA,q represent input, output and uncertainty estimated in-

formation respectively associated with the grid point indexed as q (see equation

2.16). Q is the total number of cells that discretize the GP results.

The uncertainty grid yA serves to identify GP estimations that tend to be imprecise

according to the training data. The GP noise of a grid point q can be represented as

a Gaussian distribution νA,q ∼ N (0, σ2
A,q). Since an environment of d dimensions is

considered; σ2
A,q is a d× d covariance matrix whose diagonal encodes the precision

of GP estimations. For each grid point it is considered a joint uncertainty vector

that unifies variances obtained for the d dimensions of environment such that:

ξA,q =
d∑
i=1

(σ2
A,q(i)) (2.18)

where σ2
A,q(i) represents the i-th diagonal component of the covariance matrix σ2

A,q.

Let sA be the set of joint uncertainties associated to an activity A such that:

sA = {ξA,1, ξA,2, . . . , ξA,q, . . . ξA,Q−1, ξA,Q}
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Additionally, let s∗A be the normalized version of the vector sA such that compo-

nents of s∗A belong to the interval [0, 1]. Such normalization process facilitates the

approximation to a beta probability distribution BA = beta(αA, βA) that fits the

data in s∗A. Consequently, by analyzing the cumulative distribution function of BA,

it is possible to remove the grid points that carry high uncertainty information. A

cumulative probability threshold λval ∈ [0, 1] is fixed for such task. Accordingly,

grid points associated with CDF (BA) > λval are removed in succeeding analyses.

CDF (BA) represents the cumulative density function of the distribution BA.

Let XA,λval , YA,λval and yA,λval be the valid GP grid data obtained by fixing a

λval value. Note that as λval approaches 0, fewer valid grid points are generated.

Larger λval values produce a greater number of valid GP data.

2-dimensional case is addressed here where the inputs (spatial coordinates) and

outputs (spatial time derivatives) consist of two components: (x, y) and (ẋ, ẏ)

information respectively. A GP is executed for each displacement (innovation)

component and it is generalized through the spatial components of the scene.

Figure 2.5 shows the GPs considered for the 2-dimensional case.

Agents’ positions 

(related to activity 𝑨)

Agents’ innovations

(related to activity 𝑨)

(𝑥, 𝑦)

ሶ𝑥
𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡
𝐺𝑃

𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
𝐺𝑃

ሶ𝑦

Figure 2.5: 2-dimensional GPs application scheme.

From Figure 2.6, it is possible to see that ẋ components estimated through the

environment are codified into a scale of Red values. Similarly, ẏ components are

codified into a range of Green values whereas the Blue channel is null. By adding

the three channels together, it is possible to obtain an RGB image where pixels

locations represent the spatial coordinates (x, y) of the environment and their

colors encode the individuals’ dynamics of a given activity. Obtained images can
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ሶ𝒙 over the space

ሶ𝒚 over the space

Red
channel
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channel
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of green values 

Z𝐞𝐫𝐨

𝑹𝑮𝑩
image+

GP output

Figure 2.6: GPs codification into an RGB image.

be ulteriorly used for identifying models that facilitate prediction, classification,

and detection of abnormalities at the time of analyzing new spatial data.

2.3.3 Identification of dynamic zones

After obtaining valid GP estimated data, i.e., XA,λval , YA,λval and yA,λval , it is pro-

posed to detect large spatial zones where agents’ innovations are quasi-constant

such that linear dynamic models can be applied for tracking purposes. This work

adopts a SP Over-Segmentation (OS) method from which larger zones are ex-

tracted by a region growing procedure.

2.3.3.1 SP Over-Segmentation

A SP algorithm proposed by [74] is employed to discretize valid grid data into

space regions where innovations are strictly similar. Accordingly, we obtain a

total of N clusters (regions) that discretize vectors XA,λval , YA,λval and yA,λval .

Uncertainty grid points yA,λval are not taken into consideration as an input pa-

rameter for segmenting data. Since valid data is already obtained based on such

information, it is assumed that yA,λval does not influence the cluster generation.

As explained in [74], SP algorithms are based on a similarity function between two

spatial points p1 and p2:

W (p1, p2) = C2
X ·WX (p1, p2) + C2

Y ·WY(p1, p2). (2.19)
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In this work, both points (p1, p2) are assumed to be part of the valid grid spatial

data, i.e, {p1, p2} ∈ XA,λval . Parameters CX and CY control the relative significance

of similar values in vectors XA,λval and YA,λval respectively. WX (·, ·) and WY(·, ·)
are functions that take a couple of spatial points (p1, p2) and calculate the difference

between their location and velocity information respectively such that:

WX (p1, p2) = d− ||X λval
A,p1
−X λval

A,p2
||22

WY(p1, p2) = d− ||YλvalA,p1
− YλvalA,p2

||22, (2.20)

where X λval
A,p and YλvalA,p represent respectively the normalized position and velocity

information associated to the valid point p such that X λval
A,p ∈ XA,λval and YλvalA,p ∈

YA,λval . d is the number of dimensions of the environment.

As pointed out by [74], the vital metric to adjust is the ratio r defined as:

r =
CX
CY

(2.21)

The expected number of regions N̂ is a key parameter to set in SP algorithm. In

an OS process, the number of regions is maximized for a given ratio r. A high

value of N̂ guarantees an OS version of vectors X λval
A,p and YλvalA,p .

The final result of this stage consists of a set of N spatial zones where agents’ in-

novation values are quasi-constant. Each generated region can be seen as a cluster

of location and innovation data samples taken from valid information XA,λval and

YA,λval . Each region is composed of two sets of data, such that:

CAX ,n = {X λval
An,1

,X λval
An,2

, . . . ,X λval
An,mn

, . . . ,X λval
An,Mn

}

CAY,n = {YλvalAn,1
,YλvalAn,2

, . . . ,YλvalAn,mn
, . . . ,YλvalAn,Mn

} (2.22)

where mn indexes the elements belonging to the region n. Additionally, X λval
An,mn

∈
XA,λval and YλvalAn,mn

∈ YA,λval . Mn is the total number of clustered data into the

region n.

Let µAX ,n and µAY,n be vectors containing the average value of clustered positions

and innovation components respectively. Moreover, let σ̃2
A,n be a vector containing

the variances of clustered innovation components. Lastly, let σ̃2
A,n(sum) be the

summation of variance components encoded in σ̃2
A,n. σ̃2

A,n(sum) measures the level of

linearity associated with the dynamical model in region n. Low values of σ̃2
A,n(sum)
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indicate coherent innovation evidence that supports the validity of a quasi-linear

model in the region n.

By considering the spatial vicinity between clustered regions, it is possible to

build a graph structure which encodes the location connectivity between generated

regions. Accordingly, the graph’s nodes represent obtained clusters whereas edges

encode spatial connections between the regions. Figure 2.7 shows a straightforward

example of 7 generated zones connected spatially one after the other.

12

3

76

4

5

(a) Superpixel generated regions.

123

4

5 6 7

(b) Graph version of regions.

Figure 2.7: Example of generation of regions and graph equivalence

By applying an edge contraction operation on the superpixel’s graph equivalence of

obtained regions, it is possible to achieve spatial broader areas where quasi-linear

motion models are still valid. As mentioned before, such a process facilitates the

obtainment of extended regions containing consistent innovation information. A

region growing procedure is employed for generating such broader zones which are

used later for prediction and detection of abnormalities.

2.3.3.2 Region growing process

As mentioned previously, obtained regions can be mapped into a graph whose

nodes contain information about average locations, i.e., µAX ,n, dynamical models,

i.e., µAY,n; and their validity, i.e., σ̃2
A,n.

Dynamical models can be described as a multivariate Gaussian distribution that

is built based on mean values µAY,n and variances σ̃2
A,n. A distance measurement

εn1,n2 between two adjacent regions n1 and n2 is considered to merge obtained

zones such that:

εn1,n2 =
d∑
i=1

DB(P i
n1
, P i

n2
) (2.23)
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where DB(p, q) indicates the Bhattacharyya distance [75] between a couple of

Gaussian distributions p and q. The Bhattacharyya distance helps in measuring

the amount of overlap between two statistical populations and determining the

closeness between probability distributions. P i
n1

and P i
n2

are Gaussian distributions

of spatially adjacent regions (n1 and n2) related to the i-th dimension of the scene.

As specified before, such Gaussian distributions are defined based on the mean and

variance values in vectors µAY,n and σ̃2
A,n respectively. Additionally, consider nconn

to be a vector containing the set of regions that are spatially adjacent to the region

n. Accordingly, in equation 2.23, n2 ∈ n1conn and n1 ∈ n2conn.

By considering a threshold value ελbhat for merging adjacent regions, it is possible

to obtain larger zones where quasi-linear models are still valid. For fixing ελbhat ,

it is considered the Bhattacharyya distances (equation 2.23) between all adjacent

regions. Such distances are normalized into the interval [0, 1], and a beta prob-

ability distribution Bbhat,A is approximated based on such information. As it is

well known, a beta cumulative distribution evaluated in the point ελbhat provides

the probability of obtaining values in the interval [0, ελbhat ]. Let us define such

probability as λbhat. Consistently, since the proposed distribution encodes dis-

tances between regions, probability values λbhat ∼ 0 codify similar regions whereas

λbhat ∼ 1 capture large differences between zones. By fixing a threshold prob-

ability λbhat ∈ [0, 1], a maximum threshold distance ελbhat that favors the most

similar distances between regions, i.e., values in the interval [0, ελbhat ], is implicitly

defined.

Couples of regions n1 and n2 that produce a distance measurement of the type

εn1,n2 < ελbhat are incrementally merged such as indicated in Algorithm 1. The

final result of this stage consists of larger regions that will be used for prediction

and abnormality detection purposes.
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Algorithm 1 Region merging process

Input:
1: [µAY,n] Mean values of innovations in regions
2: [σ̃2

A,n] Variance of innovation components in regions
3: [nconn] Spatial connectivity between all regions
4: [ελbhat ] Threshold value to fuse regions
5: [σ̃2

A,n(sum)] Uncertanty of regions’ models
Output:

6: [σ̃2
A,n∗ ; µ

A
X ,n∗ ; µ

A
Y,n∗ ] Merged regions’ properties

7: procedure Region Growing
8: Initialization: µAX ,n∗ ← µAX ,n ; µAY,n∗ ← µAY,n
9: σ̃2

A,n∗ ← σ̃2
A,n ; σ̃2

A,n∗(sum) ← σ̃2
A,n(sum)

10: loop:
11: ni ← Region with the lowest uncertainty in σ̃2

A,n∗(sum)

12: nimin
← Region connected to ni with the minimum

13: uncertainty value
14: if (εni,nimin

< ελbhat) == TRUE then
15: nnew ← Region resulting from merging
16: ni and nimin

17: Update [µAX ,n∗ ;µ
A
Y,n∗ ; σ̃

2
A,n∗ ; σ̃

2
A,n∗(sum)] by

18: removing ni and nimin
data and adding nnew

19: else
20: Eliminate ni data from σ̃2

A,n∗(sum)

21: goto loop Until resulting regions cannot be merged
22: among them anymore.

2.4 DBN representation

By taking the grown regions properties previously calculated as input data, this

step generates a probabilistic inference architecture that facilitates the tracking of

future agents. A DBN architecture is employed to represent the motion of observed

agents in an environment. DBNs enable to include dependencies between involved

random variables as time evolves. DBNs facilitate the representation of different

inference levels related to agents’ dynamics and incorporate the variables’ uncer-

tainties when predicting future instances. In this work, the lowest level of inference

corresponds to measurements Zk. States of agents, Xk, represent a medium infer-

ence level which captures continuous information of agents. Super-states Ak and

nk correspond to the top level of inference which consists of the complete activity

that an agent performs Ak together with its respective discretization of regions

nk ∈ n∗; where n∗ represents the set of large areas obtained from Algorithm 1.

In such a top level, activities can be seen as a set of discrete sub-tasks executed
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one after the other. Each sub-task is described as linear models which define the

expected dynamics of agents according to their location in the environment.

The employed DBN architecture is depicted as in Figure 2.8. Each inference level

is identified with a different color and arrows represent dependencies between

variables. A dotted rectangle represents a single time instant k where the three

levels are related to each other through conditional dependencies. The proposed

DBN assumes that observations are continuous position values that can be modeled

as Gaussian distributions. Similarly, agents’ states are modeled as a multivariate

normal distribution that carries information related to the positions and time

derivatives of the agent in question.

𝒁𝟎 𝒁𝑲𝒁𝟏 𝒁𝑲+𝟏

𝑿𝟎 𝑿𝑲𝑿𝟏 𝑿𝑲+𝟏

𝒁𝒌−𝟏

𝑿𝒌−𝟏

Time slice

Time Evolution

𝑨𝟎

𝒏𝟎

𝑨𝟏

𝒏𝟏

𝑨𝒌−𝟏

𝒏𝒌−𝟏

𝑨𝑲

𝒏𝑲

𝑨𝑲+𝟏

𝒏𝑲+𝟏

𝒑(𝒁𝑲|𝑿𝑲)
𝒑(𝑿𝑲+𝟏|𝑿𝑲)

𝒑(𝑿𝑲|𝑨𝑲, 𝒏𝑲)

Figure 2.8: Proposed DBN architecture for modeling abnormalities.

From Figure 2.8, it is possible to see that each time slice of the proposed repre-

sentation involves three conditional dependencies:

• p(Zk|Xk) which is the probability of obtaining an observation given the

agent’s state. The measurement model shown in equation 2.6 is used for

making such inference.

• p(Xk+1|Xk) represents the probability of obtaining a future agent’s state

given its present one. The dynamic model shown in equation 2.7 (see also

equation 2.15) is used for making such inference.

• p(Xk|Ak, nk) expresses the probability of having the agent’s state Xk given

the super-state nk related to the activity Ak.
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Let xnk
be the spatial components covered by the region nk and ẋnk

be their

correspondent quasi-constant velocity components. Note that mean values of the

last two variables belong to the set of properties related to regions’ spatial centroids

and dynamical models calculated in Algorithm 1 such that x̄nk
∈ µAX ,n∗ and ¯̇xnk

∈
µAY,n∗ .

Since nk fixes a specific dynamical model, it is possible to approximate the control

input in equation 2.15 as:

ĝAk

(
HX(l),k

)
' ¯̇xnk

(2.24)

where it is assumed that HX(l),k ∈ xnk
. As shown in equation 2.24, by knowing

the agent’s current region nk, it is possible to approximate the function gAk
as the

region’s mean velocity components of the proposed discretization process.

Proposed DBN depends on the previous state information for predicting future

instances. Since the state of an agent (l) is composed of its positions and m

time derivatives, such that X(l) = [x(l) ẋ(l) · · ·x(m)
(l) ]T , by increasing the number of

derivatives m, more information from the past is considered when making predic-

tions. This work only considered the agents’ velocity, i.e., m = 1, as part of the

states. Such a choice assumes a sampling time that enables to capture the agents’

motions and approximate them as piecewise constant velocity models. Our DBN

can be seen as hierarchical structures containing both model selection and state

estimation.

2.5 Abnormality detection

To perform abnormality detection based on probabilistic inferences, we set KFs

to track agents’ continuous states Xk based on models in regions n∗. Figure 2.9

summarizes the abnormality detection process for analyzing new unseen behav-

iors/maneuvers of agents in an environment.

Since states of the agents are composed of continuous variables whose dynamical

and observation models are linear and their noise can be assumed as Gaussian

distribution, this work considers a switching KF approach based on locally linear

models previously obtained in Algorithm 1. As shown in Figure 2.10, proposed

KFs are built based on identified regions’ information.
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Figure 2.9: Proposed steps for detecting abnormalities.

As mentioned before, the proposed approach is based on local linear models (see

in equation 2.15) where control inputs are modeled as shown in equation 2.24.

KFs employ such models for predicting agents’ future states. The error of such

predictions can be used to build a normality indicator of observed agents’ motions.
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Figure 2.10: Proposed building of KFs for switching purposes.

KFs’ error is defined as the innovations generated by all created (normal) filters

valid in the current agent’s location. As mentioned previously, each region’s model

can be seen as a multivariate Gaussian distribution defined by expected velocities,

µAX ,n and their variances σ̃2
A,n, where n ∈ n∗. By determining a percentage thresh-

old λperc ∈ [0, 1] that establishes the normality limits of observed dynamics, it

is possible to obtain the vector ∆Ỹn(perc) containing the maximum allowed devia-

tions from expected dynamics µAX ,n. Let θnk
be the KF’s innovations divided by

the maximum allowed deviations in the region nk ∈ n∗, such that:

θnk
=

abs(Ỹk)

∆Ỹn(perc)

. (2.25)

Note that θnk
is a vector that includes the normalized innovations of the d com-

ponents of the scene, and Ỹk is defined in Equation 2.10. The final abnormality
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measure is defined as the maximum value of such vector:

Θk = max(θnk
). (2.26)

Abnormal dynamics can be identified automatically by the proposed method when

the abnormality measurement Θk is greater than 1; whereas the normal dynamics

are inside the range [0, 1]. Observations detected as abnormal can be used to create

ulterior linear models that can be added into the set of KFs. Such a process allows

the system to learn new (abnormal) models incrementally and use them in future

instances for prediction and tracking purposes. Figure 2.11 shows how ulterior KFs

can be represented into a hierarchical scheme. Normal KFs employed for detecting

abnormalities are indexed as b, whereas anomalies which can be potentially added

into new KFs models are indexed as c.

KF (non-interactive model)

Agent’s position

measurements

Hierarchical representation of KFs 

Decision of building a 
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detection) or predicting 

with an existing one 
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Normal KFs’ innovations

Bank of filters

KF(1) KF(𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥)

KF(𝑐)KF(1) KF(𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥)
Abnormal models 

to be added in the 

bank of KFs

Abnormal information

Figure 2.11: Scheme of abnormality detection.

Results of this work focus on the identification of abnormal situations that can

be integrated into a set of KFs incrementally. In our approach, abnormalities

are associated with the system’s incapacity of explaining observations based on

previously characterized models. The whole proposed method is tested with real

measurements taken from a vehicle that performs diverse tasks in a closed envi-

ronment. The following section describes the employed dataset in detail and the

acquired results.
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2.6 Experimental results

The proposed method for modeling, understanding and predicting dynamic rela-

tionships among moving agents and their external surrounding environment from

exteroceptive information (positional information) is tested in scenarios. Accord-

ingly, real and simulated data is taken into consideration for modeling agents’

motions. Acquired results for both cases are presented in the following subsec-

tions.

2.6.1 Abnormality detection based on GP approach

A dataset based on a real vehicle that moves inside a closed environment is taken

into consideration to test the proposed method for abnormality detection. Exper-

iments and information about the vehicle are provided as follows.

2.6.1.1 Real dataset

First of all, it is relevant to mention that the following experiments were performed

in collaboration with the Intelligent Systems Laboratory, Department of Systems

Engineering and Automation of the University Carlos III de Madrid, Spain.

For testing the proposed algorithms in the detection of abnormalities, an initial

simple task (defined as normal) executed by a vehicle inside a closed environment is

considered. Additionally, different situations (considered as abnormal) where the

vehicle deals with pedestrians while performing its initial task. Before describing

each scenario here studied, it is necessary to explain the involved sensors and the

real-time acquisition process of the vehicle.

The vehicle iCab [76] is equipped with a binocular camera Bumblebee 2 for captur-

ing stereo environment information which provides color images of 640x480@20Hz.

Moreover, it contains an installed Lidar Velodyne Puck VLP-16 to gather relevant

information from its surroundings. Such sensor returns 16 laser scanner signals

with a range of 360 degrees over the horizontal and 30 degrees over the vertical

axes. Raw information from laser scanners is processed to compose point clouds

at 10Hz. For the low-level control, the vehicle provides the actual steering angle

and linear velocity based on the motor encoders at 20Hz.
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Figure 2.12: Real iCab vehicle.

Figure 2.13: Normal dynamics in real environment structure.

Figure 2.12 shows the vehicle used for performing the proposed experiments. Ad-

ditionally, the environment where the iCab vehicle moves is a closed rectangular

square plaza part of the Sabatini building structure shown in Figure 2.13.

The vehicle’s positions provided by the odometry modality are used as the sen-

sory data in the work of this chapter. Such positions are mapped into Cartesian

coordinates which represent the environment space where the vehicle moves. Ac-

cordingly, the Velodyne point cloud is processed to generate the x and y state

space position that describes the vehicle’s dynamics inside the scene. Obtained

odometry data presents an accuracy around 10 cm. Additionally, an error of 0.5

degrees has to be considered due to the data acquisition process [77]. A separate

computer is necessary to gather the final position outputs (at around 9Hz) due to

a considerable computational cost of the point cloud processing.

All the synchronization processes are performed by a software prototyping tool

called ROS [78]. Such tool is responsible for the communication between processes
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and computers. From this viewpoint, the synchronization of the involved sensors

is managed in a configurable layer which is transparent to the developers. Each

experiment publishes the raw data with its respective timestamp values. Hence

for post-processing and analysis, such timestamps are vital to computing correctly

the streams of produced data used in this work.

The employed dataset uses standard ROS messages such as LaserScan, Point-

Cloud2, Odometry, Image, controls and others. Such standardization of messages

is essential for future compatibilities with other systems. The methodology for

extracting and saving data is based on a tool in ROS called rosbag. Such tool

saves sensory information in the form of standard messages with its respective

timestamp such that produced data can be used for analysis and debug purposes.

The primary objective of the dataset is to create a collection of sensory data

that emulates a perimeter monitoring scenario considered as the normal situation.

As mentioned before, this work considers different scenarios based on anomaly

vehicle’s behaviors in the scene while performing the regular perimeter monitoring.

Accordingly, three different scenarios are presented in this chapter consisting of

normal activity and two types of deviations from it (abnormalities). Consequently,

each scenario is explained in more details.

Scenario I (Perimeter Monitoring): The vehicle performs a rectangular path

surrounding a closed environment (see the red trajectory in Figure 2.13) without

any obstacles as shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Frames of Perimeter monitoring maneuver from a first person
perspective.

Scenario II (Avoidance Maneuver): While the vehicle executes a perimeter

monitoring task, two static pedestrians are placed in different locations interfering

with its path. In this scenario, the vehicle performs an avoidance maneuver to

surpass the static pedestrian and continues the perimeter monitoring activity.
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Figure 2.15 shows the temporal evolution of the avoidance maneuver from a first-

person perspective. As can be seen, when the vehicle observes a static pedestrian,

it surrounds him and then continues its trajectory.

Figure 2.15: Frames of pedestrian avoidance maneuver from a first person
perspective

Scenario III (Stop Maneuver): While the vehicle executes a perimeter moni-

toring task, it encounters in each lap two moving pedestrians that cross in front of

its path. In such encounters, the vehicle’s reaction consists of an emergency stop

maneuver; then it continues its regular path as soon as the pedestrian leaves its

field of view. A vehicle’s first-person perspective of the temporal evolution of the

stop maneuver is provided in Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Frames of emergency stop maneuver from a first person perspec-
tive

2.6.1.2 Experiments

As mentioned before, three main scenarios are considered: (i) perimeter moni-

toring task (ii) Avoidance maneuver and (iii) Emergency stop maneuver. Unseen

maneuvers, i.e., situations in (ii) and (iii) represent abnormalities from the regular

perimeter monitoring task.
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Experimental setup for learning normality

Displacements of the vehicle are extracted from innovations generated by the non-

motivated KF (see equation 2.5). Data employed to analyze the normal perimeter

control task is depicted in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17: Displacement data for defining vehicle normal behavior

The latter information depicted in Figure 2.17 is used to define the environment

normality and detect anomaly maneuvers introduced in Scenarios II and III. Dis-

placement information from abnormal scenarios are shown respectively in Figures

2.18a and 2.18b.

(a) Avoidance maneuver (b) Emergency stop maneuver

Figure 2.18: Displacement data used for testing abnormalities in vehicle be-
haviors.
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Images shown in Figure 2.18 depict the abnormality cases in the trajectory data

produced by the presence of pedestrians in the scene. Consequently, the whole

information in both images is used to test the capability of the proposed method-

ology in recognizing abnormalities from the regular control monitoring task.

Threshold setting: The proposed method requires the setting of three threshold

values, each of them already discussed in previously. For the experiments shown

in this article, each of them is set as follows: (i) λval = 0.7 which selects the most

certain grid points to be analyzed by the proposed method (ii) λbhat = 0.7 which

facilitates the merging of similar neighbor OS regions and (iii) λperc = 0.9, which

enables the recognition of abnormal motions based on deviations from previously

learned models. It was observed that values higher than 0.5 do not reject relevant

data for generating the DBN.

Based on trajectories that describe the perimeter monitoring activity, see the red

path in Figure 2.17, it is applied a GP regression that follows the inputs/outputs

of Figure 2.4. Innovation components ẋ and ẏ, approximated by the GP and

mapped into coordinate positions (x, y), are presented in Figures 2.19a and 2.19b

respectively.

(a) GP over x data. (b) GP over y data.

Figure 2.19: GP approximation of vehicle dynamics over the environment.

Additionally, as proposed in equation 2.18, uncertainty values generated by in-

novation components are summed up to obtain an uncertainty measure in each

environment location. A resulting surface containing coupled uncertainties of GP

estimations onto the whole scene is shown in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20: Joint variance (uncertainty measurement) produced by normal
vehicle task: Perimeter control

The scheme presented in Figure 2.6 shows the coding of GP outputs into an RGB

image. Accordingly, it is possible to identify environment locations where GP

estimations have a high certainty. By doing that, it is possible to obtain an image

that encodes the normal task dynamics in RG colors and uncertain locations are

depicted in white. Such map is presented in Figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Image version of displacements approximated by a GP applied
on perimeter control task data

As explained in section 2.3.3, a SP OS algorithm is applied over valid GP esti-

mations, i.e., XA,λval , YA,λval and yA,λval . Figure 2.22a shows the result of SP OS

for the perimeter monitoring task. Subsequently, by applying the region growing
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approach, see Algorithm 1, large regions where quasi-constant velocity models are

valid can be obtained (see Figure 2.22b).

(a) Over-segmented GP version. (b) Grown regions.

Figure 2.22: Segmentations of GP perimeter control information into zones
where quasi-constant velocity models are valid.

Figure 2.23: Graph associated to the final generated quasilinear dynamical
zones based on the perimeter control activity.

Experimental setup for abnormality detection of unseen Maneuvers:

Each zone that is shown in Figure 2.22b is used to create a KF valid in the spatial

area in question. It is possible to represent all connections between produced

zones by the graph presented in Figure 2.23. As can be seen in Figure 2.22b,

64 zones are obtained where quasi-constant dynamical models are valid. In other

words, our proposed method decomposes the perimeter monitoring task into 64

KF motivated linear dynamical models extracted from GP valid data. Each linear

dynamical model (see equations 2.15 and 2.24) is employed for prediction and

abnormality detection purposes.
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In this work, two different scenarios for abnormality detection are considered.

They consist of unseen maneuvers due to interactions with pedestrians in the

environment while the vehicle is performing the perimeter control task. From this

viewpoint, the final objective of the proposed strategy is to detect and identify both

types of unseen maneuvers based on the already characterized normal situation.

Static pedestrian avoidance: Figure 2.24a shows in blue the measured loca-

tions of a vehicle that performs two avoidance maneuvers during the perimeter

monitoring task. The background colored image displays the identified regions

where quasi-constant velocity models are valid based on the regular perimeter

monitoring task.

(a) Avoidance maneuver data on normal GP
map

Avoidance maneuver 

anomaly pattern

(b) Identified anomalies

Figure 2.24: Observed data and spatial abnormality detection related to the
avoidance maneuver while performing the control task perimeter.

By considering innovations generated by the set of KFs based on the perimeter

monitoring task (normality), it is possible to identify abnormalities in new tra-

jectory data that does not correspond to already learned models. As explained

previously, high innovation values from KFs indicate the presence of anomalies

in the scene. Since this work considers a 2-dimensional environment, two values

of innovations are obtained at each time instant k. As shown in equation 2.25,

the vector θnk
is obtained by taking the absolute value of innovations and nor-

malizing them according to the maximum allowed deviations. The final anomaly

measurement consists of the highest value of the vector θnk
(see equation 2.26).
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Accordingly, Figure 2.25 presents the anomaly measure Θk through time obtained

by applying the normal perimeter monitoring model to observations from scenario

II.

Three main behaviors are recognized in the time series and presented in Figure

2.25. They correspond to “avoiding maneuver”, “curve execution” and “straight

path”. As can be seen, parts of the avoidance maneuver and few points of the curve

execution are detected as abnormal, i.e., Θk ≥ 1. Since avoidance maneuvers were

not observed before, it is understandable that they produce high peaks of abnor-

mality in points where the vehicle was supposed to go in a straight path. Curve

points that present high anomaly values correspond to parts of the turns that

do not assemble precisely with the maneuvers observed previously. Nonetheless,

note that curves do not produce significantly abnormal measurements as avoidance

maneuvers do.

It is relevant to mention that the anomaly pattern related to the avoidance ma-

neuver, i.e., abnormal measurements inside blue ovals in Figure 2.25, is space

independent. In other words, if there is an avoidance in any other large region of

the environment (e.g., 1, 32, 33 and 52 shown in Figure 2.22b), a similar pattern

will appear as it occurs. Additionally, note that straight path motions are identi-

fied clearly as normal behaviors concerning the standard perimeter control task.

Figure 2.24 shows observations of scenario II that produced high abnormalities

when using perimeter monitoring experiences for building the inference models.

Two anomaly zones are obtained each time that an avoidance maneuver is per-

formed. A single compact zone (in blue) is not formed due to the straight path

in the avoidance maneuver which follows the regular perimeter monitoring task.

Position and displacement information related to anomaly zones (shown in Figure

2.24) can be included in the current bank of filters as proposed in the scheme

displayed in Figure 2.11.

Emergency stop maneuver: Figure 2.26a shows in blue the vehicle’s loca-

tions while executing perimeter monitoring with two stop maneuvers. The colored

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
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3

Figure 2.25: Abnormality measurements through time for perimeter control
activity with avoidance of static pedestrians.
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background contains the identified regions where quasi-constant velocity models

are valid based on the perimeter monitoring task.

Similar to the results in the static pedestrian avoidance case, anomaly measure-

ments generated by models trained with the perimeter monitoring task applied to

the scenario III are shown in Figure 2.27. Three patterns can be distinguished

in such image: “stop maneuver”, “curve execution” and “straight path”. It is

clear the presence of an abnormality pattern (notice the blue ovals in Figure 2.27)

consisting of a prominent peak that periodically shows up. Such peaks represent

the emergency stop maneuver.

As explained previously in the avoidance case, subtle differences between curves

performances produce some deviations from normality. Nonetheless, only a few

curving points present abnormalities. Moreover, their level anomaly is low in

comparison to the stop maneuver.

Done with scenarios I and II, Figure 2.26b shows the observations from scenario III

where high abnormalities take place. Such measurements can be used potentially

for creating new models into the set of KFs.

(a) Observed stop maneuver data on normal GP
map.

Stop maneuver 

anomaly pattern

(b) Abnormality zones recognized at analyzing
data of scenario III.

Figure 2.26: Observed data and spatial abnormality detection related to the
stop maneuver while performing the control task perimeter.
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Figure 2.27: Abnormality measurements through time for perimeter control
activity with emergency stop maneuver.

2.6.2 Classification of trajectories based on GP approach

We validate the proposed method with a simulated dataset introduced by [79].

Such dataset is composed of 19 labeled trajectory classes that move through a

traffic intersection environment. Each trajectory class consists of 100 tracks des-

tined for training and 500 trajectories designed for testing. As can be seen in

Figure 2.28, trajectory data from the dataset is motivated by an automobile in-

tersection environment where moving entities navigate. This dataset is employed

to demonstrate our proposed methodology’s accuracy in coding dynamics into

zones that can be used for classification purposes. The dataset is composed of

2-dimensional spatial trajectories.

Figure 2.28: Intersection dataset layout.

The observations of the locations of moving agents are used to estimate agents’

displacements such as proposed in Figure 2.5. Accordingly, a GP regression is

executed for each activity (class) independently. The flow data (ẋ, ẏ) estimated

by a GP approximation through the whole scene is shown in Figures 2.29 and 2.30

respectively for two trajectory classes. Such classes corresponding to a left turn

activity (labeled as class 4) and a U-turn motion (labeled as class 18).
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(a) ẋ estimation (b) ẏ estimation

Figure 2.29: GP results on traffic simulated data (class 4)

(a) ẋ estimation. (b) ẏ estimation.

Figure 2.30: GP results on traffic simulated data (class 18).

As discussed in section 2.1.2, a GP is composed of variables’ mean estimations and

a measure of uncertainty. Accordingly, mean approximated function is shown in

both Figures 2.29 and 2.30, and the joint variance (see equation 2.18) of produced

estimations are plotted in Figures 2.31a and 2.31b for classes 4 and 18 respectively.

As pointed out in section 2.3.1, it is possible to codify GP results in an image that

represents the spatial information of the scene (see Figure 2.6). High certainty

boundaries are used to cancel out information where not enough evidence that

supports GP estimations. Figure 2.32 shows the images generated based on the

GP results of activities 4 and 18 respectively.
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(a) GP Joint uncertainty associated to class 4. (b) GP Joint uncertainty associated to class 18.

Figure 2.31: GP joint uncertainty maps for two trajectory classes.

(a) Angle estimation class 4. (b) Speed estimation class 4.

(c) Angle estimation class 18. (d) Angle estimation class 18.

Figure 2.32: Magnitude and angle estimations based on GP estimations ap-
plied to two different sets of trajectories.
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As can be seen from Figure 2.32, places where enough evidence support the GP

estimations are bordered by a solid line that indicates the validity of GP approx-

imated data.

The zones can be obtained where speeds and angles behave in a quasi-constant

way. To obtain such zones, a SP approach see Section 2.3.3 is considered. Regions

obtained by applying the superpixel algorithm to codified angle/magnitude images

are shown in Figures 2.33.

As can be observed in Figure 2.33, angle information requires less number super-

pixels to be fully codified into zones, e.g., in case of class 4, on Figure 2.33b, there

are several zones limited by black border in order to completely codify speeds in-

side the map. In the other hand, Figure 2.33a shows that fewer black boundaries

are necessary to divide the angle information. This result suggests that angles are

more spatially stable than speeds.

(a) SP output for angle estimation class 4. (b) SP output for Speed estimation class 4.

(c) P output for angle estimation class 18. (d) SP output for Speed estimation class 18.

Figure 2.33: SP output based on GP estimations applied to two different sets
of trajectories.
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Trajectory classification: Assuming that C be the total number of classes. A

certain amount of tracks is used as training set to obtain the zones where quasi

linear dynamic models are valid. For validation, a separate group of tracks is

used to measure the accuracy of generated zones at classifying unseen data by

evaluating the similarity between the motion of a new trajectory and the previously

characterized linear dynamics. To this end we consider a simple Euclidean distance

between observed values of magnitude/direction and predictions based on linear

models obtained during training.

Let εmag,[c] and εdir,[c] be the errors related to magnitude and direction by assuming

that the trajectory belongs to class c. Additionally, we calculate an uncertainty

measurement for each characterized class defined as:

σ2
joint,[c] =

∑itotal
i=1 (σ2

i,joint)

itotal
(2.27)

where i represents the grid points of the zone (defined based on motions of class

c) where the entity is,; and itotal is the total number of grid points inside the zone.

We concatenate the error and uncertainty information and obtain

εmag,[total] = {εmag,[1], εmag,[2], ..., εmag,[C]},

εdir,[total] = {εdir,[1], εdir,[2], ..., εdir,[C]},

σ2
joint,[total] = {σ2

joint,[1], σ
2
joint,[2], ..., σ

2
joint,[C]}.

By considering (̃·) as an operator that orders data in an ascending order and id[c](·)
as a function that returns the index where information related to the class c is

placed inside a set of data, it is possible to define a voting score of each class as:

vote[c] =α(id[c](ε̃mag,[total])) + β(id[c](ε̃dir,[total]))

+ γ(id[c](σ̃
2
joint,[total]))

(2.28)

where α, β, γ represent weights for magnitude, direction and uncertainty, re-

spectively, for the voting process. A high weight indicates that the corresponding

variable affects more the classification decision. We use the constraint α+β+γ = 1.
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Voting scores of each trajectory class are concatenated and the minimum value

among them is chosen as the predicted class as expressed in equation 2.29.

class = min
i=1,...,C

(vote[i]). (2.29)

As mentioned previously, obtained maps are used for classification purposes by

considering the dataset proposed by [79]. Following the voting process explained

above, parameters in equation 2.28 are fixed as: α = 0.5 β = 0.2 and γ = 0.3. The

high importance assigned to the angle data is due to its observed spatial stability

(see previous section). The overall classification rate of the proposed method over

testing data is 87.59%. The confusion matrix for all trajectory classes is shown in

Table 2.2.

(a) Training data from classes 11 and 13. (b) Training data from classes 1 and 15.

Figure 2.34: High confusion cases on traffic simulated data classification.

As can be seen from Table 2.2, there are two critical confusion cases where classes

are present a misclassification percentage over 35%, it is the case of confusing

classes 13 with 11 and 15 with 1. Accordingly, training data from the couple of

classes 11-13 and 1-15 are shown in Figures 2.34a and 2.34b respectively. From

both images, it is possible to see that the motion of individuals is very similar. The

only thing that differs between classes in question is a subtle spatial separation

because of lanes that are alongside each other.
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2.6.3 Discussions

This chapter has presented a single modality awareness model related to the po-

sition information. As pointed previously, this chapter presents a method for

detecting abnormalities in observed trajectories by using a set of KFs built in-

crementally as occurring experiences. Such bank of filters is created based on a

non-motivated dynamical model from which more complex dynamics are approx-

imated and added into the available inference models.

A decomposition of GP regression based on a SP-like approach is applied to obtain

a set of zones where quasi-constant velocity models are valid. Generated zones are

employed for prediction and abnormality detection in real data from a vehicle

performing a series of tasks in a controlled scene.

A strategy for detecting abnormalities based on innovation measurements is tested

by using a real vehicle’s trajectories. In this scenario, the proposed method used to

analyze motion maneuvers of the agent while pedestrians are presented. Results

suggest that our methodology facilitates the way of finding abnormalities in an

online way and identifying anomaly observations (unknown maneuvers) that can

be potentially learned as new models to be integrated into the set of KFs.

Since abnormalities in vehicle-pedestrian interaction cases can be automatically

recognized and characterized, the present work can be used for understanding

more complex scenarios for autonomous vehicles. Consequently, such information

can be used for increasing the awareness of autonomous systems by understanding

the vehicles’ dynamics through multi sensors data.





Chapter 3

Multi-Sensorial Data for Learning

a Multi-Modal Awareness System

An AA is like a human because it perceives the world and itself by using multiple

sensors (senses). Accordingly, it is possible to use this set of information to give

the agent some level of awareness about itself and its surroundings. In chapter

2, one modality is used for learning an awareness model. Instead, this chapter

focuses on novel approaches to learn a multi-modal SA models for abnormality

detection for a moving agent based on multiple sensors that observe the same

phenomenon from different perspectives. Two different approaches are presented

in this chapter: Semi-supervised GP-based and Unsupervised incremental learning

approaches.

3.1 Semi-supervised GP-based approach

We introduce two layers of SA to increase the awareness of an agent: Shared Layer

(SL) and Private Layer (PL). Besides, in this section we propose a method for ab-

normality detection based on multiple sensors that observe the same phenomenon

from different perspectives.

Abnormalities can be first detected as deviations from Environment Centered (EC)

models, i.e., from an observer viewpoint which does not have access to internal

agent variables. Such a layer can be defined as a SL of SA since the observed

53
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information, e.g., observed position and velocity can be measured easily from an

external observer.

An observed agent can also have further information corresponding to what it

can observe from a First Person Viewpoint (FPV) while a task is performed.

Abnormalities related to unexpected observations acquired while performing a

task can be considered as the essential information to define a PL of SA. Such

information is available only to the agent itself. Accordingly, an external observer

cannot access to such information and has to rely solely on SL information.

In order to do so, we aimed to extend the work performed with the vehicle (previ-

ously discussed in chapter 2). The results obtained in such chapter are based on

positional information that can be observed from an external viewpoint. Hence,

such information is considered as a SL data. As explained in chapter 2, the pro-

posed method can generate locally uniform motion models by dividing a GP that

approximates agents’ displacements on the scene as shown in Figure 2.22b and

provides a SL SA based on EC models. After that, such models are used to train

image information taken from the vehicle’s perspective in a semi-unsupervised way

a set of GANs that produce an estimation of external and internal parameters of

moving agents.

3.1.1 Private-layer SA modeling

In order to model the PL of SA, a GANs [80] are proposed to learn the normality

pattern of the observed scene. Hence, it is used to learn the relationships among

frames and their optical flow. GANs are deep networks commonly used to generate

data (e.g., images) and are trained using only unsupervised data. The supervisory

information in a GAN is indirectly provided by an adversarial game between two

independent networks: a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). During training,

G generates new data and D tries to understand whether its input is real (i.e.,

it is a training image) or produced by G. The competition between G and D is

helpful for boosting the ability of both G and D.

Two channels are employed to learn the normality of the observed scene: appear-

ance (i.e., raw-pixels) and motion (optical flow images) for two cross-channel tasks.

In the first task, optical-flow images are generated from the original frames. In

the second task, appearance information is estimated from an optical flow image.
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Figure 3.1: The two GANs structure: (i) NF→O generates optical-flow from
frames by GF→O, and (ii) NO→F generates frames from optical-flow by GO→F .

Following with the corresponding Discriminators DF→O, and GO→F .

Let Ft be the tth frame of a training video and Oth the optical flow obtained using

Ft and Ft+1. Remark: Ot is computed using [81].

Figure 3.1 shows two networks: N F→O which is trained to generate optical-flow

from frames (task 1), andNO→F which generates frames from optical-flow (task 2).

In both cases, inspired by [82, 83], here our networks are composed of a conditional

generator G and a conditional discriminator D. G takes as an image x and a noise

vector z (drawn from a noise distribution Z) as inputs and an image r = G(x, z)

of the same dimensions of x but represented in a different channel as outputs.

Both G and D are fully-convolutional networks composed of convolutional, batch-

normalization layers and ReLU nonlinearities. In case of G, we adopt the U-Net

architecture [82] which is an encoder-decoder. D is proposed to be a PatchGAN

discriminator [82] which is based on a “small” fully-convolutional discriminator D̂.

Additional details about the training procedure can be found in [82, 83]. During

training, the output of D̂ is averaged over all the grid positions such that final

score of D is obtained with respect to the input. For testing purposes, we directly

use the averaged scores of D̂ as a “detector” which is run over the grid to detect

the abnormality from the input frame (see section 3.1.1.1).

It is important to highlight that both {Ft} and {Ot} are here collected by using

only the frames from normal scenarios (control perimeter activity) in the iden-

tified zones provided by GP (shown in Figure 2.22b). Accordingly, the absence

of abnormal events at the training phase makes it possible to train the discrim-

inators corresponding to our two tasks without the need of supervised training
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data: G acts as an implicit supervision for D. We hypothesize that the latter lies

outside the discriminator’s decision boundaries because they represent situations

never observed during training and hence treated by D as outliers. We use a

Bank of Discriminators based on the identified zones provided by GP in Figure

2.22b, which is grouped into two sets: Set1 is trained on a straight path, and Set2

is trained over the curves as shown in Figure 3.2. The discriminator’s learned

decision boundaries can be used to detect unseen events.

Set 2 Set 2

Set 2Set 2

Set 1

Set 1

S
e

t 
1

S
e

t 1

Figure 3.2: Spatial information in terms of zones used to train PL data.

3.1.1.1 Anomaly detection

Discriminators are used at the testing phase. More specifically, let D̂F→O and

D̂O→F be the patch-based discriminators trained using the two channel trans-

formation tasks (see Figure 3.1). Given a test frame F and its corresponding

optical-flow image O, we first produce the reconstructed pO and pF using GF→O

and GO→F respectively. Then, the pairs of patch-based discriminators D̂F→O and

D̂O→F are applied respectively to the first and second tasks. Such operation re-

sults in two scores for the ground truth observation: SO and SF and two scores for

the prediction (reconstructed data): SpO and SpF . The two scores are summed:

Sobservation = SO+SF , Sprediction = SpO +SpF . Besides, the values in Sobservation and

Sprediction are normalized into the range [0, 1]. Note that we do not need to produce

the reconstruction images to use the discriminators. For instance, for a given posi-

tion on the grid, D̂F→O takes as input a patch pF on F and a corresponding patch
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pO on O. Moreover, a possible abnormality in the observation (e.g., an unusual

object/movement) corresponds to an outlier with respect to the data distribution

learned by D̂F→O and D̂O→F during training. The presence of the anomaly results

in a low value of D̂F→O(pF , pO) and D̂O→F (pO, pF ) (prediction) but a high value

of D̂F→O(F,O) and D̂O→F (O,F ) (observation).

Hence, in order to decide whether an observation is abnormal with respect to the

scores from the current bank of discriminators, we simply measure the distance

between predicted scores and observation scores starting from equation 3.1.

Ỹ = Sobservation − Sprediction (3.1)

Furthermore, an error threshold Ỹthres is defined to detect the abnormal events:

when Ỹ exceeds such threshold, the current agent’s measurement is considered as

an abnormal situation.

Experimental setup for abnormality detection

The proposed method is validated with data acquired from real vehicle during a

perimeter monitoring task as described in section 2.6.1.1. Accordingly, captured

video footage from a first person vision acquired with a built-in camera of the

vehicle are used to test the PL.

As discussed previously, the bank of GANs are trained on the subsets of data

based on GP zones. Here, the bank of GANs is composed of two major subsets:

Set1 and Set2 (see Figure 3.2). Accordingly, each GAN detects the abnormality

in the corresponding set on which it is trained.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 compare the results obtained trough external viewpoint (SL

data) and FPV images (PL data). Both figures show the time series of anomaly

measurements based on pedestrian avoidance scenario. Anomaly detection results

associated to the PL using the proposed bank of GANs are shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 shows three signals: The green and blue signals respectively show the

computed signals by our GAN1 (trained on Set1) and GAN2 (trained on Set2).

The red signal indicates the final abnormality measurement which is defined as

the minimum value of GAN1 and GAN2. As it was expected, the obtained abnor-

mality measurement in PL matches the SL results shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: SL anomaly measurements: perimeter control activity by GP
through time with avoidance of static pedestrians.
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Figure 3.4: PL anomaly measurements: the distances between the observa-
tions and predictions by GANs during the time.

Different parts of the curve can be associated and explained by considering the

corresponding images acquired from the on-board sensor. Specifically, the small

peak identified with number 1 can be justified by the presence of the pedestrian

in the field of view of the camera: the vehicle has not started the avoidance

maneuver yet, thus it can be seen as a pre-alarm. The small peak in 1 corresponds

to peak in 5. The latter is smaller due to the posture of the pedestrian (see

correspondent images 1 and 7). The areas of the curve identified with numbers 2

and 3 or 6 and 7 correspond to the starting point of the abnormal maneuver and

the avoiding behavior itself. It can be observed that peaks 3 and 7 are higher than

the selected threshold and then correspond to an anomaly. After the small peak 4,

that corresponds to the closing part of the avoidance turn, the vehicle goes back

to the standard behavior. In particular, at this point of the curve, the vehicle is

actually turning. In the wider area (from 220 to 380 secs.), the ’iCab’ is moving

straight. The slightly higher level of the abnormality curve in straight areas can

be explained by a noise related to the vibration of the on-board camera due to the

fast movement of the vehicle when increasing its speed.

It is notable that the signal generated by GAN1 becomes higher in the curving

areas since it is only trained on Set1 for detecting straight paths. Similarly, the

GAN2 which is trained on Set2 generates higher scores on the straight path.

However, both GAN1 and GAN2 can detect the abnormality area (pedestrian

avoidance) where both generate a high abnormality score.
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Discussion

In this section, a multi-layer SA modeling is proposed to allow an agent to per-

ceive the situations through different sensory modalities. Additionally, models of

different SA layers can be integrated to build up a structured multi-modal self-

aware behavior for an agent. As shown in section 3.1.1.1, the PL and SL layers

provide complementary information regarding the situation awareness. Also, the

advantage of introducing PL is to improve the awareness of the agent, for example

abnormality anticipation.

However, the major problem of this method is the limitation on modeling different

dynamics appearing on the same state-space coordinate (e.g. distinguish different

displacement in the same point of the scene) which is due to the GP nature. Hence,

we need to use another approach to tackle this issue in order to make it possible

to represent different dynamics through a switching model.

In addition, up to now, the proposed approach considers observable data regarding

a situation where an agent is involved. Nonetheless, internal variables of individ-

uals (control parameters) have not been developed yet. Hence, in the following,

we will also introduce agent’s self variables.

Furthermore, a real AA, by its nature, needs to interact with a continuous dynamic

permanent changing environment and continuously learns the novel unseen con-

cepts (new concepts). In other words, the agent by itself has to understand what

the new concepts are and then adapt itself (e.g. detect the new situation, learn a

new model and update the current knowledge). For that reason consequently, in

the following section an incremental learning procedure is presented.

3.2 Unsupervised incremental learning approach

of switching models

This section highlights the idea of introducing an incremental learning process of

dynamic models from data acquired along with the agent in the new experiences

which in return facilitates the building of SA models. We propose an incremental

adaptive process that allows the agent to learn a switching DBN model from

recorded data. Such DBN models not only can predict (i.e., to generate) the new

observed situations, but also they are capable of adaptively estimating the current
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states by filtering data with respect to the most fitting model (i.e., to discriminate).

In other words, the learned DBN models allow both prediction and estimation of

situations different from the reference dynamic equilibrium (i.e, previously learned

models) and then learning new/unseen concepts in an incremental fashion.

In the section 3.1, PL and SL are defined to learn an SA model for an autonomous

agent. In this section, we include a new layer of SA that is related to agent’s

self variables, i.e., how own actions (changes in actuators) generate changes in the

internal perception of own states. Such information consists of the controls of the

agent’s motion, i.e., steering angle and rotors’ velocity. Note that such data also

is considered as a private layer information but related to the internal state of the

agent. We define this new layer related to the control parameter as Control Layer

(CL).

3.2.1 Generic incremental learning structure

Each layer of SA includes different modalities. For each of them, a unified in-

cremental learning procedure is designed (see Figure 3.5). The learning process

is considered as a differential incremental process adding generative and discrimi-

nated knowledge to a reference model that describes a general dynamic equilibrium

situation between the agent and the environment. Statistically significant devi-

ations from such a dynamic equilibrium are recognized as abnormal situations

whose characteristics are captured by the new learned models. Next to that, an

agent can take advantage of new experiences when the reference situation of dy-

namic equilibrium is perturbed by adding new models integrated into the models

that compose the dynamic equilibrium. A probabilistic framework based on a

set of switching dynamical models is used to learn the SL and CL filters models

incrementally. An incremental bank of cross-modal GANs is used to learn the PL

models.

Figure 3.5 shows a flow chart that describes our proposed adaptive learning pro-

cess. The latter allows agents to incrementally learn the additional knowledge

necessary to describe a new observed situation. By encoding such knowledge into

the agent’s conditions of equilibrium trough probabilistic switching models, the

idea of increasing the awareness of the agent becomes possible.
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Figure 3.5: Generic Block Diagram of Incremental Learning process.

The learning of a new switching model starts by observing dynamic data series

related to a given experience (Figure 3.5-b). Such data is filtered by using the

initial reference model and by keeping track of deviations w.r.t the associated

dynamic model (refer to Figure 3.5-a). The reference model consists of a simple

filter whose dynamic model describes a basic dynamic equilibrium condition.

Accordingly, in the case of SL and CL, where low dimensional data like (position

and velocity) and (steering angle and rotors velocity) are considered, the initial

filter corresponds to a KF that assumes that the agent remains static (null speed).

Such a filter makes reasonable predictions if there are no forces that affect the

state of the agent, i.e., in the case where the agent does not interact with its

surroundings. In that case, agent motions are only due to random noise oscillations

of the state. In the shared level of SA position observations, noises can be produced

either by the agent or external entities producing a set of noisy data series of sparse

measurements. We define such filter as the UMKF as discussed in section 2.2.1.

Such a reference filter is illustrated in Figures 3.6-a.1 and 3.6-a.2.

When UMKF applied along with a motivated experience, it produces a set of

errors due to the fact that the agent follows a certain motivation modeled as

surroundings’ forces acting on it.

In the case of the private layer of SA, a pre-trained reference GAN is used as

an initial general model which encodes an experience where the agent is moving

straight on a clear path (see Figure 3.6-a.3). Similar to the UMKF general model,

the reference GAN assumes a dynamic equilibrium existing between the environ-

ment and the agent but on a different modality (i.e., first-person video data). In

this case, the condition of equilibrium corresponds to the agent’s visual data as it
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Figure 3.6: Learning Process in SL, CL and PL: for each experience the
position information input to the SL, control information are employed for CL
while the first person vision data are used as a source of information for PL. All
layers structured based on the generic incremental adaptive training process.

moves linearly towards a point in the environment. Such a point can be seen as a

stationary center of force that attracts the agent linearly. In case other forces were

present in the agents’ surroundings, the dynamics of visual data would change with

respect to the one experienced with the straight movements, and consequently, a

set of prediction mismatches between the GAN filter predictions and updating

new observations would be produced as errors.

Considering the set of errors, which are defined as innovations obtained from

UMKF and the reference GAN, cumulative probabilistic tests can be designed for

SL, CL and PL to evaluate if a data series corresponds to an abnormal experience
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or not. Collected innovations can be used to decide when to store data for learn-

ing a new filter. Each new filter represents a new equilibrium condition which in

turn encodes a set of stationary forces. Such a process is shown in Figure 3.5-c,

where different types of probabilistic abnormality measurements of the switching

models are estimated and thresholded. In the abnormality measurement process

block, a set of abnormality tests can be considered to evaluate the detection of

possible anomalies with respect to the already learned conditions of the dynamic

equilibrium. This process not only ranks the innovations and computes the abnor-

mality measurements but also facilitates the selection of the most probable model

among those learned from previous experiences. The most appropriate models

could be a switching Dynamical systems in case of SL and CL, while a couple

of cross-modal GANs for PL. Abnormality measurements can be seen as compa-

rable evaluations that can drive a soft decision process [84]. The former are the

inputs of the abnormality detection block (see Figure 3.5-d). Such block compares

anomaly signals with a threshold to detect possible deviations from previously

learned models (conditions of equilibrium).

The abnormality detection procedure allows defining an incremental process sim-

ilar to Dirichlet [85] (stick-breaking processes [86], Chinese restaurant [87]). Ac-

cordingly, the abnormality measurements are variables that determine the choice

about whether a new experience can be described by an already available expe-

rience (learned condition of equilibrium) embedded into DBN (Figure 3.5-e) or

there is a need to learn a new one (Figure 3.5-d).

Data from new experiences can be structured into multiple partitions of the state-

innovation where the correlations between states and innovations facilitate clus-

tering the new data into classes characterized by different parameters forming a

new learned model. Figure 3.5-d shows the procedure of learning new models

from state-innovation pairs. Such a data couple establishes a relationship between

the states and an error measurement (innovations) obtained through the initial

models.

Data couples can be clustered through a new learning model process. In the case

of SL and CL, the new learning model process generates a set of regions which

segment the state space motion and the own states depending on innovations (See

Figures 3.6-d.1 and 3.6-d.2). For the PL’s case, a clustering of consecutive images

and their corresponding optical flows based on a similarity measurement (i.e., local

innovation) is considered and shown in Figure 3.6-d.3. Detected regions/clusters
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can form an explicit vocabulary (in case of SDS) or implicit (in case of GANs)

of switching variables such that the new learned model can address adaptively

different models when it will have to evaluate new states produced by new expe-

riences. Note that, in the case of PL, there is a need for accessing dynamic visual

information to train a new set of GANs. Hence, as it shown in Figure. 3.6-d.3,

for detected new clusters based on state-innovation pairs, the original data is used

directly for training the new GANs. Accordingly, PL’s models are all related to

different effects of forces different from the one producing a straight motion in a

video sequence, for example, a curving motion will generate a new GAN model.

The general framework of the proposed method described in this section includes

two major phases: (i) an incremental off-line learning process, and (ii) an on-line

testing procedure for detecting the possible abnormalities. Phases and components

of the proposed method concerning the SA modalities are shown in Table. 3.1.

3.2.2 Mathematical modeling of SA Layers

In this section, we describe the details of the mathematical modeling for SL, CL,

and PL layers of proposed SA models. Since the SL and CL have the same learning

process w.r.t the low dimensional data, as shown in the Figure. 3.6 and Table.

3.1, we consider the unique formulation for both of them.

3.2.2.1 Mathematical modeling of SL and CL layers

In SL and CL, the main idea consists of learning a switching models represented

by a DBN for tracking and predicting the dynamical system over time. Since

both layers using low-dimensional data, we only describe the SL layer which use

positional information. In case of CL, they can be changed to control system

variables (i.e., steering and rotor velocity). The proposed DBN is shown in see

Figure 3.7.

Dynamic modeling. As discussed in section 3.1, the SL level of SA focuses

on the analysis of observed moving agents for understanding their dynamics in a

given scene. SL’s models M = {m}m=1,...,M , employ measurements observed by

the agent while performing a task. As it is well known, the dynamics of an agent

can be described by hierarchical probabilistic models consisting of continuous and
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Figure 3.7: Proposed DBN switching models for SL and CL.

discrete random variables. Accordingly, based on equation 2.7, the dynamic model

of an agent can be written as:

Xk+1 = AXk +BUSm
k

+ wk, (3.2)

As discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.2.2, Xk represents the agent’s state composed of

its coordinate positions and velocities at a time instant k, such that Xk = [x ẋ]ᵀ.

x ∈ Rd and ẋ ∈ Rd. d represents the dimensionality of the environment. A =

[A1 A2] is a dynamic model matrix: A1 = [Id 0d,d]
ᵀ and A2 = 02d,d. In represents

a square identity matrix of size n and 0l,g is a l× g null matrix. wk represents the

prediction noise which is here assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian for all variables

in Xk with a covariance matrix Q, such that wk ∼ N (0, Q).

In equation(3.2), B = [I2∆k I2]ᵀ is a control input model and ∆k is the sampling

time. USm
k

= [ẋk, ẏk]
T is a control vector that encodes the expected entity’s velocity

when its state belongs to a discrete region Smk ∈ Sm. Discrete regions associated

with a model m can be represented as:

Sm = {Sm,lm}lm=1,...,Lm , (3.3)

where lm and Lm represent the index and the maximum number of superstates

respectively. Additionally, a threshold value is defined where linear continuous

models of superstates Sm are valid. Such a threshold is defined as:

ψSm = E(dSm) + 3
√
V (dSm), (3.4)
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where dSm represents a vector containing all distances between neighboring super-

states, E(·) receives a vector of data and calculates its mean and V (·) its variance.

The threshold value in equation(3.4) defines a certainty boundary that determines

where the model is valid.

Initial model. The initial model m = 0 is a situation where the agent keeps

the same position over time. A Kalman Filter (KF) based on an “unmotivated

model”in section. 2.2 is used in tracking agents (see Figure 3.6-a.1).

The unmotivated model m = 0 contains only one superstate S0 = {S0
1}, which

leads to US0
1
∼ 0. Hence, by relaxing BUSm

k
in equation 3.2, we obtain: Xk+1 =

AXk + wk, where the agent is assumed to move only under random noisy fluc-

tuations wk. By applying equation 2.10, innovations obtained from the initial

model m = 0 can be collected and used for creating new models in an incremental

fashion.

Creating models incrementally: As depicted in Figure 3.5-c, during the infer-

ence process, there are two different possible situations:

i) Normality: the observation can be fitted and predicted with the current

learned models. In this case, there is no need to learn new models and

equation 3.2 is employed for inferring future states.

ii) Abnormality: the current observation does not fit in the existing model(s),

which means it is out of the boundary approximated by equation 3.4, where

a random filter USm
k

= 02,1 is applied. In this case, it is possible to use the

abnormal data for learning a new model m + 1. For SL, this corresponds

to learning a MKF in Figure. 3.6-d.1, where the agent’s dynamics can be

described by quasi-constant velocity models, i.e., USm
k
6= 0 in equation 3.2.

learning new switching models The state information of time instances de-

tected as abnormal is collected and processed for learning new models. The state

information can be described as: Xk = [xk, yk, ẋk, ẏk]
ᵀ. Accordingly, Figure. 3.8

shows the details of learning new learning switching DBN models indicated in

Figure. 3.6-d.1.

After storing the state information, the main idea is to generate a set of neuron-

s/zones that encode similar information (quasi-constant velocities). As previously
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Figure 3.8: Generic block diagram of learning switching models.

discussed in section 3.1, GP has some limitation on modeling different dynam-

ics appearing on the same state-space coordinate. To tackle this problem, we

proposed to employ an unsupervised learning algorithm, such as Self Organizing

Map (SOM) [88], which is able to differentiate and model multiple dynamics pat-

terns appearing on the same state-space coordinate. SOM receives states Xk and

generates a set of neurons such that:

Sm+1 = {Sm+1,lm+1}lm+1=1,...,Lm+1 . (3.5)

In the proposed SOM procedure, we use two weights, β and α, for the position

(x, y) and velocity components (ẋ, ẏ), respectively, where β+α = 1. We choose α >

β to favor clustering of patterns with smaller differences in speed. Consequently,

equation 3.6 shows a distance function that uses the weights employed to train

the SOM, such that:

d(X̃, Ỹ ) =

√
(X̃ − Ỹ )ᵀD(X̃ − Ỹ ), (3.6)

where D = [B A]. B = [βI2 02,2]ᵀ, A = [02,2 αI2]ᵀ. X̃ and Ỹ are both 4-

dimensional vectors of the form [x y ẋ ẏ]ᵀ.

State information Xk can be associated to the closest superstate Sm,l
m

based on

the minimum weighted distance between the measurement in question and the

mean values of prototypes produced by SOM, such that:

Wm(k) = arg min
m

(
d(Xk,Ψ

m,lm)
)
, (3.7)
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where d(·, ·) is a weighted distance function between two 4-dimensional as shown

in equation 3.6.

Each superstate has attached two variables: ξm,l
m ∈ ξm and Qm,lm ∈ Qm related

to the mean and covariance of data Xm associated to the neuron lm by using

equation 3.7. ξm = {ξm,lm}lm=1,...,Lm and Qm = {Qm,lm}lm=1,...,Lm . Notice that

ξm,l
m

has the same form of Xk ∈Xm since it is a result of an average process.

After obtaining the set of neurons (superstates) that represent the vocabulary of

switching variables, it is possible to estimate probabilistic dependencies that are

parts of the probabilistic plan model associated with the DBN described hereafter.

In particular such model includes dynamic linear models, temporal probabilistic

transitions matrices, and likelihood models for each element of the vocabulary (see

Figure. 3.8).

Based on the dynamic model in equation 3.2, it is possible to define PXX as a set

of probabilistic models that capture the evolution of agents’ states Xk for each

SOM neuron (i.e., a vocabulary element), such that:

PXX = {p(Xk|Xk−1, S
m
k−1)}; m = {1, 2, . . . ,M}, (3.8)

where Smk−1 ∈ Sm. As mentioned before, a superstate Sm,l
m ∈ Sm is represented

by the variables ξm,l
m

and Qm,lm that in turn define the continuous dynamical

model of agents that belong to such superstate see equation 3.2 such that:

USk
∼ Aξm,l

m

(k) ; QSk
∼ Qm,lm

(k) , (3.9)

where A = [02,2 I2].

By analyzing the activated superstates over time while executing a certain activity,

it is possible to obtain a set of temporal transition matrices Tmt . Such matrices

encode the transition probabilities of passing or staying between superstates de-

pending on the time t that the agent has spent in a superstate while model m is

applied. Transition matrices facilitate the inference of next superstates given the

current one, i.e., p(Smk |Smk−1, t), such that:

PSS = {p(Smk |Smk−1, t)}, (3.10)

where Smk ∈ Sm.
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Based on equation 3.4, it is possible to define a certainty boundary where the

proposed neurons, i.e., built learned models, are valid. Accordingly, if an agent’s

state belongs to a valid region, the dynamic model in equation 3.2 is used for

predicting future states. On the other hand, when an agent’s state belongs to an

invalid region (empty neuron), a random filter is employed where USm
k

= 02,1 for

estimating its future state. Based on the definition of certainty boundaries and

the transition probability between regions, it is possible to define the likelihoods

of agents’ states to belong to a certain neuron as:

PXS = {p(Xk|Smk|k−1)}; m = {1, 2, . . . ,M}, (3.11)

where Smk|k−1 is a the superstate prediction given Zk−1.

3.2.2.2 Mathematical modeling of PL layer

Cross-modal GAN representation. Unlike the SL and CL, the PL deals with

the high-dimensional visual information observed by the agent. Namely, a se-

quence of images (frames) I, and their corresponding optical-flow maps (motion)

O. To model the PL of SA, a set of cross-modal GANs [80] is trained to learn

the normality from this set of visual data. In general, generative models try to

maximize likelihood by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance between a given

data distribution and the generator’s distribution [89], where GANs learn it during

the training process by an adversarial game between two networks: a generator

(G) and a discriminator (D).

As mentioned before, a SA model not only has to be generative (capable to predict

multi-level, temporal data series characterized by the previously learned knowl-

edge), but also it needs to provide explicit measurements to evaluate or to dis-

criminate best-fitting models of new observed sequences. In the case of GANs,

Generative networks learn to perform the prediction task, wherein our case the

predictions include generating the next image (frame) and optical-flow (motion

map). This could be seen as a hidden state XPk (see Figure 3.9). The update task

includes having the likelihood and prediction. In GANs, the likelihood is learned

and approximated by the discriminators. The outputs of the discriminators are

the encoded version of optical-flow DO and image DI . In our approach, Discrim-

inators’ scores are used to approximate the distance between the likelihood and

the prediction.
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Figure 3.9: Proposed DBN switching models for private layer.

Intuitively, the encoded version of a given image can be seen as the state repre-

sentation in the SL, while the encoded version of optical-flow represents the state

derivative (motion). The error E can be seen as the distances between the encoded

versions of prediction and observation. Following the same intuition applied in SL,

we cluster the encoded version of images, motion and the error into a set of super-

states. In light of the above, the states here can be defined as a function of image,

motion, and the error f([DI ,DO, E ]) for any model (superstate).

Dynamic modeling. GANs are deep networks commonly used to generate data

(e.g., images) and are trained using only unsupervised data. The supervisory

information in a GAN is indirectly provided by an adversarial game between two

independent networks: a generator (G) and a discriminator (D). During training,

G generates new data and D tries to distinguish whether its input is real (i.e.,

it is a training image) or it was generated by G. This competition between G

and D helps to boost the ability of both G and D. For learning the conditions of

equilibrium, two channels are used as observations: appearance (i.e., raw-pixels)

and motion (optical-flow images) for two different cross-channel tasks. In the first

task, optical-flow images are generated from the original frames. In the second

task, appearance information is estimated from an optical flow image. Specifically,

let Ik be the k-th frame of a training video and Ok the optical-flow obtained using

Ik and Ik+1. Ok is computed using [81]. For any given model m′ ∈ M ′, where

M ′ = {m′}m′=1,...,M ′ , two networks are trained: Nm′:I→O, which is trained to

generate optical-flow from frames (task 1) and Nm′:O→I , which generates frames

from optical-flow (task 2). In both cases, inspired by [82, 83], our architecture is

composed of two fully-convolutional networks: the conditional generator G and

the conditional discriminator D. The G network is the U-Net architecture [82],
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which is an encoder-decoder following with skip connections helping to preserve

relevant local information.

For D, the PatchGAN discriminator [82] is proposed, which is based on a “small”

fully-convolutional discriminator. G and D are trained using both a conditional

GAN loss LcGAN and a reconstruction loss LL1. In case of Nm′:I→O, the training

set is composed of pairs of frame-optical flow images X = {(Ft, Ot)}t=1,...,N . LL1

is given by: LL1(x, y) = ||y −G(x, z)||1,

LL1(x, y) = ||y −G(x, z)||1, (3.12)

where x = Ft and y = Ot, while the conditional adversarial loss LcGAN is:

LcGAN(G,D) = E(x,y)∈X [logD(x, y)]+

Ex∈{Ft},z∈Z [log(1−D(x,G(x, z)))]
(3.13)

In case of Nm′:O→I , we define X = {(Ot, Ft)}t=1,...,N . Additional details about

the training can be found in [82]. During the training phase of GANs, networks

Nm′:I→O and Nm′:O→I learn to approximate a dynamic model for the continuous

space, this can be seen as a corresponding dynamic model of SL in equation 3.2.

The discrete level uses an encoded vector Cm′

k = [Dm′:O→I(Ik,Ok), Dm′:O→I(Ik,Ok)],
where Dm′:O→I and Dm′:I→O are the discriminator networks of Nm′:O→I and

Nm′:I→O respectively. The encoded vectors representing the expected entity’s

motion when its state belongs to a discrete region Cm′

k where m′ is a given model.

Discrete regions of a given model m′ can be represented as:

Cm′
= {Cm′,lm

′

}lm′=1,...,Lm′ , (3.14)

where Cm′

k ∈ Cm′
and Lm

′
is the total number of superstates for given task

m′. Additionally, a threshold value is defined where linear continuous models of

superstates Cm′ are valid. The threshold can formalize as:

ψCm′ = E(DCm′ ) + 3
√
V (DCm′ ), (3.15)

where DCm′ contains all cross-modal discriminators likelihoods over the super-

states, E(·) and V (·) are defined in equation 3.4. The threshold value in equation

3.15 is used to determine where the model is valid.
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Initial model. GANs are trained in a weakly-supervised manner, the only con-

sidered supervision consists of a subset of normal data to train the first level of the

hierarchy that we called reference GANs which corresponds to UMKF in case of

SL for low-dimensional data. The reference GANs is trained to model a reference

dynamic equilibrium where the agent being attracted by a stationary force and

moves towards a fixed motivation point in a linear straight motion path. The

reference GANs provides a reference for the next levels of the models in which all

the further levels are trained in a self-supervised manner.

Similar to SL initial model, the PL initial model m′ = 0 contains only one super-

state C0 = {C0
1} which contains the reference GANs. The detail of the training

is shown in Alg. 2. The inputs of the procedure are represented by two sets: Z
could be seen as the set of observation vectors which includes all the observations

from the normal sequence of training data, and Vm′ which is a subset of Z. In case

of the reference GANs, the initial set V0 is used to train two cross-modal networks

N 0:I→O, and N 0:O→I . Note that, the only supervision here is for training the first

model (reference GANs) on the initial set V0. The next models are built from the

supervision provided by the reference GANs.

The mismatches between the reference GANs estimation and new observations

lead to produce errors that in turn are used to detect new dynamic conditions of

equilibrium. In other words, by using the produced errors from reference GANs ’

predictions, the model can discriminate if the dynamic equilibrium between the

environment and the agent is already learned or due to a novel but again stationary

forces.

Creating models incrementally. our method assumes that the distribution

of the normality patterns has a high degree of diversity. In order to learn such

distribution, we suggest a hierarchical strategy for high-diversity areas by encoding

the different distributions into the different levels, in which, each subset of train

data is used to train a different GAN. A recursive procedure is adopted to construct

the proposed hierarchy of GANs. As shown in Alg. 2, the input set Z includes

a set of coupled frame-motion maps, where Z = {[Ik,Ok]}k=1,...,N , and N is the

number of total train samples. Besides, the input Vm′ is a subset of Z, provided

to train GANs for each model.

After trainingN 0:I→O, andN 0:O→I , we input G0:I→O and G0:O→I using each frame

I of the entire set Z and its corresponding optical-flow image O respectively. The
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Algorithm 2 Incremental training: Hierarchy of GANs

Input:
1: ψCm′ : Threshold parameter for train a new GAN

2: Cm′ = {C0}
3: Z : Entire training sequences Z = {(Ik,Ok)}k=1,...,N

4: V0 : Subset of Z
5: m′ = 0 : Counter of models

Output:
6: {HCm′} Hierarchy of GANs
7: procedure TRAINING OF CROSS-MODAL GANS
8: train:

9: Train networks Nm′:I→O,Nm′:O→I , with Vm′
10: {HCm′} ← Trained networks Nm′:I→O,Nm′:O→I

11: Xm′:P ← Gm′(Z): predictions
12: Dm′ ← Dm′(Z): encoded observation
13: Em′ ← ||Dm′(Z)−Dm′(Xm′:P)||1: error
14: X ← [Dm′ , Em′ ]: states
15: Clustering states: SOM(X ): superstates Cm′

16: for each identified cluster do
17: µ← Average score maps in this cluster
18: if µ ≥ ψCm′ then
19: m′ = m′ + 1
20: Vm′ ← Samples from cluster Cm′ in Z
21: go to train

22: return {HCm′}

generators predict Frame-Motion couples as:

X 0:P = {[P0:I
k ,P0:O

k ]}k=1,...,N

P0:I
k = G0:O→I(Ok), P0:O

k = G0:I→O(Ik)
(3.16)

where P0:I
k and P0:O

k are the k-th predicted image and predicted optical-flow re-

spectively. The encoded versions of observations Z are computed by the discrim-

inator networks D0:

D0:I = {D0:O→I(Ik,Ok)}k=1,...,N ,

D0:O = {D0:I→O(Ok, Ik)}k=1,...,N

(3.17)

where D0:I and D0:O are the encoded version (from initial model m′ = 0) of

the observed image and observed optical-flow respectively. Similarly, the encoded

distance maps E0 between observations Z and predictions P for both channel are
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computed as:

E0 = {[E0:I
k , E0:O

k ]}k=1,...,N

E0:I
k = D0:O→I(Ik,Ok)−D0:O→I(PI ,Ok),

E0:O
k = D0:I→O(Ok, Ik)−D0:I→O(POk , Ik)

(3.18)

The distance maps E0 represent a set of errors in the coupled image-motion states

representation, The joint states {[D0:I
k ,D0:O

k , Ek]}k=1,...,N input to a self-organizing

map (SOM) [88] in order to cluster similar appearance-motion information. Sim-

ilar to clustering position-velocity information in the shared layer, the proposed

clustering discretizes the appearance-motion representations into a set of super-

states. Specifically, the SOM’s output is a set of neurons encoding the state

information into a set of prototypes. Detected prototypes (clusters) provide the

means of discretization for representing a set of super-states, and consequently the

set of superstates will be updated, such that:

Cm′+1 = {Cm′+1,lm
′+1}lm′+1=1,...,Lm′+1 , (3.19)

where Lm
′+1 is the number of detected clusters (superstates) for the new model(s).

It is expected that the clusters containing the training data present a low distance

score due to low innovations between predictions and observations. This is the

criteria to detect the new distributions for learning new GANs in which the clusters

with high average scores are considered as new distributions. The new detected

distributions forming the new subsets Vl to train new networks NCm′ :I→O and

NCm′O→I for the new GAN models. New identified models add to the model set

M ′ = {m′}m′=1,...,M ′ . During a task performing by the agent, all the transition

matrices Tm
′

t apply in parallel.

3.2.3 Online testing: estimation and abnormality detec-

tion

After the off-line learning process, once the switching DBN models are trained,

they can be used for online prediction and anomaly detection. This section de-

scribes the testing phase for state/label estimation and the proposed method for

the detection of abnormalities.
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3.2.3.1 Shared layer: on-line testing MJPF

Switching systems are PGMs for discrete and continuous dynamic variables in a

jointly dynamical filter. Such systems have improved decision making and tracking

capabilities [90]. In Switching systems, each dynamical model relating continuous

state variable in successive time instants is associated with one of a discrete set of

values of a random variable. The most used algorithms are the Rao-Blackwellized

particle filter [91] that uses a Particle Filter (PF) in the continuous state space

model and a Hidden Markov model (HMM) for the discrete space and a Markov

Jump Linear Systems [92] that uses a combination of KF and PF, where the PF is

used to model the discrete state space. In both cases the posterior corresponding

to the joint Probability Density Function (PDF) of discrete and continuous state

can be estimated at each step based on observations.

As discussed previously in section 3.2.2, the SL can be learned using a multi-

level DBN switching model see Figure 3.7. Accordingly, we introduce a novel

probabilistic strategy, which we call Markov Jump Particle Filter (MJPF) used

for making inferences on the DBN. MJPF essentially consists of use a PF with

Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) coupled with a bank of Kalman Filters

(KFs) that facilitates the inference of discrete and continuous variables jointly see

Figure 3.10. The proposed MJPF consists of two inference levels.

The first level is a continuous level where states are inferred based on measure-

ments. Predictions, p(Xk|Xk−1) ∈ PXX , are performed by considering a bank of

KFs built according to detected zones Smk where quasi-constant velocity models

are valid (see equation 3.2).

The second level is composed by the learned set of zones Smk ∈ Sm based on

a weighted SOM (see Section. 3.2.2.1). Transitions between superstates (zones),

p(Smk |Smk−1) ∈ PSS, are used for the inference of future estimations at the discrete

level by a particle filter. The relationship between both levels is done by using

superstate of the particle to choose KF.

A certainty boundary differentiates among 2 cases. The first case is when a particle

in the validation region might go in one of the valid neurons with probability given

by an importance function q = p(Smk |Smk−1) multiplied by the probability of being

in a certain superstate after spending a duration t in Smk−1. In addition, it might

go to an empty neuron with the complementary probability of the more likely
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Figure 3.10: A Markov Jump Particle Filter (MJPF) is employed to make
inference on the SL DBN.

neuron obtained using importance function. The second case is when a particle in

an empty neuron (not valid region) might go in a valid region such motion can be

described as the following transition probability:

Pm = max(0, 1− d(Xk, ξ
m)

ψSm
). (3.20)

For each particle, Sm∗k , we use a KF depending on the estimated superstate Smk with

the control vector U (see equation 3.2) to predict p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k−1)), the con-

tinuous state associated with Smk ∗ and the posterior probability p(Xk|Zk, Sm∗k ) is

estimated according to current measurement Zk ∈ Zm, where Zk = {Z1, . . . , Zk}.
The update is defined as:

p(Xk|Zk, S
m∗
k ) = p(Xk|Zk,Zk−1, S

m∗
k )

=
p(Xk|Zk−1, S

m∗
k )p(Zk|, X∗k , Sm∗k )

p(Zk|Zk−1)

(3.21)

Since Zk and Xk are conditionally independent of Zk−1 if Sm∗k is known, the weight

of particle Sm∗k is:

W ∗
k =

1

q

∫
p(Zk, X

∗
k |Sm∗k )dX∗kp(S

∗
k |Sm∗k−1)W ∗

k−1 (3.22)
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In SIR case of the PF in discrete space the importance function is q = p(Smk |Smk−1).

Thus, we can define

W ∗
k =

∫
p(Zk, X

∗
k |Sm∗k )dX∗kW

∗
k−1 (3.23)

We can write the probability inside the
∫

in (3.23) as:

p(Zk, X
∗
k |Sm∗k ) = p(Zk|X∗k , Sm∗k )p(X∗k |Sm∗k ) (3.24)

However, we can consider as part of the particle weight also the fact that we

would like the continuous prediction within the superstate particle to be consid-

ered. To satisfy such requirement we multiply (equation 3.24) that corresponds to

observation update (equation 3.21) by the prediction p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k−1))

W ∗
k =

∫
p(Zk|X∗k , Sm∗k )p(X∗k |Sm∗k )

×p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k−1))dX∗kW
∗
k−1

(3.25)

By using conditional independence in (equation 3.25) we can also write

W ∗
k =

∫
p(Zk|X∗k)p(X∗k |Sm∗k )p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k−1))dX∗kW

∗
k−1 (3.26)

We approximate the weight as distance over the continuous state space of the

two distributions (Bhattacharrya distance). A higher weight is generated with a

smaller Bhattacharrya distance between prediction p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k )) and

• probability of being inside the predicted neuron of particle p(X∗k |Sm∗k ).

db1 = − ln

∫ √
p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k ))p(X∗k |Sm∗k )dX∗k ; (3.27)

• evidence p(zk|X∗k) to have solutions near the measurement:

db2 = − ln

∫ √
p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k ))p(Zk|X∗k)dX∗k ; (3.28)

where (.)∗ indicates the considered particle and (Sm∗k ) means that the prediction

depends on the superstate. Weights at k − 1 can be multiplied by the inverse of
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the sum of db1 and db2 for each pair of probabilities. In fact, we can approximate

the weight of particle as:

∫
p(Zk|X∗k)p(X∗k |Sm∗k )p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k−1))dX∗k ∝∫ √
p(Zk|X∗k)p(X∗k |Sm∗k )p(X∗k |X∗k−1(Sm∗k−1))dX∗k ≤

exp−db1 ∗ exp−db2 = exp−(db1+db2)

Finally, resampling deletes particles with very low weight and clones more likely

ones.

The innovation explained in section 2.2.2 in particular in equation 2.10 is consid-

ered as abnormality indicator. Subsequently, we can rewrite innovations as:

εmk = Zk −HX̂m
k|k−1, (3.29)

where εmk is the innovation generated in the zone m where the agent is located at

a time k. Zk represents observed spatial data and X̂m
k|k−1 is the KF estimation of

the agent’s location at the future time instant k calculated at the time k − 1 by

using equation 3.2.

Abnormalities are moments when a tracking system (MPJF) fails to predict sub-

sequent observations. In those cases, new models are necessary to explain new

observed situations. A weighted norm of innovations is employed for detecting

abnormalities, such that:

Ymk = d(Zk, HX̂
m
k|k−1). (3.30)

where the weighted distance d(.) is defined in equation (3.6). The median ab-

normality indicators for all the particles is the abnormality measurement of our

filter.

3.2.3.2 Private Layer: On-line testing GANs

Once the GANs hierarchy {HCm′} is trained, it can be used for online prediction

and anomaly detection. This section describes the testing phase for state/label

estimation and the proposed method for the detection of abnormalities.
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Figure 3.11: GANs and HMM are employed to make inference on the PL
DBN

Label estimation : At testing time, we aim at estimating the state and de-

tect possible abnormalities from the training set. More specifically, let D0:I→O

and D0:O→I be the patch-based discriminators trained using the two channel-

transformation tasks. Given a test frame Ik and its corresponding optical-flow im-

age Ok, we first produce the reconstructed P0:O
k and P0:I

k using the first level gener-

ators G0:I→O and G0:O→I respectively. Then, the pairs of patch-based discrimina-

tors D0:I→O and D0:O→I are applied for the first and the second task, respectively.

This operation results in two score maps for the observation: D0:I→O(Ok, Ik) and

D0:O→I(Ik,Ok), and two score maps for the prediction (the reconstructed data):

D0:I→O(P0:O
k , Ik) and D0:O→I(P0:I

k ,Ok). In order to estimate the state, we used

equation 3.18 to generate the joint representation Xk = [X Ik ,XOk ] where:

X Ik = D0:O→I(Ik,Ok)−D0:O→I(PI ,Ok),

XOk = D0:I→O(Ok, Ik)−D0:I→O(POk , Ik)
(3.31)

For estimating the current super-state, we use Xk to find the closest SOM’s de-

tected prototypes. This procedure is repeated for all the models in the hierarchy

[HCm′ ].

This model can be seen as a switching model (see Figure. 3.11), where a hierarchy

of GANs estimates the continuous space of the states whereas an HMM predicts

the discrete space of the states.

Anomaly detection : Note that, a possible abnormality in the observation (e.g.,

an unusual object or an unusual movement) corresponds to an outlier with re-

spect to the data distribution learned by Nm′:I→O and Nm′:O→I during training.
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The presence of the anomaly, results in a low value of prediction score maps:

Dm′:O→I(PI ,Ok) and Dm′:I→O(POk , Ik), but a high value of observation score

maps: Dm′:O→I
l (Ik,Ok) and Dm′:I→O(Ok, Ik). Hence, in order to decide whether

an observation is normal or abnormal, we simply calculate the average value of the

innovations maps introduced in equation 3.31 from both modalities. Therefore,

the final abnormality measurement is defined as:

θk = X Ik + XOk (3.32)

The final representation of PL for an observation Zk = (Ik,Ok) consists of the

computed θk and estimated super-state Cm′

k . We define an error threshold θth =

ψCm′ to detect the abnormal events: when all the levels in the hierarchy of GANs

classify the sample as abnormal (e.g., dummy super-state) and the measurement

θk is higher than this threshold, the current measurement is considered as an

abnormality. Note that the process is aligned to the one followed with SL layer

with the advantage that GANs deal with high multidimensional inputs as well

as with not linear dynamic models at the continuous level. This complexity is

required to analyze video data involved in PL.

3.2.4 Experimental results

Dataset and evaluation scenario: In order to test the proposed method for

abnormality detection, it is considered the real dataset acquired from real vehicle

that described in subsection 2.6.1.1. In this section we introduce another sce-

nario called U-turn where the vehicle performs a perimeter monitoring and faces

a pedestrian, so it makes a U-turn to continue the task in the opposite direction

as shown in Figure 3.12.

In addition to the positional and FPV information used previously, in this section,

we employ internal information of the vehicle to test CL of SA. Such information

is related to the controls of the vehicle’s motion, i.e., steering angle sk and rotors’

velocity vk. Accordingly, the state information of the control modality can be

described as: Xk = [sk, vk, ṡk, v̇k]
ᵀ.
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Figure 3.12: Displacement data for U-turn scenario used for testing abnor-
malities in vehicle behavior

3.2.4.1 Training SA layers

The dynamics of the scenario I in subsection 2.6.1.1 are used as a training set

to learn models (SL, CL, and PL). For each layer, we use different observations.

Accordingly, SL uses positional information, and CL employs control information

while PL utilizes first-person visual data. SL and CL are modeled by MJPF,

whereas PL is modeled as a hierarchy of GANs.

Initial model in SL. As we discussed in Section. 3.2.1, the reference filter for the

shared layer is a UMKF, see Figure 3.6-(a.1), which assumes the simple condition

of equilibrium in which the agent is not moving. A sequence of state estimation

samples of UMKF is shown in Figure 3.13a. In this figure, UMKF always predicts

the agent will stay in a still position, including a negligible perturbation error,

see small velocity vectors in red. However, this assumption is not true in the

observed data, (see large velocity vectors in blue in Figure 3.13a, and leads to

large innovation values such as shown in Figure 3.13c).

Training incremental models in SL. By applying the reference filter UMKF

over the training data a set of innovation values can be obtained. This set of

innovation values plotted in Figure 3.13c, and is used in the next training iteration

to incrementally learn a set of new filters, as described in Section. 3.2.2.1 (see

Figure 3.6-(d.1)). Such a set of learned filters (MKFs) encode models that describe

new conditions of equilibrium. Estimations from learned filters perform more

accurate estimations concerning the simple UMKF when dealing again with similar
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(a) UMKF’s estimations
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(b) Learned filter’s estimations
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Figure 3.13: SL state estimation: (a) and (b) correspond to the estimations
made by the UMKF and the learned filter respectively. Abnormality signals in
SL: (c) and (d) show the innovations generated by the UMKF and the learned

filter respectively.

abnormal situations, compare blue and red arrows in 3.13b. It can be seen that

predictions are close to the observations, producing low errors, i.e., low innovation

values, as shown in Figure 3.13d.

Initial model in PL: As mentioned in Section. 3.2.2.2, constructing the GAN hi-

erarchical model is done based on the distance of discriminators scores between the

predictions and the real observations. The first level of GANs (reference GANs)

is trained on a selected subset of normal samples from perimeter monitoring se-

quence. This subset represents the captured sequences while the vehicle moves

on a straight path in a normal situation, i.e., when the road is empty, and the

vehicle moves straight. The hypothesis is that this subset only represents one of

the motion distributions and appearance in a highly diverse data condition. As

a result, when the pair of reference GANs detects an abnormality in the corre-

sponding set on which is trained, the corresponding observations can be considered

as outliers. This hypothesis is confirmed by testing the reference GANs over the

entire sequences of perimeter monitoring and observing the discriminators’ scores

distances between the prediction and the observation. Figure 3.14 shows the re-

sults of training reference GANs. Our hypothesis concerning the complexity of

distributions is confirmed in Figure 3.14 (a) where the test is performed using

only the reference GANs.

Training incremental models in PL: As shown in Figure 3.14, reference GANs

can predict/detect the straight path (white background area) perfectly. On the

other hand, when the vehicle curves (green bars), it fails and recognizes curving

as an abnormal event. This means the reference GAN discriminators’ scores dis-

tances between the prediction and the observation (abnormality signal) are higher
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Figure 3.14: Training hierarchy of GANs: (a) ground truth labels, the green
background means the vehicle moves on a straight path, while the blue bars
indicate curving. (b) and (c) show the signal of the averaged score distance
values between prediction and observation (innovation) for the first level of
GANs and the hierarchy of GANs, respectively. The horizontal axis represents

time and the vertical axis is the innovation values.

over the curving areas which was expected. However, after collecting this set of

abnormal data and training the second level of GANs, the new learned models

facilitate to recognize the entire training sequence as normal. The estimation of

optical-flow and frame for each level (iteration) of the training process is shown in

Figure 3.15. For each case an image triplet is shown, where the left image is the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.15: PL state estimation: (a) and (b) are the estimated video frame
and optical-flow motion map from the reference GAN while the vehicle moves
toward a straight path. (c) and (d) are the estimations from the reference
GAN while the vehicle curving, (e) and (f) are the same samples predicted by
the hierarchy of GANs after training. Each triplet image contains the ground
truth observation (left), the predicted frame (center), and the difference between
prediction optical-flow map and the ground truth where black pixels indicate a

high accuracy at the prediction stage.
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ground truth observed frame, the central image shows the predicted frame, and

the right image is the difference between the observed optical-flow motion map

and the predicted optical-flow. The lower is the distance between predicted mo-

tion and observation the blacker (values are near to “0”) the right image. In this

figure, (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the output estimation for the initial GANs. As

can be seen, straight motions displayed in (a) and (b) are correctly estimated, (see

the low error, i.e., black pixels, in the right frames of their triplets). Nonetheless,

the initial model is unable to predict curve motions shown in (c) and (d), (see the

high error, i.e., colorful pixels, in the right frames of their triplets). Figure 3.15

(e) and (f) show the estimation from the hierarchy of GANs after a full training

phase in case of curving. It can be observed this time how the GANs estimate the

curving motion with high accuracy, (see the number of black pixels in the triplet’s

right frames).

As the reference GANs are trained on the reference situation which is the straight

movements (see Figure 3.6-(a.3)), therefore is it expected to have a good esti-

mation while the vehicle moving straight (Figure 3.15-a-b). However, this filter

fails to estimate curves (Figure 3.15-c and d). The incremental nature of the pro-

posed method is demonstrated in Figure 3.6-(d.3), where low estimation errors

are obtained by using the second level GANs for predicting curve motions, (see

3.15-e-f).

3.2.4.2 Final learned filter for normality representation

After training SA layers over the training sequence, to evaluate the final learned

models, we select a period of the normal perimeter monitoring task (see Figure

3.16-a) as a test scenario. As reviewed in section 3.2.1 both SL and PL, represent

their situation awareness by a set of superstates following and abnormality signals.

(a) perimeter monitoring (b) U-turn

Figure 3.16: Sub-sequence examples from testing scenarios
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Figure 3.17: Normality representations of PL and SL: (a) shows the ground
truth labels, moving straight is green and blue bars represent curving. Color-
coded super-states sequences {Cm′

k } and {Smk } are shown in (b) and (c) respec-
tively. They are highly correlated with the agent’s real status (a). Images (d)
and (e) show the abnormality signals from PL and SL, respectively. The hori-
zontal axes in (d) and (e) represent the sample number, and the vertical axes

show the abnormality signals.

This set of results for PL and SL is shown in Figure 3.17 which simply visualizes

the learned normality representations. The ground truth label is shown in Figure

3.17-a, and the color-coded detected super states from PL {Cm′} and SL {Sm} are

illustrated in Figure 3.17-b and Figure 3.17-c respectively. It clearly shows that the

pattern of superstates is repetitive and highly-correlated with the ground truth.

It also shows a strong correlation between the sequence of PL and SL superstates.

The study of the cross-correlation between the SL and PL is beyond the scope

of this work, but it is also interesting to demonstrate such relation. For showing

the correlation of two learned models (SL and PL), we divided the environment
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into eight meaningful zones including curves and straight path. This semantical

partitioning of state-space is shown in Figure 3.18. For the training scenario

(normal situation) the color-coded super-states of SL and PL are visualized over

the environment plane.
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Figure 3.18: Color-coded zones from SL and PL.

3.2.4.3 Abnormality detection in dynamic data series

We performed an online testing setup to evaluate the performance of our models.

Accordingly, we select a period of the U-turn task as test scenario (see Figure

3.16-b). The goal is to detect the abnormality consisting of the presence of the

pedestrian and consequently the unexpected action of the agent with respect to

the learned normality during the perimeter monitoring. Figure 3.19 shows the

result of anomaly detection from PL, SL and CL. In Figure 3.19-a, the green

background represents a vehicle’s straight path, the blue bars indicate curving,

and red bars show the presence of an abnormal situation (which corresponds to

the static pedestrian). The abnormality area starts at first sight of the pedestrian,

and it continues until the avoiding maneuver finishes (end of U-turn).

The abnormality signal generated by PL, as shown Figure 3.19-b, is computed

by averaging over the distance maps between prediction and observation score

maps: when an abnormality arises, the proposed measure does not undergo large

changes since a local abnormality (see Figure 3.20-c) can not change the average
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Figure 3.19: Abnormality in the U-turn scenario: (a) ground truth labels.
(b), (c) and (d) generated abnormality signal (innovation) from PL, SL and
CL, respectively. The horizontal axis represents the sample number, and the

vertical axis shows the innovation values (abnormality signal).

value significantly. However, as soon as it is observed a full sight of the pedestrian

and the vehicle starts performing the avoidance maneuver, the abnormality signal

becomes higher since both observed appearance and action represent unknown

situations. This situation is shown in Figure 3.20-(d,e). As soon as the agent

back to the known situation (e.g., curving) the abnormality signal becomes lower.

The abnormality signal (innovations) generated by SL is shown in Figure 3.19-c.

The abnormality produced by the vehicle is higher due to the opposite velocity

compared with the normal behavior of the model. In the control module, high

peaks in the abnormality signal (see Figure. 3.19-d) are due to the presence

of unseen maneuvers in the steering and rotors with respect to the perimeter

monitoring task. The CL does not detect the motion in the opposite direction as

abnormality because steering and rotors of the vehicle present similar dynamics

to the ones already experienced in the perimeter monitoring task. Therefore, we

get high peaks only in the u-turn maneuver and curves which show high deviation

from the training model.
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Figure 3.20: Visualization of abnormality: the first column shows the local-
ization over the original frame, the second column is the predicted frame, and
the last column shows the pixel-by-pixel distance over the optical-flow maps.
(a) moving straight, (b) curving, (c) first observation of the pedestrian, (d) and

(e) performing the avoiding action.

Additional abnormality measurements: Abnormalities are deviations from

learned behaviors in a given environment. An abnormality shows itself when

multilevel predictions are not confirmed by new incoming observations. In the

multilevel filter described in section 3.2.3.1 this can happen at continuous and

discrete levels, so that multiple abnormality indicators can be defined. Accord-

ingly, db1 and db2 in equations (3.27) and 3.27 respectively are also considered

as indicators for abnormality detection. The value of db1 relates to the similarity

between prediction of the state and the likelihood to be in the predicted super-

state, i.e. indicates if particles are coherent with the semantic discrete prediction

of the learned plan. The value of db2 relates to the similarity between the state

prediction and the continuous state evidence related to the new observation in

each superstate.

Abnormality detection examples in SL by using innovation, db1 and

db2 indicators: We identify abnormalities by observing new data that do not

correspond to learned perimeter monitoring model. To detect the abnormality

three thresholds are considered: db1 = 0.2, db2 = 0.3 and Yk = 0.3. The values for

the thresholds are obtained by computing mean and variance for each parameter

db1, db2, and Yk using the training set (perimeter monitoring) for testing the

method. Scenarios discussed previously (i.e., Pedestrian avoidance, and U-turn)

include unseen maneuvers. Figures 3.21a and 3.21b show the observations of
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(a) First turn (b) Second turn

Figure 3.21: Observation data related to pedestrian avoidance.

Figure 3.22: Abnormality measurements through time for perimeter control
activity with avoidance of static pedestrians.

the pedestrian avoidance maneuver with respect to the states of the task used for

training. High indicators suggest the presence of unseen dynamics (i.e. anomalies).

Figure 3.22 characterizes the abnormality corresponding to pedestrian avoidance

during perimeter monitoring. With aforementioned abnormality thresholds, it is

possible to find time shots in which peaks in db1 indicate the current experience

is outside the learned model. Innovation and db2 anomaly indicators are high in

such time shot due to the difference between expected prediction (for which going

straight has higher probability) and the likelihood behavior in a curved path.

As one can see in Figures 3.21a and 3.21b on both turns, the likelihood follows

well the predicted motion in zones different from the avoidance regions and no

abnormalities are present in such time intervals in Turn 1 and 2 (Figure 3.22).

In order to analyze the U-turn maneuver experiment, we considered two turns

as shown in Figure 3.23a and 3.23b, where the observations of such experiment

are plotted with respect to the states of the trained task. Figure 3.24 represents

Turn 1 corresponding to Figure 3.23a: the abnormality produced by the vehicle

starting to turn back becomes evident from the zone of Curve 2. A higher peak

of db1 is present in Curve 3 due to the fact that the observations are outside the

domain of superstates trained for perimeter monitoring. Figure 3.23a shows the

reason for which KF innovation and db2 become higher in the same time interval
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(a) First turn (b) Second turn

Figure 3.23: Observation data related to U-turn

Figure 3.24: Abnormality measurements through time for perimeter control
activity with U-turn.

due to the opposite velocity compared with the normal behavior of the model.

Figure 3.24 shows that innovation and db2 remain high until the zone of Curve 6

because the direction changes in the U-turn case. Instead db1 from zone Straight

3 until zone Straight 5 is low. This is because the distance between prediction and

probability of the superstate is low as we fall in a region crossed during perimeter

monitoring reference experience: the predicted states between zone Straight 3 until

zone Straight 5 are similar to those learned. Again db1 becomes higher in the zone

of curve 6 as presented in Figure 3.23a. As one can see, the normality is present

from zone of straight 6.

3.2.5 Discussions

In order to improve the single modality awareness models, this chapter has pre-

sented a multi-perspective approach to detect anomalies for moving agents. The

proposed models consider two levels (shared and private) that handle different

types of information from a dynamic agent. SL uses a state-space representation

from an external observer whereas CL and PL employ a state-space represen-

tation from the analyzed agent. We proposed two approaches for modeling our

multi-perspective awareness:
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• Semi-supervised GP-based: Generates locally uniform motion models by

dividing a Gaussian process that approximates agents’ displacements on the

scene and provides a SL SA based on EC models. Such models are then

used to train in a semi-unsupervised way a set of GANs that produce an

estimation of external and internal parameters of moving agents. The use of a

GP approach together with a superpixel algorithm are not able to distinguish

different dynamic in the same spatial location. Furthermore, the generation

of zones needs a combinations of algorithms which increases the complexity.

• Unsupervised incremental learning: In order to solve the issues with GP-

based approach, an unsupervised clustering technique is proposed as SOM

to generate and detect meaningful zones. Detected zones are then used for

train a set of GANs. A multi-level switching dynamic model is proposed

to learn the SA layers from different sensorial data. Learning SA models

is based on incremental process, where the properties of such modeling are

summarized in Table 3.2.

Furthermore, based on our observations of the current model, it is clear that the

SL, CL and PL levels are providing complementary information regarding the sit-

uation awareness. As an instance, it has been observed that PL’s superstates are

invariant to the agent’s location, while SL’s superstates representation is sensitive

to such spatial information. In other words, PL representation can be seen as the

semantic feature of the agent’s states awareness of itself (e.g., moving straight,

curving) regardless of its current location. In contrast, the SL representation in-

cludes spatial information of external surrounding states, which generates more

specific superstates for describing each zone, see Figure 3.18. For generating arti-

ficial aware agents, it is proposed to embed the sense of SA (understanding of own

states) and situation awareness (comprehension of external surrounding states) in

the entity in question.

In light of the above, combining information from different sources (SA layers) for

decision making can robust the SA model. In particular, situational awareness and

self-reactions are complementary information, where they can be used to model

the causality between different layer as interaction cross-correlations. A coupled

Bayesian network could represent such interaction model, enabling a potential

improvement on the detection of abnormality and consequently boost the entire

SA model.
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In the next chapter, we focus on modeling causality as an interaction integration

of different sensorial modalities, and we study the usefulness of such modeling.

The ultimate goal is to develop intelligent awareness systems that can concisely

summarize their beliefs about the world with diverse predictions, integrate infor-

mation and beliefs across different components of awareness to extract a holistic

view of the world, and explain why they believe what they believe.

Self-awareness
model properties

Description

Generative
modeling

Starting with an initial model, new models incrementally created as
new experiences. The derived models are further able to generate

future state predictions at different abstraction levels using
probabilistic inference techniques such as MJPF, GANs.

Discriminative
modeling

By detecting and using abnormalities, our models can identify the
fittest model wrt. current observations, use it for predictions and

eventually create a new model that encodes the detected
abnormalities.

Hierarchical
modeling

The proposed DBNs are composed of at least two levels of inference:
i) a continuous inference based on state information obtained from
observations and ii) a discrete inference base on discrete variables

that encode certain dynamics in state regions for multi-modal
models. The continuous variables depend on discrete ones, which

facilitates a hierarchical Bayesian representation.

Temporal
reasoning

Inferences of the future based on the current contextual information.
Additionally, the proposed DBN reasoning implies a description of
temporal causalities between different states at different inference

levels.

Uncertain
reasoning

The selected Bayesian representation, facilitates the inferences of
random variables at different inference levels. Such representation of

uncertainties enables to define abnormalities in a general
probabilistic.

Table 3.2: Properties of the proposed Self-awareness model.





Chapter 4

A Unified Interaction

Multi-Modal Awareness System

This chapter proposes a methodology for representing and modelling interactions

among multisensory data for prediction purposes. We describe how a coupled

representation can learn appropriate models. Additionally, we show how the MJPF

can be adequately employed to predict its internal and environmental states as well

as to distinguish among normal and abnormal behaviours. Learning and testing

phases are discussed for two different protocols. Measurements for comparing

the performances of predicting algorithms are also included and described in this

chapter.

In particular, through this chapter we propose two different representation of Cou-

pled Dynamic Bayesian Networks (C-DBN) for modeling the interaction between

modalities. Furthermore, in order to validate the above proposed methodology,

we consider the real dataset as mentioned in section 2.6.1.1 to model the causality

between different sensorial information (i.e., between proprioceptive and extero-

ceptive signals acquired by the AA). Finally, we discuss and present a multi-agent

interaction scenario over a simulated dataset to test the proposed method for

modelling causality of moving agents.
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4.1 Generation of states

Let Zk be the observations of multisensorial data at a time instant k such that:

Zk =
[
Zdk
]
d=1,...,D

(4.1)

where Zdk represents a one-dimensional measurement indexed as d at the time

instant k. D is the total number of dimensions of the multi-sensory data.

Let Xk be the states of multisensorial data at a time instant k such that:

Xk =
[
X d
k

]
d=1,...,D

(4.2)

where X d
k represents the state of the one-dimensional measurement Zdk , such that:

Zdk = X d
k + νdk , (4.3)

where νdk encodes the observation noise introduced by the sensor from which Zdk
is obtained.

This work considers Generalized States (GSs) [93] that carry information of the

first-time derivative of traditional states. Such first-time derivatives are approxi-

mated based on the differences between consecutive observations such that Ẋ d
k ∼

Zd
k+1−Z

d
k

∆k
. Hence, a vector consisting of multisensorial data derivatives can be writ-

ten as follows:

Ẋk =
[
Ẋ d
k

]
d=1,...,D−1

. (4.4)

At each time instant, GSs are defined as the concatenation of the agent’s states

(see Equation 4.2) and their time derivative (see Equation 4.4) such that:

X̃k =

[
Xk

Ẋk

]
=

[
X d
k

Ẋ d
k

]
d=1,...,D−1

. (4.5)

In other words, at each time instant, the proposed methodology models multi-

sensory observations Zk as GSs X̃k consisting of a 2× d-dimensional array where

d defines the number of dimensions for multi-sensory observations.
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4.2 Generation of modalities

Multi-sensory data is divided into modalities depending on the scope and statis-

tical properties of the measured information. As recent works suggest [94–96],

analyzing multimodal sensory data can be beneficial for modeling more realistic

scenarios where a variety of information is available through time. The combi-

nation of multimodal sensor data and the modeling of interactions between them

have proved to improve the accuracy of several processes such as inferences, detec-

tion of anomalies and task-classification. Motivated by the benefits of modeling

multimodal data, This work considers multi-sensory modalities such that:

Zm
k =

[
Zdmk

]
dm=1,...,Dm

, (4.6)

where m = 1, 2, . . . ,M indexes the identified modalities and M is the total number

of them. dm is a variable that encodes all dimensional measurements d associated

with the same modality m. In other words, equation 4.6 groups at each time

instant the measurements in equation 4.1 belonging to the same modalities. Sim-

ilarly, GSs in equation 4.5 can be rewritten as:

X̃m
k =

[
Xm
k

Ẋm
k

]
=

[
X dm
k

Ẋ dm
k

]
dm=1,...,Dm

, (4.7)

where Xm
k and Ẋm

k are respectively the states and their first-time derivatives re-

lated to the modality m.

4.3 Learning phase: Probabilistic models for mul-

tisensory data

Let Ztrain be a set of consecutive observations used for learning predicting models

such that Ztrain =
{
Zk
}
k=1,...,K

. By grouping Ztrain into modules, it is possible

to write the training data as Zm
train =

{
Zm
k

}
k=1,...,K

and its correspondent GSs as

X̃
m

train =
{
X̃m
k

}
k=1,...,K

(refer to equations 4.6 and 4.7).

This work comes to code GSs into discrete random variables that can be employed

to predict future time instances. In Chapter 3, we used SOM to cluster dynamic
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data and generate models for state estimation purposes. Nonetheless, a disadvan-

tage of SOM lies on the generation of nodes where the membership probability of

training data, e.g. dead nodes that do not participate in the system’s inferences

but utilize its resources. To overcome this problem, Growing Neural Gas (GNG)

with the utility measurement [97] is proposed in this work.

As mentioned previously, two main protocols for coding and predicting multi-

sensory data are proposed and evaluated:

• Separate Approach (S-A)

• Joint Approach (J-A)

The codification approach for each of them is explained in the coming two sections.

4.3.1 Separate approach (S-A)

This protocol consists of a two-step codification scheme for grouping multimodal

GSs (see Figure 4.1). Initially, this protocol performs a separate codification of GSs

belonging to different modalities. Afterwards, it performs a further codification

where generated clusters are combined based on their frequency of simultaneous

activation.

GSs used for training

GSs for modality 𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚 =

𝑋𝑘
𝑚

ሶ𝑋𝑘
𝑚

෩𝑿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚 = ෨𝑋𝑘

𝑚
𝑘 = 1,…𝐾

෩𝑿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚′

= ෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

𝑘 = 1,…𝐾

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

=
𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

ሶ𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

GSs for modality 𝑚′

Observations

Measurements 

for modality 𝑚

Measurements 

for modality 𝑚′

𝒁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚 = 𝑍𝑘

𝑚
𝑘 = 1,…𝐾

𝒁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚′

= 𝑍𝑘
𝑚′

𝑘 = 1,…𝐾

First codification step

Vocabulary for modality 𝑚′ : 𝑆𝑚
′

Vocabulary for modality 𝑚 : 𝑆𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘∗
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘∗
𝑚

Letter

Letter

Letter

Letter

Second codification step

Dictionary for modalities 𝑚 and 𝑚′: 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑝

Word

Word

Word

෨𝑋𝑘∗
𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘∗
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚

Figure 4.1: Two-step codification process for generating discrete states in the
S-A clustering protocol. Observations from bi-modal (m and m′) information
produce GSs that are independently grouped into clusters (letters) for each
modality. Subsequently, obtained clusters are joint, generating a set of words
that capture bi-modal behaviors into discrete components. Note that k and k∗

represent different time instants belonging to the training set.
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First codification: GSs data designed for training, X̃
m

train, is clustered indepen-

dently through an unsupervised clustering (GNG) algorithm for each modality.

This process implies a total of M different clustering processes that in turn gen-

erate a total of Nm clusters each where m indexes the mth modality. A cluster

related to the modality m can be written as Snm where nm indexes the nth cluster

of the modality m. Accordingly, each cluster is seen as a letter, it is possible to

define the vocabulary associated with the modality m as:

Sm = {Snm}nm=1,...,Nm . (4.8)

Note that Sm defines an independent semantics for each modality. Such semantics

encodes state-space regions where dynamical models defined by clustered time-

derivative information are valid.

Second codification: Since the co-occurrence and conditional dependencies be-

tween modalities are relevant subjects of study in this work, the simultaneous

activation of clusters (letters) from different modules is studied and codified. For

that purpose, let Smk ∈ Sm be the activated cluster of the modality m at the

time instant k in the training set. Note that such a cluster is related to the

GS X̃m
k ∈ X̃

m

train and observation Zm
k ∈ Ztrain. The simultaneous activation

of vocabulary letters from different modalities can be seen as a word defined as

Csep,l = {Snm}m=1,...,M where l indexes the word in question. Thus, it is possible

to define a dictionary Csep as follows:

Csep = {Csep,l}l=1,...,L, (4.9)

Csep defines a dependent semantics where modalities’ states are represented into

single variables (words) where L represents the total number of observed words

formed by combining multimodal vocabularies. Such dictionary represent the

interaction among modalities. Since L is generally large, we consider a simple

thresholding process that selects the most frequent simultaneous activation.

To do such a process, let f l be the frequency of the word C l based on the training

data. Additionally, let l∗ be subspace of words l where f l > fth. The variable fth

is a threshold that limits the minimum frequency that a word must have to belong

to l∗. Such a threshold is fixed as fth = µ(F )−3σ(F ), where F =
{
f l
}
l=1,...,L

, µ(·)
and σ(·) are functions that extract respectively the mean and standard deviation

from a set of data. The proposed thresholding process leads to a reduced dictionary
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shown as follows:

Csep∗ = {Csep,l∗}l∗=1,...,L∗ , (4.10)

where L∗ < L and l∗ ∈ l. Training data at each time instant k is then associated

to a word such that Csep
k ∈ Csep∗ .

Observe that at a single time instant k, multimodal observations
(
Zm
k

)
can be in-

terpreted in three different levels: GSs
(
X̃m
k

)
, independent letters

(
Smk
)

and words(
Csep
k

)
. This work proposes a hierarchical relationship among the aforementioned

variables; where more codified variables determine the behavior of the less codified

ones. Accordingly, Figure 4.2 displays the proposed C-DBN architecture employed

by the S-A protocol for making inferences at a multilevel fashion over a bi-modal

(m and m′) case.

𝑍𝑘
𝑚 𝑍𝑘+1

𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚 ෨𝑋𝑘+1

𝑚

𝑆𝑘
𝑚 𝑆𝑘+1

𝑚

𝑃( ෨𝑋𝑘+1
𝑚 | ෨𝑋𝑘

𝑚)

𝑃(𝐶𝑘+1|𝐶𝑘)

PredictionCoding

𝑆𝑘
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

𝑍𝑘
𝑚′

𝑆𝑘+1
𝑚′

𝐶𝑘 𝐶𝑘+1

෨𝑋𝑘+1
𝑚′

𝑍𝑘+1
𝑚′

𝑃( ෨𝑋𝑘+1
𝑚′

| ෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′
)

a)

a)

b)

b)

c)

c)

d)

e)

d)

𝑠𝑒𝑝 𝑠𝑒𝑝

Figure 4.2: Proposed structure of C-DBN for the S-A. Links related to the
coding of GSs into discrete variables are indicated in orange whereas prediction

links are highlighted in blue

The C-DBN architecture employed by the S-A is shown in Figure 4.2. The coding

stage in the S-A distinguishes between three types of hierarchical (multilevel)

relationships at each time instant (see vertical arrows labeled as a), b) and c) in

Figure 4.2). Each of these relationships is modeled as follows:
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• Arrows labeled as a) relate measurements with GSs for each modality. By

extending equation 4.3 to a multimodal framework, it is possible to write:

Zm
k = Xm

k + νmk , (4.11)

where νmk encodes the observation noise produced by the sensors associated

with the modality m. At each time instant, it is assumed that observations

depend on GSs, i.e., p(Zm
k |X̃m

k ).

• Arrows labeled as b) relate GSs to vocabulary elements. Note that each

modality cluster (letter) can be characterized by its mean and variance in

the GS space. Accordingly, it is possible to determine the current cluster

Smk by calculating the euclidean distance between X̃m
k and existing clusters

Sm and selecting the closest one. At each instant k, it is assumed that GSs

depend on the calculated letters, i.e., p(X̃m
k |Smk ).

• Arrows labeled as c) relate vocabulary elements to a given word. As sug-

gested by the proposed definition of words, once the letters of different modal-

ities are calculated at a given time k, a word that combines them is auto-

matically calculated based on a created dictionary (see Equation 4.10). It is

assumed that activated letters of each modality depend on the active word

at each time instant k, i.e., p(Smk |C
sep
k ).

On the other hand, the C-DBN structure in Figure 4.2 has two types of horizontal

arrows labeled as d) and e) corresponding to the prediction stage at continuous

and discrete levels respectively. Both levels of inferences are discussed as follows:

• The arrows labeled as d) facilitate the estimation of each modality’s GSs

at a time k + 1 given observations until the time k, i.e., p(X̃m
k+1|X̃m

k ). Such

predictions at the continuous level depend linearly on the previous GSs such

that:

X̃m
k+1 = AX̃m

k +BUSm
k

+ ωmk , (4.12)

where the matrix A takes the state components of the GSs and makes null

their time derivative components. USk
represents the calculated action of the

GSs associated with the modality m at the time k and ωmk models the noise

of the proposed dynamic model. Note that the change of GSs, USm
k

depends

on the discrete level variable Smk which in turn depends on the higher discrete
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variable Csep
k which encodes combined effect of module m and other modules

m′ 6= m.

• The arrow labeled as e) is responsible for predicting the combined state of

multimodal data, i.e., a word, at a time instant k+1 given observations until

the previous instant k, i.e., p(Csep
k+1|C

sep
k ). Since a word Csep

k+1 is a discrete

variable resulting from a two-step clustering approach over GSs, its predic-

tion is performed by taking into consideration a transition/stochastic matrix

that encodes the probability of going from Csep
k to any other word in Csep∗ .

4.3.2 Joint approach (J-A)

Similar to the S-A, multi-sensory GSs are also clustered by the J-A in order to

build a multilevel C-DBN architecture that facilitates the prediction of future

instances. As depicted in Figure 4.3, the J-A clustering protocol consists of a single

codification stage which groups directly multi-modal GSs into discrete variables.

GSs used for training

GSs for modality 𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚 =

𝑋𝑘
𝑚

ሶ𝑋𝑘
𝑚

෩𝑿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚 = ෨𝑋𝑘

𝑚
𝑘 = 1, …𝐾

෩𝑿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚′

= ෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

𝑘 = 1, …𝐾

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

=
𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

ሶ𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

GSs for modality 𝑚′

Observations

Measurements 

for modality 𝑚

Measurements 

for modality 𝑚′

𝒁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚 = 𝑍𝑘

𝑚
𝑘 = 1, …𝐾

𝒁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚′

= 𝑍𝑘
𝑚′

𝑘 = 1, …𝐾

Single codification step

Dictionary for modalities 𝑚 and 𝑚′: 𝐶𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

Word
෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘
𝑚′ Word

Word

෨𝑋𝑘∗
𝑚′

෨𝑋𝑘∗
𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘∗∗
𝑚

෨𝑋𝑘∗∗
𝑚′

Figure 4.3: Codification process for generating discrete states in the J-A clus-
tering protocol. Observations from bi-modal (m and m′) information produce
GSs that are directly grouped into clusters (words) that encode combined be-
haviors of the modalities is question. Note that k, k∗ and k∗∗ represent different

time instants belonging to the training set.

By directly clustering multi-modal GSs, the J-A generates a dictionary Cjoint that

encodes a combined representation of involved GSs. Such a dictionary is defined

as:

Cjoint = {Cjoint,l}l=1,...,L, (4.13)

where Cjoint,l represents the l cluster obtained through an unsupervised clustering

(GNG) algorithm over GSs. Similar to the S-A approach, Cjoint,l can be seen as
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a word (discrete variable) containing mixed information of involved modalities.

Note that the J-A does not take into consideration a vocabulary/letters for each

modality, making the J-A less semantic than the S-A.

At each time instant, it is possible to represent the combined state of multi-

modal data through the variable Cjoint
k ∈ Cjoint. Such a variable is considered

to influence the GSs that are responsible for the measured data. As explained

previously, it is assumed that codified variables determine the behavior of the less

codified ones. Accordingly, Figure 4.4 displays the proposed C-DBN architecture

employed by the J-A protocol for a bi-modal (m and m′) case. Two types of

hierarchical relationships can be distinguished in Figure 4.4 corresponding to the

vertical arrows labeled as a) and b). Both relationships are modeled as follows:

• Arrows labeled as a) have the same definition proposed in the S-A proto-

col. They relate measurements to multi-modal GSs through equation 4.11

allowing the calculation of p(Zm
k |X̃m

k ).

• Arrows labeled as b) relate GSs to dictionary elements (words). As men-

tioned previously, such a relationship is defined by an unsupervised clustering

algorithm that takes as inputs all multimodal GSs and combines them into

clusters as shown in Figure 4.3. Similar to the S-A, it is possible to calculate

the mean and variance of the clustered components in each produced word in

the J-A. In that way, it is possible to determine the current cluster Cjoint by

calculating the euclidean distance between involved X̃m
k and existing words

Cjoint. It is assumed that multimodal GSs depend on the active word at a

given time k, i.e., p(X̃m
k |C

joint
k ).

Similar to the S-A protocol, the DBN structure in Figure 4.4 has also two types

horizontal arrows labeled as c) and d) associated with the prediction at continuous

and discrete levels such that:

• The arrows labeled as c) enable the estimation of modality’s p(X̃m
k+1|X̃m

k ).

Such a probability can be written as:

X̃m
k+1 = AX̃m

k +BUCjoint
k

+ ωmk , (4.14)

where all variables have a direct correspondence to the dynamical model

discussed in equation 4.12 except for the term UCjoint
k

which depends directly

from the created words Cjoint (see equation 4.13).
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Figure 4.4: Proposed structure of C-DBN for the J-A. Links related to the
coding of GSs into discrete variables are indicated in orange whereas prediction

links are highlighted in blue

• The arrow labeled as e) encodes the prediction of a future word given the

current one, i.e., p(Cjoint
k+1 |C

joint
k ). Similar to S-A, the prediction is executed

thought a transition/stochastic matrix that encodes the probability of going

from Cjoint
k to any other word in Cjoint.

As can be seen by comparing the diagrams in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3, the main

difference between both clustering protocols consists of an additional semantic in-

formation generated in the first-step of the S-A protocol and that does not exist

in the J-A. Such a difference in the coding of GSs between both protocols can

be translated into slightly different DBN architectures, compare Figure 4.2 and

Figure 4.4. Despite the differences of coding GSs between S-A and J-A protocols,

their dictionaries, Csep∗ and Cjoint, both contain combined information of the in-

volved modalities and facilitate the predictions of future states in a hierarchical

probabilistic fashion.

As described through this section, observations of multimodal data Zm
train is em-

ployed by two different clustering protocols (S-A and J-A) in order to build pre-

dictive models that will be employed for evaluating/analyzing new (unseen) mul-

timodal measurements. Accordingly, C-DBNs presented in Figure 4.2 and Figure

4.4 are not only employed for representing multimodal observations but for making

inferences when they are used over a set of testing data.
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4.4 Testing phase: State estimation and abnor-

mality detection

For making inferences over testing data, an improved version of the MJPF (section

3.2.3.1) is presented. The proposed MJPF takes into consideration a PF where

each particle models and predicts the dynamics of the multimodal GSs by using

KF. In other words, our MJPF makes inferences about multimodal GSs by consid-

ering interactions among them. Such interactions are modeled as discrete variables

(words: Csep
k and Cjoint

k ) through a PF approach coupled with a bank of KFs.

The inputs of the MJPF are similar for both clustering protocols (S-A and J-A)

and are described as follows:

• Mean value of clusters: It consists of the mean value of GSs grouped in

clusters. In the S-A, it corresponds to the average value of the GSs inside

each letter Snm ∈ Sm (see Equation 4.8), and later maps them into words

(see Equation 4.9). Accordingly, let us represent the mean values of grouped

GSs in the S-A dictionary as:

Csep = {Csep,l}l=1,...,L, (4.15)

where Csep,l = {Snm}m=1,...,M . {Snm} represents the average value of GSs

associated to the letter Snm . Recall that nm indexes the letters associated

with the vocabulary/modality m.

For the J-A case, let Cjoint,l be the set of averaged GSs related to words’

clusters as:

Cjoint = {Cjoint,l}l=1,...,L. (4.16)

• Covariance matrix of clusters: It consists of the covariance matrix

calculated over GSs of clusters. In the S-A, it plays the role of extracting

the covariance based on GSs in each letter and later maps them into words.

Covariance matrices of grouped GSs in the S-A dictionary can be written as

follows:

Csepcov =
{

cov
(
Csep,l

)}
l=1,...,L

, (4.17)
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where cov(·) is a function that extracts the covariance matrix from the input

data. As discussed previously, each word is composed of multiple letters such

that Csep,l = {Snm}m=1,...,M .

For the J-A case, the set of covariance matrices related to the multimodal

GSs codified in words can be written as follows:

Cjointcov =
{

cov
(
Cjoint,l

)}
l=1,...,L

. (4.18)

• Radius of acceptance: It consists of a boundary/limit value that is em-

ployed to indicate the validity of built models on the testing data. Specifi-

cally, each word has a radius of acceptance that together with its mean value

(see Equation 4.15) define where created models are valid. In the S-A, the

set of radius of acceptances is represented as:

Cseprad =

{
3 tr
(√

cov(Csep,l)
)}

l=1,...,L

, (4.19)

where tr(·) represents the trace operation and the square root operation

is applied to all elements of the covariance matrix. The idea behind the

proposed radius of acceptance lies on the 99.7 rule, which defines the validity

of models based on a maximum deviation from the mean by 3 times the

standard deviation of data.

For the J-A case, the set of radius of acceptances of multimodal words can

be written as follows:

Cseprad =

{
3 tr
(√

cov(Cjoint,l)
)}

l=1,...,L

, (4.20)

• Transition matrix of the dictionary: In both clustering protocols, S-A

and J-A, transition (stochastic) matrices at the level of words are calculated

by employing a frequentist interpretation of the probability of going from a

word in a given time k to another one at the time k+1. Accordingly, training

data is used to count the number of jumps between multimodal words, so

that the transition matrix can be calculated for S-A and J-A protocols based

on the frequency of going from one word to another. Let transition matrices

be written as Psep and Pjoint for S-A and J-A protocols respectively. Both
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matrices facilitate the way to calculate the probabilities p(Csep
k+1|C

sep
k ) and

p(Cjoint
k+1 |C

joint
k ).

• Testing data: It consists of data series of multimodal observations Zm
test,

employed for evaluating the proposed method’s capability at inferring fu-

ture GSs (prediction purposes) and detecting abnormalities with different

clustering protocols.

The logic of the MJPF is the same for evaluating both clustering protocols. Algo-

rithm 3 shows the different steps of the MPJF and evidences the way by which the

MJPF uses the aforementioned clusters’ information for prediction and detection

of abnormalities.

The MJPF can be divided into five main steps that are executed at each time

instant k:

• Word calculation: where current discrete variable(s) are calculated, i.e.,

ongoing word and letters in the S-A case (see Figure 4.5).

• Prediction step: it consists in estimating following continuous (GSs) and

discrete (word) random variables in k + 1 (see Figure 4.5).

• Abnormality detection: where the differences between predictions and

evidence are calculated (additionally see next section 4.4.1).

• Particle resampling: abnormalities are used to measure particles’ weights.

Particles are then redistributed based on the calculated weights (see Figure

4.6).

• Update step: GSs are updated based on the present measurement.
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Algorithm 3 Markov Jump Particle Filter

Input:

1: C̄ : Average GSs values associated with words

2: Ccov : Covariance matrices associated with words

3: Crad : Acceptance radius associated with words

4: P : Transition matrix of words

5: N : Total number of particles

6: Ztesting : Testing multimodal measurements

7: K : Total number of testing measurements

Output:

8: {θ,φ} : Abnormality signals

9: procedure PREDICTION OF GSs BASED ON

10: MULTI-MODAL DATA

11: Initialize current time and particle: k = 1, n = 1

12: Initialize θ and φ as empty vectors

13: Multilevel prediction:

14: if k == 1 then

15: X̃
m,(n)
k ← GSs of the particle n at time k

16: based on Zk ∈ Ztesting

17: C
(n)
k ← Current word based on C̄, Crad and X̃

m,(n)
k

18: Ĉ
(n)
k+1|k ← Word prediction based on P and C

(n)
k

19: X̂
m,(n)
k+1|k ← GSs prediction based on C

(n)
k and X̃

m,(n)
k

20: if n == N then

21: k := k + 1

22: {θmk , φmk } ← Abnormality measurements

23: based on Zk ∈ Ztesting, X̂
m,(n)
k+1|k, C̄ and Ccov

24: {θ,φ} ← Append {θmk , φmk } respectively

25: Resampling of all particles’ GSs based on

26: based on abnormalities {θmk , φmk }
27: X̃

m,(η)
k ← All resampled particles are updated,

28: where η = 1, . . . , N

29: n = 0

30: n := n+ 1

31: if k < K then

32: Go to Multilevel prediction

33: else

34: return {θ,φ}
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Figure 4.5: Application of the MJPF for prediction purposes. Measurements
from a single time instant (k) are employed to calculate the current GSs. Dic-
tionaries from S-A and J-A clustering protocols are then used to calculate the
current word. Consequently, by employing transition/stochastic matrices and
continuous dynamic models ( see Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.14). It is pos-
sible to predict/estimate the word and GSs of the next time instant (k + 1).
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Figure 4.6: Detection of abnormalities and resampling using the MJPF. Previ-
ously calculated predictions from the instant k and current measurements k+ 1
(see Figure 4.5) are employed to calculate the deviations of our predictions w.r.t
the evidence, i.e., abnormalities. Subsequently, abnormality measurements are
employed to individuate the particles that predict better such that new particles

are initialized based on them.

4.4.1 Abnormality detection

Broadly speaking, abnormalities can be defined as a behavior pattern that has not

been observed and learned before [90, 98]. Abnormalities can be then measured

as the difference between predictions (coming from learned models) of future time
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instances and the actual evidence. Accordingly, two types of abnormalities are here

considered to evaluate proposed clustering protocols (S-A and J-A): one associated

with the continuous level (see Equation 4.21) and other related to the discrete levels

(see Equation 4.22) as pointed out in section 3.2.4.3.

θm,sepk+1 = DB

(
p(X̃m

k+1|X̃m
k (Csep

k+1)), p(Zm
k+1|X̃m

k+1)
)

θm,jointk+1 = DB

(
p(X̃m

k+1|X̃m
k (Cjoint

k+1 )), p(Zm
k+1|X̃m

k+1)
) (4.21)

φm,sepk+1 = DB

(
p(X̃m

k+1|X̃m
k (Csep

k+1)), p(X̃m
k+1|C

sep
k+1)

)
φm,jointk+1 = DB

(
p(X̃m

k+1|X̃m
k (Cjoint

k+1 )), p(X̃m
k+1|C

joint
k+1 )

) (4.22)

DB(p, q) represents the Bhattacharyya distance between the probability distribu-

tions p and q as presented in section 2.3.3.2. Accordingly, Equation 4.21 encodes

the difference between the predicted GSs of the instant k + 1 and updated GSs

at k + 1, i.e., after obtaining observations at k + 1. Additionally, Equation 4.22

represents the difference between the predicted GSs of the instant k + 1 and the

word calculated at k + 1. Accordingly, Bhattacharyya distances in Equation 4.21

encode abnormalities at the continuous level whereas equation 4.22 encode them at

the discrete level. As summarized in Figure 4.6, predictions obtained at each time

instant are employed to calculate abnormalities that in turn are used to resample

particles’ GSs of the PF.

4.5 Employed dataset

As shown in Figure 1.2, an agent can perceive and distinguish two types of sensory

information related to:

i) Its own internal states by proprioceptive sensors.

ii) Its surroundings by exteroceptive sensors.

Accordingly, SA in the artificial agent is here modeled as a multi-sensory problem

where internal and external perceptions are employed to make inferences of future

agent’s states based on models that are learned. Coupling of exteroceptive and

proprioceptive models arises from the need of identifying causalities/interactions
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between multi-sensory data perceived by an artificial agent. By coupling the exte-

roceptive and proprioceptive models, it is possible to build a model that takes into

consideration a contextual viewpoint for making inferences about future perceived

information.

The dataset presented in Section 2.6.1.1 is used to test our proposed approaches.

Accordingly, multi-modal data from the perimeter monitoring scenario is here em-

ployed as input for the training phase (see section 4.3). Additionally, the avoidance

maneuver scenario is utilized as testing data for performing inferences of future

GSs and words (see section 4.4) and detecting abnormalities (see section 4.4).

Bi-modal data from a real vehicle, i.e., odometry modality (exteroceptive data)

which contains positional data mapped into Cartesian coordinates (x,y) and con-

trol modality (proprioceptive data) which consists of information related to the

controls of the vehicle, i.e., steering angle s and rotors velocity v are considered to

evaluate and compare the performances of S-A and J-A protocols under different

compression levels.

4.6 Fair comparison setup

For guaranteeing a fair comparison between the S-A and J-A protocols, we pro-

posed a fairness criterion based on the number of dictionary elements obtained

in the training phase of both protocols. In the proposed methodology, the num-

ber of dictionary elements can be seen as a measurement of data compression.

Consistently, large dictionaries produce a high data compression whereas short

dictionaries generate a low compression rate. As it is known, short dictionar-

ies that group information into meaningful clusters are preferred over redundant

enormous dictionaries. Nonetheless, finding the correct dictionary size for a par-

ticular purpose, e.g., abnormality detection or prediction, is not a simple task.

Accordingly, this work considers three compression levels:

• Under-clustering.

• Mid-clustering.

• Over-clustering.
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Figure 4.7 depicts the clusters of positional data from the perimeter monitoring

scenario related to the proposed three-level compression process.

From Figure 4.7, it is possible to see that different compression levels that facilitate

a distinct GS coverage of clusters. To fairly compare S-A and J-A clustering

protocols, each compression level guarantees the same number of discrete elements

in both approaches. In other words, the dictionaries Cjoint and Csep∗ have the same

number of elements (words) at each level.

(a) Under-clustering

(b) Mid-clustering

(c) Over-clustering

Figure 4.7: Three different clustering compression levels applied on positional
data. Crosses indicate the average point of clusters. Positional data associated
with each cluster is colored differently. Additionally, it is considered an ellipse
that covers the area where the majority of data is concentrated in each cluster.
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The fairness of comparing S-A and J-A protocols lies on considering the same

number of discrete variables at their highest inference level. Since the instanta-

neous values of other random variables, i.e., letters, GSs and observations depend

on the current word, fixing the size of dictionaries at each compression level be-

comes a choice when comparing S-A and J-A protocols. This work proposes a set

of measurements to evaluate the quality of obtained clusters (offline evaluation)

and their performance at predicting/detecting abnormalities (online evaluation).

Our work evaluates two main concepts in the obtained clusters:

• Coverage of GS space: it refers to the capacity of the clusters to cover

large areas of the GSs. A large coverage of GSs helps AAs to reduce its

uncertainty when making predictions in areas that have not seen previously.

• Model precision: it refers to the clusters’ prediction capabilities, which de-

pends on the compactness of their first time derivative information. Clusters

with high compactness in their first time derivatives tend to produce more

stable predictions since the linearity in the dynamic models of the bank of

KFs is preserved.

4.6.1 Offline evaluation of clusters

To evaluate the quality of produced clusters in the training phase, four measure-

ments are proposed:

• Variance of GSs’ components. Clusters that occupy large areas of the

state space (Xm
k information) while preserving compact first time derivative

components (Ẋm
k information) are preferred. Accordingly, the ideal clus-

ters will exhibit a high variance in their state spaces and a low variance in

their first derivative components, leading to precise linear dynamical models

(where models in Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.14 are valid) on extensive

areas (assuring a large coverage of the GS).

• Words’ entropy. As explained previously, by considering a frequentest ap-

proach over the series of words associated with GSs belonging to the training

data, it is possible to generate the transition matrix P . Probabilities encoded
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in such a matrix are employed to calculate the entropy of clusters. The in-

formation entropy of P is calculated by using the next expression:

S = −
∑
i

pi logpi, (4.23)

where pi ∈ P and i indexes the cells of the transition matrix. A low entropy

is preferred since it indicates a more precise/certain discrete dynamics when

predicting future words.

• Number of connected words. By looking at the generated clusters as

a graph structure where each node corresponds a given multi-modal cluster

and the presence/absence of links encode the closeness/remoteness among

other clusters. It is possible to consider the total number of connections as

measurement of clusters’ quality. A low number of links is preferred since it

is expected that each multi-modal cluster (word) represents a unique concept

separate from others.

• Training time. The time for generating multi-modal clusters (words) is

measured and compared between S-A and J-A protocols for different com-

pression levels.

4.6.2 Online evaluation of clusters

As shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, by applying the MJPF on test data, it

is possible to obtain a series of predictions and abnormality signals which are

employed to evaluate the quality of clusters in the three following ways:

• ROC curve properties. By considering testing data that carries known

normal (previously seen in the training data) and abnormal (new experi-

ences) behaviors, it is possible to use such a ground truth information to

measure the performance of proposed models. Consequently, ROC curves

can be obtained and the Area Under Curve (AUC) and Accuracy (ACC)

measurements can be calculated and employed to evaluate the performance

of clusters in online applications. High AUC and ACC values are preferred

since they encode the MPJF capabilities of detecting abnormal/normal be-

haviors precisely.
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• Local prediction error. It is considered a normalized version of the error

between predictions and measurements, i.e., innovations. Accordingly, at

each time instant, for each modality m, it is calculated the following error

measurement:

∆Xm
k =

∣∣∣∣∣X
m
k|k−1 − Zk

Xm
k|k−1 + Zk

∣∣∣∣∣, (4.24)

where Xm
k|k−1 represents the prediction of the state X at the time instant k

given observations until the time k − 1. Zm
k is the measurement related to

the modality m at time k. Xm
k|k−1 is the prediction of the state space at the

time k given observations until time k + 1 for the modality m.

The fair comparison between errors produced by the two proposed clustering

protocols (S-A and J-A) is then performed for each multisensorial as follows:

Emk =
∆X

m,(sep)
k −∆X

m,(joint)
k

∆X
m,(sep)
k + ∆X

m,(joint)
k

, (4.25)

where ∆X
m,(sep)
k and ∆X

m,(joint)
k correspond to normalized error measure-

ment shown in Equation 4.24 related to the S-A and J-A protocols respec-

tively. Since multisensorial data is considered, at each time instant a final

measurement Ek is obtained by summing all error components in Equation

4.25 for the different modalities such that:

Ek =
M∑
m=1

Dm∑
dm=1

Em,dmk , (4.26)

where Em,dmk ∈ Emk represents the error associated to the dm component of the

modality m. As discussed in section 4.2, M represents the total number of

modalities and Dm is the number of state space dimensions in the modality

m.

The expression in Equation 4.26 encodes a comparison between the S-A

and J-A predictions. By introducing a threshold λ = Ē, where E =

{E1, E2, . . . EK} that considers possible oscillations in the comparison of er-

rors, it is possible to detect Ek < −λ as instances where the S-A predicts

with considerably less error than J-A. On the other hand, Ek > λ refers to

instances where the J-A produces less errors than S-A. Additionally, when

−λ < Ek < λ, it refers to cases where there is no significant difference in

the predictive performance between both clustering protocols. Accordingly,
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let %Esep and %Ejoin be respectively the perceptual rate by which the S-A

and J-A were favored, i.e., Ek < −λ and Ek > λ respectively. Addition-

ally, let %EN/A be the number of times where none protocol is favored, i.e.,

−λ < Ek < λ such that %Esep + %Ejoin + %EN/A = 100%.

• Model coverage. In this part, we introduce a measurement that evaluates

the GS coverage of proposed models. The main idea consists of measuring

how a set of clusters deals with data that differs substantially from the

training set. Accordingly, we take into consideration the amount of times

that testing data falls outside the radius of acceptance (see Equation 4.19

and Equation 4.20 for S-A and J-A respectively). Each time a data sample

goes out the acceptance region, the MPJF executes a random estimation

of the next discrete word producing uncertain predictions in the following

time instants. As can be intuited, going out from the model’s radius of

acceptance generates flaws in its predictions and affects its robustness when

facing observations that differ substantially from the training data.

Since a PF approach is considered, it is used to calculate the percentage

of particles that fall outside the acceptance region %Nout,k when predicting

at each time instant k. When a large number of particles goes outside the

the radius of acceptance, i.e., high %Nout,k, the model’s predictions are not

reliable since states cannot be fully explained by previous learned dynamics.

In this sense, low %Nout,k values are preferred over larger ones since they

indicate a larger GS coverage of the model. S-A and J-A protocols generate

at each instant a percentage of particles going out the model, %N sep
out,k and

%N join
out,k respectively. By setting K as the total number of testing observa-

tions, the next step is to compare the correspondent K elements of %N sep
out,k

and %N join
out,k. Accordingly, it is identified the total of K† instances where

%N sep
out,k and %N join

out,k are different where K† ≤ K. Subsequently, a voting

process is performed where νsep and νjoin are defined as the number of in-

stances belonging to K† where S-A and J-A protocols respectively presented

a lower percentage of particles that went out of the model. Two final vari-

ables %Vsep and %Vjoin are employed for evaluating the number of votes that

favor S-A and J-A respectively regarding their capabilities for coveraging the

state space, such that:

%Vsep = 100
νsep

K†
, %Vjoin = 100

νjoin

K†
, (4.27)
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where %Vsep + %Vjoin = 100%.

4.7 Experimental results

Our main purpose is to examine the advantages and disadvantages of such two

clustering protocols represented by different DBN architectures (see Figure 4.2

and Figure 4.4). As explained through this chapter, our method can be split

into two main phases namely training and testing. Accordingly, properties of

learned dictionaries based on S-A and J-A protocols are compared in section 4.7.1.

Subsequently, trained models are used to predict following time instances in testing

data, abnormality signals and performance measurements that compare S-A and

J-A protocols are provided in section 4.7.2.

4.7.1 Training phase

By training S-A and J-A protocols at the three proposed compression levels

(Under/Mid/Over-clustering), it is possible to evaluate and compare produced

clusters based on the variances in their components. Table 4.1 shows the variances

of each GS component of performed clusters that include the usage of odometry

and control modalities from the vehicle (see section 4.5).

Bold values in Table 4.1 indicate a significant out-performance when comparing

S-A and J-A protocols at the different compression levels. It can be seen that the

J-A produces more compressed first time derivatives (lower values in σ2
ẋ, σ

2
ẏ, σ

2
ṡ ,

σ2
v̇) than the S-A which leads to more precise dynamical models. Nonetheless, the

S-A produces models that cover larger areas in the odometry data (higher values

in σ2
x, σ

2
y) that represents an advantage when dealing with abnormal data. It can

be seen also that statistical information from the state space of the control module

does not provide any preference towards S-A nor J-A. The latter is due to the fact

that it tends to carry high levels of noise, specially the velocity of motor v which

does not exhibit any precise pattern when the vehicle performs the proposed tasks.

Table 4.2 shows different cluster metrics employed for evaluating the quality of S-A

and J-A protocols at different compression levels. As explained in section 4.6, the

proposed fair comparison guarantees a similar number of clusters N at each com-

pression level for S-A and J-A. The training time of the J-A is significantly lower
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than the S-A. Such result is expected since the SA uses a two-step clustering and

J-A just a single one. The number of graph connections Nconn and the entropy S

(see Equation 4.23) show a similar behavior. They favor the J-A when performing

the under-clustering compression and the S-A in the over-clustering case. Ad-

ditionally, no special favoritism is found when considering the middle-clustering

compression. The evidence suggests that as the number of clusters increases, the

S-A presents more precise discrete transitions. The latter is supported by the

larger values in state space variances (see σ2
x, σ

2
y) obtained with the S-A which

suggests a better GS coverage.

Variable
Under-clustering Middle-clustering Over-clustering

Sep. Joint Sep. Joint Sep. Joint

O
do

m
et

ry

σ2
x 5.0639 1.1688 1.9606 0.7078 1.1335 0.5091

σ2
y 3.8804 1.0267 1.9297 0.5534 0.9758 0.4008

σ2
ẋ 0.0655 0.0391 0.0488 0.0334 0.0418 0.0285

σ2
ẏ 0.0811 0.0409 0.0584 0.0322 0.0422 0.0269

C
on

tr
ol

σ2
s 2.0197 2.0899 1.2982 1.1885 1.1138 0.9059

σ2
v 0.0334 0.0377 0.0184 0.0201 0.0138 0.0123

σ2
ṡ 0.3995 0.2088 0.3584 0.1339 0.3420 0.1026

σ2
v̇ 0.0022 0.011 0.0021 0.0007 0.0020 0.0006

Table 4.1: Comparison of S-A and J-A cluster component variances for dif-
ferent compression levels. Bold values evidence when a clustering approach

significantly outperforms the other one.

Variable
Under-clustering Middle-clustering Over-clustering

Sep. Joint Sep. Joint Sep. Joint

N 23 23 83 82 160 162

Nconn 70 49 218 206 372 412

S 0.0844 0.0586 0.0869 0.0921 0.0823 0.1098

Ttrain (sec) 2.0554 0.4482 2.1093 0.7871 2.1026 1.6962

Table 4.2: Comparison of S-A and J-A cluster properties: Number of nodes
(N), number of node connections (Nconn), entropy (S) and training time (Ttrain)
for different compression levels. Bold values evidence when a clustering ap-

proach significantly outperforms the other one.
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4.7.2 Testing phase

A MJPF is employed for both clustering protocols to make inferences about future

of multi-modal information. The different measurement for evaluating the perfor-

mance of S-A and J-A protocols at different compression levels are displayed in

Table 4.3. It is important to mentioned that all testing experiments consider

the same number of particles (40 particle in this case). Such a number is chosen

through a hyper-parameter tuning study based on random search of the number of

particles where both approaches present high performances without compromising

the computational testing time.

Variable (%)
Under-clustering Middle-clustering Over-clustering

Sep. Joint Sep. Joint Sep. Joint

O
do

m
et

ry

AUCθ 61.20 80.57 78.80 94.78 91.33 95.33

AUCφ 66.07 88.67 91.05 93.92 92.22 91.84

ACCθ 84.71 84.71 85.39 91.18 90.77 93.11

ACCφ 86.50 91.73 93.93 92.83 94.62 93.25

C
on

tr
ol

AUCθ 87.48 85.11 87.64 81.46 89.93 79.28

AUCφ 86.33 91.02 88.51 87.75 90.59 86.44

ACCθ 92.28 89.94 92.42 85.67 92.01 86.08

ACCφ 93.80 93.38 94.90 93.93 94.21 93.38

Esep/join 24.27 47.03 37.51 47.45 41.65 49.93

Vsep/join 87.28 12.72 66.90 33.10 57.42 42.58

Table 4.3: Evaluation and comparison of S-A and J-A protocols based on
performance measurements (see section 4.6). Bold values evidence when a clus-

tering approach significantly outperforms the other one.

As explained previously, both S-A and J-A clustering protocols produce two types

of abnormalities (for the continuous and discrete level) at each time instant for each

modality (see Equation 4.21 and Equation 4.22). Consequently, for evaluating the
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models’ capabilities at detecting abnormalities and predicting future dynamics

accurately, the AUC and ACC are calculated from ROC curves built based on

proposed abnormality signals. Table 4.3 reports the AUC and ACC related to the

abnormality signals taking into consideration that AUCθ and ACCθ are related to

continuous abnormality signals (see Equation 4.21) whereas AUCφ and ACCφ to

discrete ones (see Equation 4.22).

From Table 4.3, it is possible to see how AUC and ACC measurements favor

the J-A at under and middle clustering compression levels when inferring odome-

try information. Nonetheless, both protocols present similar performances at the

over-clustering level when inferring odometry data. On the other hand, the AUC

and ACC measurement also indicate that the S-A protocol present a slightly bet-

ter performance than the J-A when inferring information related to the control

modality. Overall, the inference capabilities measured by AUC and ACC favor the

J-A over the S-A.

The local prediction error and the model coverage of S-A and J-A protocols are

compared in the last two rows of Table 4.3 for the different compression levels. As

can be seen, the local error measurements, i.e., %Esep and %Esep, favor the J-A

protocol over the S-A. This supports the overall result obtained from AUC and

ACC measurements, reassuring that the J-A has better predicting capabilities than

the S-A. Such an affirmation is also supported by the higher precision of dynamical

models, see lower variances of first time derivative components in Table 4.1. On

the other hand, the coverage of models clearly favor the S-A protocol regardless

the compression level. This is supported by the S-A’s higher variances in the

positional state space in Table 4.1. Note that the highest performances of AUC and

ACC together with the closest gap between S-A and J-A protocols regarding local

prediction errors and model coverage is found with the over-clustering compression

level.

One of the goals of the proposed approach is to find a multimodal clustering that

produces a low number of dictionary elements (words) and that is capable of pre-

dicting future time instances accurately. A dictionary composed of less words leads

to a lower number of available continuous models, decreasing the complexity of the

testing phase when making inferences at high hierarchical levels. Consequently,

results obtained with low and high number of words, i.e., under-clustering and

over-clustering compression levels, are discussed in detailed as follows:
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• Under-clustering results. Some results that compare the S-A and J-

A protocols when using a low number of words are selected to display the

differences and capabilities of both protocols. Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b

show the discrete abnormality signals from the odometry modality in S-A

and J-A respectively. Abnormality signals presented in this work (see also

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13) are normalized based on the performance of

the training data such that values higher than 1 are considered as anoma-

lies. Note that the AUC associated with the odometry abnormality signals,

i.e., AUCφ, present a big performance gap between S-A (66.07%) and J-A

(88.67%) protocols. As can be inferred from Figure 4.8, abnormalities from

S-A detect precisely the first abnormality (around k = 100) but not second

one (around k = 430). On the other hand, by employing the J-A, both

abnormalities are correctly detected leading to a considerable difference in

the performance prediction of both protocols.

(a) Abnormality signal based on the odometry information in the S-A.

(b) Abnormality signal based on the odometry information in the J-A.

Figure 4.8: Discrete level abnormality signals (see Equation 4.22) of S-A
and J-A protocols at the under-clustering compression level for odometry in-
formation. Ground truth abnormality regions are indicated as red background

rectangles.

The accuracy of predictions done by S-A and J-A can be evaluated through

the differences of local multi-modal errors as the stated in Equation 4.26.

Figure 4.9 shows how the proposed measured error behaves through time.

The range where no particular protocol presents better prediction perfor-

mance, i.e., [−λ, λ], is represented as a red region. Yellow and green areas

encode situations in which J-A and S-A protocols outperforms the other one
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respectively. As shown in Figure 4.9, the major part of the generated sig-

nal favors the J-A protocol. For a clearer visual comparison between the
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Figure 4.9: Local comparative error signal based on S-A and J-A prediction
information, see Equation 4.26. The comparative error signal on the yellow/-
green area, it indicates a more accurate prediction of the J-A/S-A respectively.
When the signal goes on the area no particular protocol predicts better than

the other.
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative prediction accuracy for S-A and J-A clustering pro-
tocol. Each time a protocol predicts better than the other; its score is incre-

mented.

predicting errors produced by the S-A and J-A at the under-clustering com-

pression level, the cumulative prediction accuracy of each protocol is plotted

in Figure 4.10. The cumulative accuracy for both protocols is initialized as

0. As time (k) increments, the Ek defines whether the J-A or S-A should be

incremented in a unit. Accordingly, when Ek > λ, the J-A signal (red line

in Figure 4.10) is increased. Similarly, when Ek < λ, the S-A signal (blue

line in Figure 4.10) is incremented. From those signals, it is evident that the

J-A protocol outperforms the S-A when predicting multi-modal information

accurately.

The coverage of S-A and J-A models at the under-clustering compression

levels is also compared. Accordingly, Figure 4.11 displays the percentage of

particles that go out the model’s radius of acceptance at each time instant for
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S-A and J-A, i.e., %N sep
out,k and %N joint

out,k respectively. As can be observed in

Figure 4.10, the J-A protocol generates more particles out of the model than

the S-A, showing an advantage in using the S-A in terms of model coverage.

Note that in ground truth abnormality regions (red background rectangles),

all particles of both clustering approaches go outside the respective models.
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of particles that go out of the model’s radius of
acceptance at each time instant for J-A (red) and S-A (blue) protocols. Ground

truth abnormality regions are indicated as red background rectangles.

• Over-clustering results. Similar to the under-clustering case, some re-

sults are displayed for the over-clustering compression level to show and

compare the performances of S-A and J-A protocols when using a high num-

ber of words. Accordingly, Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.12b show the discrete

abnormality signals from the odometry modality in S-A and J-A respec-

tively. Note that AUC and ACC measurements associated with the odom-

etry abnormality signals present similar performances in the over-clustering

compression level, see last column in Table 4.1. Such a similar performance

between S-A and J-a protocols is due to the high amount of words which

often carry redundant information in the over-clustering case. When the

number of words increases, models tend to be more precise and the cov-

erage is larger. Nonetheless, a high number of discrete variables magnifies

the complexity of the testing phase since large transition matrices encoding

repetitive information are used for inference purposes.

From Figure 4.12, it is possible to see how the odometry abnormality sig-

nals from S-A and J-A detect correctly both avoidance maneuvers (around

k = 100 and k = 430) as anomalies. There is a false positive area around

k = 180 which is identified by both protocols as an anomaly. Such a peak of

abnormality is related to an abrupt curving behavior that does not match

precisely with the curves observed previously in the training set. Despite

that, the abnormality detection performance of both clustering protocols

is quite satisfactory. Continuous abnormality signals related to the control
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modality are provided in Figure 4.13. Two abnormal peaks are observed

due to their generation when the avoidance maneuver takes place. These

abnormalities refer to the regions where the vehicle do not go in a straight

path while maneuvering. Specifically, Figure 4.13a presents some false ab-

normality detection parts (not as evident as the actual avoidance maneuver)

associated with the curves executed by the vehicle. In the case shown in

Figure 4.13b, regular curves are not detected as abnormalities, but some

moments previous and after the avoidance are identified as abnormal.

(a) Abnormality signal based on the odometry information in the S-A.

(b) Abnormality signal based on the odometry information in the J-A.

Figure 4.12: Discrete level abnormality signals (see Equation 4.22) of S-A and
J-A protocols at the over-clustering compression level for odometry information.

(a) Abnormality signal based on the control information in the S-A.

(b) Abnormality signal based on the control information in the J-A.

Figure 4.13: Continuous level abnormality signals (see Equation 4.21) of S-A
and J-A protocols at the over-clustering compression level for control data.
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• ROC curves. The rest of the section discusses the ROC curves from which

AUC and ACC measurements in Table 4.3 are calculated. Accordingly, Fig-

ure 4.14 compares S-A and J-A protocols at detecting abnormalities based

on continuous/discrete state information, i.e., by employing Equation 4.21

and Equation 4.22 respectively on odometry and control modalities.

S-A (case1) J-A (case1)

S-A (case2) J-A (case2)

S-A (case3) J-A (case3)

(a) ROC based on continuous abnormality mea-
surements on odometry modality.

S-A (case1) J-A (case1)

S-A (case2) J-A (case2)

S-A (case3) J-A (case3)

(b) ROC based on continuous abnormality mea-
surements on control modality.

S-A (case1) J-A (case1)

S-A (case2) J-A (case2)

S-A (case3) J-A (case3)

(c) ROC based on discrete abnormality mea-
surements on odometry modality.

S-A (case1) J-A (case1)

S-A (case2) J-A (case2)

S-A (case3) J-A (case3)

(d) ROC based on discrete abnormality mea-
surements on control modality.

Figure 4.14: ROC curves that compare the S-A and J-A performances at
detecting abnormalities in multimodal data at different clustering compression

levels.

By analyzing curves in Figure 4.14a, it is possible to see how the performance

at detecting anomalies in odometry data varies significantly when employing

the S-A or J-A protocol. The J-A experiments based on continuous abnor-

malities clearly outperform the S-A ones. More specifically, it can be seen

how under (case 1)/mid (case 2)-clustering compression levels in S-A pro-

duce a poor performance when compared with the respective levels in J-A.

This result can be explained by the characteristics of the clusters in S-A,
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which as explained previously, present a high coverage of GSs but do not

offer precise dynamic models for prediction purposes.

When analyzing Figure 4.14c, it is possible to observe how the under-clustering

compression level in S-A presents is a poor performance at detecting anoma-

lies, whereas the same level in J-A performs quite well. It can be also seen

how mid (case 2) and over clustering (case 3) compression levels in S-A and

J-A perform with similar high accuracy. In such cases, since discrete compo-

nents of clusters are employed for calculating the abnormality measurements

(see equation 4.22) the S-A is able to compensate its disadvantages when

predicting with its capabilities in covering GS-spaces.

Next, by comparing the different ROC curves in Figure 4.14b and Figure

4.14d, we can conclude that the control modality information is predicted

quite well by the proposed abnormality measurements at all levels of com-

pression from both clustering protocols. In other words, by considering a

multi-modal approach that fuses odometry and control information, it is

possible to obtain an accurate detection of abnormalities in the control data

even with a low number of dictionary elements.

4.7.3 Discussions

Through this chapter, we proposed two different clustering protocols based on the

processing and understanding of multi-modal data. Such protocols process infor-

mation and build SA models based on an independent modality learning approach

(i.e., S-A) and a direct combination of all multi-modal data at once (i.e., J-A).

Obtained models encode GS information that is evaluated regarding the capability

of explaining large amount of data (models’ coverage) and estimating next future

instants accurately (model’s predictions and detection of abnormalities).

Our method has proven its ability to handle multi-modal information generated

from a dynamical agent. A MPJF is employed by the two proposed approaches

for making inferences related to future agent’s GSs. Our proposed approaches

allow the agent to combine multisensorial information for making estimations and

detecting abnormalities at each time instant.

Data from a moving vehicle that executes different tasks in a controlled environ-

ment is employed for testing and validating the proposed method. Results suggest
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that the J-A generates models that present a high prediction capabilities driving

the J-A to be an attractive clustering protocol when making inferences on new

multi-modal data that is similar to the training set. On the other hand, the S-A

produces models with a high capability of explaining previously non-observed in-

formation and generating models that coverage extensive areas of the GS space.

Such features make the S-A an attractive choice when dealing with new multi-

modal data that do not follow the training data precisely. Based on the outcomes

Self-awareness
model properties

Description

Generative
modeling

Same as in Table 3.2.

Discriminative
modeling

Same as in Table 3.2.

Hierarchical
modeling

Same as in Table 3.2.

Temporal
reasoning

Same as in Table 3.2.

Uncertain
reasoning

Same as in Table 3.2.

Interactive

Synchronization of proprioceptive and exteroceptive
sensory information is employed for creating models that
consider the agent’s own internal and external states for
embedding the interaction with its surroundings into the

agent’s knowledge. Interactive modeling enables
decision-making exploiting contextual information.

Table 4.4: Extended Properties of the proposed Self-awareness model.

of this chapter, the characteristics of the SA model are extended compared to

those presented in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.2). Table 4.4 shows the common char-

acteristics with those in Chapter 3 and the extra one highlighted.

Interactions between moving agents. The proposed work in this chapter is

not only can be used for multi-modal data, but also it can be applied to track

and interpret the interactions of multiple moving agents. Modeling interactions is

based on the analysis of location data from different moving agents that modify

their dynamics according to the rules of interactions. In particular, we use a J-A
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based on two weights as pointed out in [99]. In this part, we validate the proposed

method through a simulated data set introduced by [99].

The set of simulated data includes a moving agent, here called follower, chases

another agent, here named attractor. In the training data, the motion of the

follower is described by the velocity field shown in equation 4.28.

~vf =
(
ψ +

r2

φ

)
r̂ + ω, (4.28)

r represents the distance between both agents, ψ encodes the final speed with

which the follower reaches the attractor, φ models the changes of follower’s speed

while it approaches the attractor, r̂ is a unit vector that points at the attractor’s

location and ω ∼ N (0, ζ).

The attractor motions consist of a horizontal dynamics along the x axis at a

fixed height point yatt. Thus, the attractor can move in two senses: right or left

inside the interval [x
(min)
att , x

(max)
att ]. The attractor’s dynamics is a continuous motion

in one sense until it reaches an interval boundary when it starts moving in the

opposite sense covering only the defined interval points. The speed of the attractor

movements is defined as |~va| = Ψ|~vf |, where Ψ ∈ [0, 1) which guarantees that the

follower reaches the attractor.

We use attractor-follower data that follow the rules described previously for learn-

ing a C-DBN structure. For simulation purposes, the following parameters are

employed: ψ = 0.85, φ = 700, ζ = 0.1, Ψ = 0.75, yatt = 12, x
(min)
att = −15 and

x
(max)
att = 15.

Abnormality detection. Testing trajectories are employed to detect abnormal-

ities. Such new trajectories could follow exactly the same rules with which the

C-DBN has been trained, or they could contain some changes induced to the pres-

ence of a static repulsive located in the center of the scene. Figure 4.15a and Figure

4.15b show normal (data that follows training set rules) and abnormal scenarios

respectively. In both plots, red and blue arrows represent the trajectories of the

follower and attractor agents. The final position of the attractor, i.e., when the

follower reaches it, is displayed as a green circle. The repulsive agent is plotted as

a yellow circle in Figure 4.15b.
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(a) Normal interaction data.
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(b) Abnormal interaction data.

Figure 4.15: Trajectories of interacting agents.

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the result of abnormality detection in case of normal

and abnormal interactions, Figures 4.15a and 4.15b correspondingly. As shown in

Figure 4.16, we have a low abnormality (less than 0.1) which suggests that learned

C-DBN understands the interacting rules of the simulator. From Figures 4.17, it is

possible to see how high abnormality values are present in the initial portion of the

trajectory data; such behavior (yellow background) is due to the repulsive agent’s

effects which alters the learned interaction model. Once the follower overpasses the

obstacle, measurements of abnormality goes down (blue background) indicating

that the follower-attractor interact according to the previously learned rules.
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Figure 4.16: Results for normal agents’ interaction.
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Figure 4.17: Results for abnormal agents’ interaction.
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Evaluation C-DBN. As the ground truth of the simulated rules is available, the

latter provides a visual comparison between theoretical velocity fields and C-DBN

motion estimations for different attractor-follower configurations.
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(a) Theoretical velocity field.
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(b) Estimated velocity field.
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(c) Theoretical velocity field.
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(d) Estimated velocity field.
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(e) Theoretical velocity field.
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(f) Estimated velocity field.

Figure 4.18: Theoretical and estimated velocity fields.

Figure 4.18 provides a qualitative comparison between theoretical velocity fields

generated based on equation 4.28 and the corresponding prediction of the proposed

DBN. Green circles represent the position of the attractor and arrows represent

its generated velocity field. Empty spaces in C-DBN estimated fields are points
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where the proposed method is not able to make predictions due to lack of evidence

data in such areas.

Results suggest that attractive and repulsive forces can be modeled inside a C-

DBN structure that codifies the normal behavior of observed agents. In what

mentioned concerning the proposed method, the latter demonstrated the capability

to encode the interactions of agents and employs such information for detecting

anomalies due to previously unseen forces. Qualitative comparisons between the

simulated and encoded C-DBN interaction rules are provided, demonstrating that

the proposed models are capable of encoding observed behaviors into probability

distributions.





Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we presented methods to learn an awareness model for an AA. For

achieving aware artificial agents, we included a sense of SA (perceiving of own

states) and situational awareness (understanding of external surrounding states)

for the agent under study. Explored strategies have demonstrated that how PGMs,

such as DBNs, can learn awareness models from multi-dimensional proprioceptive

and exteroceptive signals acquired by the AA.

First, we show how to model the dynamics of an agent from a single positional

modality in Chapter 2. This model can be used to represent situational awareness

but from a single perspective. Accordingly, to enrich the information related to

effects produced by the environment, we divided the agents’ motions into a set of

zones in the environment.

Each zone represents the activity of the agent in terms of a motivation where

it moves towards a specific goal. For modelling such zones, we use a Bayesian

reasoning representation for interpreting and modelling observed data. Such rep-

resentation is used later on for further purposes such as classification, prediction

and detection of abnormalities.

In order to increase the awareness of agents, we extended the work in Chapter 2 in

Chapter 3. Since the single modality is inaccurate most of the time and an agent

is considered full aware if it can dynamically observe itself and its environment

through different sensorial modalities (proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors)

and learn a contextual representation by processing the observed multi-sensorial

data. That is why in Chapter 3 we present a multi-modal SA incremental switching

133
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model to perceive situations through different perspectives by considering multi-

sensorial modalities that can be integrated to build a structure of cross-modal SA

for an agent. Through this chapter, we showed that such a model could perform

better since it uses multi-modal complementary information from different sources.

Besides, modeling the SA helps the agent to understand its abilities and limitation

for the sake of taking the actions accordingly.

The fusion of information from different sensors enhances the understanding of

the agent itself and its surroundings and provides the basis for planning, decision

making, and control. Starting from this fact, in Chapter 4, we introduced a

multi-modal interaction model to model the causality between different sensory

information. In contrast with Chapter 3, here we learn joint models between the

different modalities in terms of their interactions. A coupled Bayesian network is

used for representing the interaction at different levels (continuous and discrete).

The latter step helps the agent to detect the abnormal/unseen situation from

different perspectives jointly (as a uniform system).

We represented and modelled interactions among multi-sensory data as the last

strategy in this work. By taking advantages of such approach with respect to other

possible strategies, the former could be the potential for future paths that lead

us to a complete SA model. Such model can be further developed to transfer the

knowledge across different agents. Based on what is mentioned and the knowledge

gained through the whole study, in the following we highlight the future work from

our own perspective in a detailed manner.

In order to complete a full aware system, three main tasks are proposed for future

work:

• Multi-DBNs: In this thesis, a coupled DBNs are considered as an initial

model for learning the interaction between bi-modal data from an agent.

However, the interaction models in the real-word scenarios are more com-

plex. Hence, we consider more complex model to learn the interaction across

different modalities. We propose a multi-DBN interaction model illustrated

in Figure 5.1. The latter can model the interaction among three different

modalities m, m′ and m′′. This model can be seen as a more general repre-

sentation and more accurate way of our PGM model introduced in Chapter

4.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed representation of Multi-DBNs for the SA.

• Knowledge transfer from agent to agent: Additionally, as future work

it is also proposed to transfer the knowledge embedded in an agents’ SA

model into a totally different body. Transfer learning problem [100] has

been studied in many machine learning-related tasks. In general, transfer

learning is about storing knowledge while solving a problem and then using

this knowledge for applying it to a different task [101], dataset [102] or

another agent with a new body [103].

In our scenario, the same set of rules should apply to other types of agents

that intend to replicate observed behaviors of a given agent that accomplishes

a given task. Then, when interaction models are learned, it is proposed

to perform the respective mapping at the level of sensors, actuators, and

interfaces in order to make a complete awareness transference possible.

By obtaining a general representation of interactions, the latter is generic

enough so that it can be used to transfer the learned knowledge into other

agents. However, such knowledge transfer typically must be provided either

by a full model of the tasks or by an explicit relation mapping one task into

the other. From our point of view, We follow the second option where the

mapping would represent a set of interactions.

This idea can be used to create a methodology in which learning activities

by one machine can be transferred to another one that looks at the first
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one. From that viewpoint, the present work can be potentially used to

build a cooperative/coupled framework among machines where they are able

to transfer knowledge between them through observation and imitation of

accomplished tasks.

• Decision making mechanism integration: The final goal of any AAs

is to perform autonomously or act with a degree of autonomy. By using the

probabilistic interaction model, the agent would be able to make decisions

based on the observed situations and its internal states. In Figure 1.3, we

proposed a fully AA where the decision block is a part of the system that

takes as input the outputs of our SA models (i.e., predictions and abnormal-

ity measurements) to act accordingly.

As we reviewed in this thesis, our SA model can provide information for

the decision-making system. However, we did not use such information in a

further step. A possible future path could be focusing on the development

of such autonomous decision-making mechanism based on the SA model.
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